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ABSTRACT




University of New Hampshire, May, 2015
Hydrofoils have a wide range of applications – from hydro-power generation to marine
propulsion. Bi-directional hydrofoils have (comparatively) identical performance when oper-
ating in both directions of reversing flows. A typical application of such foils is tidal current
power generation; where by using bi-directional blades the need for aligning the rotor (yaw)
or blades (pitch) of the turbines to account for the changing flow direction is eliminated.
This leads to lower initial, and more importantly, maintenance costs.
A numerical test-bed was developed for studying bi-directional hydrofoils, and foils in
general. The test-bed generates all necessary files for flow simulations in OpenFOAM, an
open-source Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) framework. These include files for ge-
ometry, mesh, boundary conditions, simulation parameters, and codes for automatic post-
processing of the data. In the interest of shorter simulation times for studying a wide range
of foils, the turbulence model used in the present study was k−ω SST. However, the test-bed
can be set up to utilize (almost) any feature of OpenFOAM, including a variety of turbulence
models.
Mesh convergence studies were performed for three reference foils (NACA 0015, NACA
63-424, and a bi-directional version of the NACA 63-424 – NACA 63-424B); then 3D nu-
merical data for the foils were compared to experimental results obtained for the same flow
configurations. Eleven classes of bi-directional foils were developed and by varying geometric
parameters, approximately 700 new foils were designed and studied numerically. Based on
xxiv
the simulations of these foils, which provided estimates for the lift and drag coefficients and
the inception cavitation numbers, two classes of foils were selected for further investigation.
Then, two novel foils from these classes were studied further using a simulated water tunnel,
and the results were compared to experimental data.
Experiments were performed in a high-speed water tunnel to measure the lift, drag, and
inception cavitation numbers of physical models of the three reference foils, the two novel
foils, and the two novel foils manufactured with defective leading/trailing edges. Detailed
error estimation analysis was performed to evaluate the accuracy of the experimental setup
and data.
A cavitation inception model was developed to predict cavitation inception for horizon-
tal axis tidal current turbines for different operating conditions, and thus assist with their
design. Two cases of how the model can be implemented were presented. The model is also
an example of how numerical and experimental data obtained in this study can be utilized.
Some of the studied bi-directional blades (foils) have similar performance and cavita-
tion characteristics to conventional blades. Small decreases in performance may be offset
by the decreased initial and maintenance costs. Numerical and experimental test-beds for
bi-directional foils were established and will significantly simplify further development of this
type of hydrofoils. Additional structural, economic feasibility, and fluids-structure interac-
tion studies will be required before new bi-directional hydrofoils can be used in practical
applications.





Foils (airfoils and hydrofoils) are 2-dimensional shapes representing a cross-sectional area of
sections of 3D wings or turbine or propeller blades. They exist in nature (bird wings, fish
fins), and it is hard (if possible) to determine when humans first started using such shapes
– one option may be the invention of the boomerang. Flat plates inclined at an angle have
been in use for centuries – e.g., windmills or the first propellers; according to [1] however,
the earliest serious work on airfoil sections began in the late 1800’s – H.F. Phillips patented
a series of airfoil shapes in 1884 after testing them in one of the earliest wind tunnels, and
Otto Lilienthal carefully measured bird wings and tested airfoils, believing that camber was
the key to successful flight. The Wright brothers built their own tunnel (the first wind tunnel
built in the US) and tested over two hundred different wings and foils [2] and later became
the inventors of the first piloted, controlled, self-propelled, heavier-than-air aircraft [3]. In
terms of applications in water, “in 1860 Hirsch patented a propeller having both variable
chordal pitch, which we know today as camber, and variable radial pitch” [4]. Hydrofoils
have been used on hydrofoil boats as well – the first one dating back to 1906, designed by
Enrico Forlanini [5].
A bi-directional foil is one which can perform well in flows with reversing direction and
usually has symmetry in order to achieve that: rotational symmetry (most foils presented
in this dissertation are of this type); rotational symmetry and symmetry about the x and
y axes – or bi-symmetrical foils (e.g., elliptical foils); and foils with symmetry about the
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Figure 1.1: Schematics of sample bi-directional foils: on left: foil with rotational symmetry;
middle: foil with rotational symmetry and symmetry about the x and y axes; right: foil with
symmetry about the x-axis only.
x-axis only (symmetrical foils) (Fig. 1.1). More detailed discussion and vector diagrams are
presented in section 2.5. While symmetrical foils have been in existence for a long time, their
first use as bi-directional foils was likely in the 1970’s when Wells invented the Wells turbine
[6, 7]. Elliptical foils have been used particularity in helicopter applications, first studied in
[8]. There is not much published material on foils with just rotational symmetry [9].
This dissertation focuses on bi-directional hydrofoils for horizontal-axis tidal current tur-
bines which are a typical application of such foils (Fig. 1.2). Hence, foils with symmetry
about the x-axis only are not studied here as the Wells turbine is not practical for tidal
current flows due to the required high rotational speeds as discussed in Section 2.5. Most of
the foils studied in the dissertation have only rotational symmetry as this is a more general
shape than bi-symmetric foils. Although this work focuses on bi-directional foils for tidal
current turbines, bi-directional foils can be beneficial in any flow application where the flow
direction may reverse (e.g., marine ROVs).
1.2 Motivation
With the continuously growing energy consumption, the world is facing major issues arising
from the limited fossil fuel resources, the impact of existing power plants on the ecosystem,
and the need to meet much higher energy demands in the future. Now, more than ever, the
development of sustainable energy technologies (or the lack of it) will determine the fate of
2
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a horizontal axis tidal current turbine. Flow is normal to the plane
of the paper.
our planet and the life on it.
One promising addition to the variety of renewable energy resources is ocean renewable
energy (wave, tidal, ocean current, ocean thermal energy conversion). According to [10] the
average available tidal power in the United States alone is estimated to be 50 GW (with 47






where P is the power available in the flow, ρ is the fluid density, A – the cross sectional
area of interest normal to the flow, and U∞ – the free stream velocity. Since the density of
water is three orders of magnitude larger than that of air, if similarly-sized wind and marine
turbines are compared, and the water speed is 5 times smaller than the wind speed (e.g., 2
m/s and 10 m/s), the energy extracted by the marine turbine would be more than 10 times
larger. Tidal energy in particular also has the advantage of being predictable – it is the
result of gravitational forces exerted by celestial bodies, e.g., the moon; and by combining
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the resources at various locations, its intermittency can be addressed [11].
However, the harsh marine environment brings a few challenges that need to be con-
sidered. The high energy density poses structural limitations, the salt water can corrode
machinery, and biofouling can adversely affect the performance of turbines by decreasing
their lift/drag ratio and increasing the cavitation inception number [12].
One feature inherent to tidal turbines in particular, is that the flow “reverses” its direc-
tion1. There are a few ways to design turbines which perform well in “reversing” flows. One
option is to use cross-flow turbines, which have additional operational advantages [11], but
are still not as widely used and extensively studied and developed as horizontal axis turbines
(HATs), and have suffered from poor fatigue life in the past. Studies of cross-flow turbines
are ongoing [14]. There are a few ways to address the bi-directional flow for horizontal axis
turbines, which are illustrated in Fig. 1.3:
• changing the yaw of the rotor (pitch can be fixed) – e.g., Verdant Power – first US
commercial license for tidal power [15, 16]
• changing the pitch of the blades by rotating them (yaw can be fixed) – e.g., SeaGen –
first grid-connected marine current turbine [17, 18]
• using a fixed-pitch, fixed yaw turbine with hydrofoils that can operate well in both
directions i.e., bi-directional hydrofoils – e.g., Voith Hydro [19, 20]
Design limitations for energy extraction machinery in the ocean environment dictate that
simplicity of any device operating underwater means lower costs of manufacturing and in-
stallation and more importantly - less maintenance2. Hence, if bi-directional hydrofoils can
1In practice the velocity vectors are often not exactly in opposite directions, and have slight variations
with depth and time [13].
2Note that the blades of SeaGen were once destroyed due to a software error [21] during rotation (by
changing the pitch angle in the wrong direction).
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Figure 1.3: Options for addressing the changing flow direction for tidal current turbines.
Water flow is into the plane of the paper and away from it (except for the boxed area).
be designed to have similar performance to conventional hydrofoils, the price of tidal energy
production can be significantly decreased by using blades with bi-directional shape.
The hydrofoil shapes of current state-of-the-art tidal turbines are proprietary and per-
formance data are not publically available. However, from [17] we know that the SeaGen
turbine is rated at 1.2 MW at 2.4 m/s flow speed and has two rotors, each 16 m in diameter.
The blades are uni-directional but have variable pitch, the root of each blade has a 600 mm
diameter and the thrust on each rotor is approximately 600 kN. Additionally, the department
of energy reference model 1 for marine hydrokinetic turbines utilized NACA 63-424 foils [22].
This geometry was used in other numerical and experimental studies, so the uni-directional
NACA 63-424 was used as a reference for uni-directional foils in the present work. Although
bi-directional foils have already appeared in tidal turbines [19, 20] their performance data
are proprietary. This limits the data currently available in the literature to elliptical foils,
which are investigated in this thesis as well.
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An important consideration for bi-directional hydrofoils and hydrofoils in general is their
cavitation characteristics. Cavitation is the formation of vapor in regions of the liquid for
which the local pressure is low enough to allow cavitation nuclei in the flow to become un-
stable and grow. Usually cavitation occurs first at the tip of propeller or turbine blades – so
called tip vortex cavitation. At lower pressures and/or higher flow speeds cavitation occurs
on the blade surface – attached cavitation. Tip-vortex cavitation may cause damage on the
structures downstream of the blades in tidal turbines, but attached cavitation can be much
more detrimental for tidal turbine operation. It can cause a decrease of the lift/drag ratio,
severe fluctuations of the forces acting on a blade, and can lead to damage due to the force
oscillations or pitting.
Although the development of bi-directional hydrofoils has a direct impact on tidal tur-
bine design, bi-directional hydrofoils and airfoils are applicable to any flow which reverses its
direction – for example flow around propellers designed to operate forward and backward.
Certain aspects of the work which relate to hydrofoil and airfoil design in general are appli-
cable to the design of any device which utilizes foils – e.g., wings, pumps, propellers, and
turbines.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
The goal of this research is contributing to the development of bi-directional hydrofoils (or
airfoils) with high lift/drag ratios, and low cavitation inception numbers. The study consists
of four major parts:
• Theory – This section consists of a brief overview of literature about foil design in
general, cavitation, and biofouling. It also includes a basic discussion of horizontal-axis
turbine operation, the approach used in designing bi-directional hydrofoils and a list
of the studied hydrofoil classes.
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• CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) – In this chapter the numerical test-bed
developed specifically for the studies is discussed, validation of the code is addressed,
and simulation results from the studied bi-directional hydrofoils are presented. The
algorithms used in the numerical “test-bed” are discussed in more details in the ap-
pendix.
• Experiments – This section includes experimental results from seven hydrofoils – the
results for three of these foils were used for the code validation (only one of these three
foils was bi-directional), two of the other foils (both bi-directional) were selected (as
candidate foils) after the numerical analysis, and the last two were defective versions
of the two novel foils. All experiments were performed at the recently renovated High-
Speed Cavitation Tunnel (HiCaT) at the University of New Hampshire (UNH).
• Tidal Turbine Blade Application – Cavitation Inception Model – Here a
tool for prediction of cavitation inception on tidal turbine blades is presented. The
cavitation inception model estimates the operational limits of a turbine imposed by
cavitation under different turbine operating conditions. This tool is an example of how





As noted in [23], the development of wing sections was initially almost entirely empirical, and
the very early tests indicated the desirability of a rounded leading edge and a sharp trailing
edge. The advantage of this empirical approach was that any foils (that can be physically
created) could be tested. The major drawback however was that merely the performance of
these foils could be studied rather than designing them to meet certain requirements. The
initial studies at NACA using this approach were most notable, since the investigations were
systematized and the effects of camber and thickness were separated. Also, higher Reynolds
numbers were achieved in the tests, compared to other studies at the time.
Later studies used conformal mapping to map the potential flow around a circle to the
flow around a foil to predict the characteristics of the foil. Joukowsky developed a simple
transform which allowed him to study the flow around a class of foils named after him. These
foils had a cusp at the trailing edge – an issue which was later resolved by using different
transforms. One problem that remained however, was that using conformal mapping and
potential flow, for a given geometry and angle-of-attack, the solution was not unique as the
circulation could not be uniquely defined (for planar flow around a 2D object) [24, 25] – that
was addressed by the Kutta condition which sets the value of the circulation as to ensure
smooth flow at the trailing edge [23].
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Theodorsen [26, 27] expanded the potential flow theory of wing sections to arbitrary
wing sections. Additionally his theory provided the ability to design airfoils with certain
pre-assigned aerodynamic parameters, although one still has to come up with an initial
shape, a given transform, or a class of foils. Some of the limitations of the theory are re-
lated to discontinuities in the foil-shape slope, to the treatment of sharp edges, and to the
necessity of using only simply connected polygons for shape, in order to satisfy the Riemann
mapping theorem. Again the Kutta conditions is needed, although its application may not
be so obvious in the absence of any sharp edges.
The theory of thin wing-sections developed by Munk [28, 29] has to be mentioned as
well. It treats the foil as one of zero thickness subjected to potential flow, thus reducing the
complexity of the problem. The corollaries of this theory provide additional insight to the
flow around thin airfoils: namely the locations of the aerodynamic center being one quarter
of the chord behind the leading edge, and the coefficient of lift being proportional to the
angle of attack.
Although conformal mapping and potential flow theory for foil shapes provide an insight-
ful, analytical approach to designing foils, they have two major drawbacks:
• The effects of flow separation and even its onset are not predicted – at high angles of
attack even higher values of lift may be obtained due to the Kutta condition.
• Drag is not predicted at all – hence, if lift/drag ratio is of interest, potential flow theory
alone is not sufficient for predictions. Even if drag is obtained using another method,
the lift and drag characteristics will still be de-coupled.
With the advancement of CFD, many new approaches in designing foils emerged. Soft-
ware like XFOIL [30, 31] and JavaFoil [32] use potential flow analysis with boundary layer
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treatment to produce rather reliable results at low computational cost. They can be com-
bined with numerical optimization (such as [33, 34]) to meet design objectives by applying
constraints such as airfoil shape, aerodynamic forces, and flow parameters. Another example
of coupling optimization software with CFD – FRONTIER and k −  and k − ω model in
CFX – is [35].
Various techniques have been used in shape optimization in fluid mechanics in general
and in foil/blade/wing design in particular [36]. Gradient Methods are widely used and uti-
lize a cost function which is minimized in a routine [37]. Examples of their use in foil design
are [37, 38, 39]. The adjoint method is an efficient gradient method and can be used for
sensitivity analysis [40]. In this method, a set of adjoint equations is solved. Methods which
are not gradient-based include the genetic algorithms, which are robust algorithms inspired
by evolutionary analogy of selection, crossover, and mutation [41]. The genetic algorithms
are simple, but slow [36]. Nevertheless, they have been implemented in the design of airfoils
and hydrofoils [38, 42].
Optimization can also be performed using morphing, which is an interpolation technique
that changes one object into another by producing “intermediate” models between parent
models, and has been utilized in [43]. One method for foil design which imposes restrictions
on the geometry of the foil is the Curvature (or CIRCLE) method, which ensures continuous
curvature and slope [44]. There are a number of other methods of approaching the design of
foils, some of which were used in [45, 46, 47, 48].
Although numerical optimization techniques may be very effective, they are usually very
computationally expensive, and the solution is specific to the provided constraints, and fur-
thermore, it may tend to satisfy certain criteria more than others: e.g. one may obtain a
foil with very high lift/drag ratio over a wide range of angles-of-attack, but rather prone to
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cavitation. Additionally, if for example the sensitivity to biofouling is of interest, the use of
an optimization technique may be extremely challenging and/or time consuming.
2.2 Cavitation
As mentioned in section 1.2, cavitation is the formation of vapor in regions of the liquid
for which the local pressure is below vapor pressure to allow cavitation nuclei in the flow to
become unstable and grow. Nevertheless this is not a complete definition of the term. A







is used for scaling of cavitation, where p∞ is the pressure of the undisturbed incoming flow,
and pv is the vapor pressure of the liquid (which is a function of the temperature).
Although dynamic effects are not among the main factors governing cavitation inception,
if they are significant, they can be included in the cavitation number, (e.g., in the p∞ − pv
term) [49]. A more general expression for the cavitation number which for example includes
















where the second term on the right side accounts for the effects of turbulence and the third
term accounts for the tensile strength of water [50]. Cavitation is usually initiated at the
boundary with the solid surface where the pressure fluctuations (in the boundary layer) are
small [49]. Furthermore, it has been shown that pressure fluctuations
√
p′2 in a boundary
layer generally grow with momentum thickness [51], and will therefore be small near the
leading edge of a turbine blade (for example) where the minimum pressure occurs. Hence,
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the second term is generally small enough compared to the first term (as long as the co-
efficient K1 is not too large). The term can be included in calculations, by relating the
turbulence intensities to the pressure fluctuations term, e.g., as discussed in [49]. The third
term accounts for the tensile strength of water – T [52]. This term can be related to the
difference between the cavitation inception numbers in weak and strong water1, and its ef-
fect will diminish (but not necessarily go to zero) if the cavitation inception numbers were
obtained for values of tensile strength similar to the ones for which the data are used. For
simplicity, the second and the third term will be considered negligible compared to the first,
and Eq. 2.1 will be used from now on.
There are a few types of cavitation which can occur on foil sections (e.g., on tidal tur-
bines blades). Tip vortex cavitation usually occurs first (at higher cavitation numbers) at
the tip of the blade in the region of the tip vortex, formed due to the pressure differential
between the two sides of the blade. It does not cause damage on the foil (blade) tip from
which it originates, but may damage a solid surface further downstream if the tip vortex
cavitation bubbles collapse on it. Attached cavitation (bubble, patch, partial sheet/cloud,
or supercavitation) can lead to strong lift oscillations and vortex shedding and can cause
unstable operation. Additionally, collapsing bubbles can cause cavitation erosion damage to
the foil (turbine blades) itself. More details on the different types of cavitation are presented
in [53].
Attached cavitation usually occurs when the cavitation number drops below the cavi-
tation inception number for the given foil and angle of attack. This cavitation inception
number can be obtained numerically and/or experimentally – it is simply the value of σ
(Eq. 2.1) for which attached cavitation occurs. Tip vortex cavitation on the other hand
1Weak/strong water has a high/low number of nuclei, which is typically related to the gas content.
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seems to depend on the coefficient of lift Cl and the Reynolds number Re. Arndt compared





for low values of Cl, where σi is the cavitation inception number, and 0.043 < K2 < 0.073.
Since tidal turbines can be installed at locations with different water properties, it is
important to note that the salinity of water should not have a significant effect on cavita-
tion. According to [49], not all foreign materials added to the liquid will affect the cavitation
process, and only appreciable changes in the physical properties of the liquid (e.g., density
or viscosity) will affect the growth and collapse of cavities significantly. On the other hand,
the amount of dissolved gas has a much more pronounced effect and should be considered.
2.3 Biofouling
Biofouling is a major concern in marine applications. Although many devices operating in
the ocean are coated for protection, biofouling (and corrosion) are not completely eliminated.
A review of [55] shows the following:
• Although successional process is in part predictable (opportunistic species being re-
placed by more competitive ones), the species interactions, stochastic events, and
physical-environmental changes can lead to potentially variable endpoints of the pro-
cess.
• Biofouling differs from location to location. Dominant biofoulers for some countries
are presented in Table 5.1 (in [55]).
• Depth has an effect on biofouling. Generally with greater depth, less biofouling is
expected, but this is not always the case. Also, different species dominate different
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vertical zones. Light levels, temperature, pressure, and food, are among the factors
which contribute to this variation with depth.
• Micro and nano ridges on surfaces prevent biofouling.
• Flow speed has an effect on biofouling, although for some coatings it does not; also,
for high flow speeds, the performance of various coatings converges with respect to
biofouling.
• Seasonal changes significantly affect biofouling.
In the light of this review, the types and rates of biofouling for tidal turbines will be dif-
ficult to predict, as they depend on geographic location, depth, speed, and seasonal changes.
It is interesting to note that the speed of the flow to which a section of a turbine blade will
be exposed will depend on its distance from the hub and on time; similarly the depth at
which the blade element is located will be varying during operation, most notably at the tips
which in some cases may move in and out of zones dominated by different species. Tidal
current turbines are usually located in rather shallow areas (where the tidal current speed is
higher), so moving them to depth at which biofouling is significantly decreased (e.g., more
than 100 m) is not feasible.
Since it is hard to predict biofouling, it is even harder to predict how exactly it will affect
the shape (and performance) of hydrofoils. A simplified approach to studying the effects
of biofouling is the use of roughness elements [12]. It is clear from this, and other papers
[56, 57] that roughness (biofouling) can have a negative effect on foils, by decreasing the
lift/drag ratio and increasing the cavitation inception number.
Additionally, biota suspended in the water column (such as eelgrass) can become stuck
on turbines. The blades would have to be designed to allow the easy release of such biota,
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especially with regards to the shape of blade edges, tips, and blade tip devices used to de-
crease the strength of tip vortices.
2.4 Horizontal Axis Turbines
The relative velocity wrel between a section of a turbine blade and the fluid depends on the
free stream velocity of the flow U∞, the angular velocity of the turbine rotor Ω, the radial
distance of the element from the hub r, and the axial and angular induction factors (Fig. 2.1)
a and a′ [58]. The angle of attack α depends additionally on the pitch of the blade section
θ. The following expressions can be derived:
wrel =
{









The tip speed ratio λ ≡ ΩR/U∞ can be introduced, where R is the radius of the rotor
and Eq. 2.4 and 2.5 can be re-written as:
wrel = U∞
{













Note that in general, the axial and angular induction factors (a and a′) are a function of
the radial distance from the hub r. However, if they are treated as constants, the angle of
attack α depends on the tip speed ratio, and not on the free stream velocity. This has signif-
icant implications, particularly for bidirectional blades. Some turbines utilize pitch control
to adjust the angle of attack of the blades to optimize the performance for different free-
stream flow speeds. However, if the tip-speed ratio can be controlled and kept constant, the
angle of attack can be kept approximately constant for fixed-pitch blades (and pre-set to an
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of forces on a blade section. Left: front view of a turbine, (blade
element colored in black) – flow is into the plane of the sheet; right: top view of the blade
section – flow direction (U∞) is shown. Note that the figure is not drawn to scale (particularly
the induction factors)!
optimum value for each blade section by varying the section pitch angle θ). This means that
the advantage of using fixed-pitch, fixed-yaw bi-directional blades will not be outweighed by
varying-performance due to change of the angle-of-attack of the blades, as long as the tip
speed ratio can be kept constant (such as in [20]). Note that this statement is valid for both
wind and tidal-current horizontal axis turbines, and assumes uniform free-stream velocity. In
the case of tidal turbines the effect of waves was neglected, but will be discussed in chapter 5.
2.5 Design Approach
If a blade/foil (e.g., for a tidal turbine) is designed so that the flow “sees” it as having the
same shape when the flow direction is reversed, it needs to have at least one of two sym-
metries, depending on the direction of rotation of the turbine rotor. If the blades remain
rotating in the same direction (Fig. 2.2), the foil should be at a zero pitch angle (θ = 0)
and be symmetric (about the x-axis). This essentially represents a blade of a Wells turbine
[6, 7], (commonly used in oscillating-wave-column wave energy conversion). Using Eq. 2.7
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Figure 2.2: Symmetric (bidirectional) foil
and neglecting the induction factors, for a tip speed ratio of 5, the minimum angle of attack
of the foil (at the tip) will be 11°. The angle of attack will vary for each blade section, and
it will increase closer to the hub. For the tip speed ratio of 5, the angle of attack at the
middle (in radial direction) of the blade will be 22°. In order to have an angle of attack of
10° at mid-span of the blade, a tip speed ratio of 11 is required (corresponding to 22 m/s
flow speed at the tip for a 2 m/s free-stream velocity). Then, based on Eq. 2.1, even for a
low foil-cavitation inception number of 1, the pressure required to avoid attached cavitation
at the tip of the blade will be ≈ 250 kPa meaning that the tip should always be submerged
to at least 15 m below the water surface level. This sample calculation reveals that the use
of symmetric bi-directional foils for tidal turbine blades (unlike their use for air turbines)
will be challenging at least, if possible at all. Additionally, to achieve similar (high) lift/drag
ratios for each section, the foil shape should change to have its peak performance at an angle
of attack corresponding to the angle of attack for the given span-wise position (maintaining
a 0° pitch angle).
An alternative design approach requires a change in the blade rotation direction when
the free-stream flow direction reverses. Then, a rotational symmetry is needed to achieve
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Figure 2.3: Bidirectional foil with rotational symmetry only.
an identical flow for the turbine in both directions of the free-stream flow (Fig. 2.3). This
allows setting the angle of attack of each blade element (for a given tip speed ratio), by
changing its section pitch angle. Also, as mentioned in section 2.4, by keeping the tip-speed
ratio constant, the angle-of-attack can be kept almost constant for different free-stream flow
speeds. Due to these major advantages, all the foils studied in this dissertation have (at
least) rotational symmetry.
Rotational symmetry can be achieved in many ways. One option is to copy the front half
of the foil, rotate it by 180° and use it as the back half of the foil. In this case, if discontinuity
in the slope at the mid-chord location is to be avoided, the slope at this location should be
the same for the top and bottom of the front half. Another option is to use the top portion of
the foil, copy it, rotate it by 180° and use it as the bottom side. When rotational symmetry
is present, the leading and the trailing edges of the foils will be identical, which means that
a bi-directional foil cannot be designed with the desirable rounded leading edge and sharp
trailing edge at the same time (section 2.1). The leading and trailing edges must be either
both rounded or both sharp. Defining “rounded” and “sharp” may not be trivial but for this
study an edge is considered to be “rounded” if the slope at the tip is close to 90° and the slope
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changes gradually away from the tip; and “sharp” if that angle is relatively small. With this
definition “semi-sharp” edges can occur, if for example the top portion of the foil is rounded
at the front and sharp at the back.
For any of the design approaches discussed in section 2.1, a foil shape or a class of shapes
needs to be provided. Potential flow can be used to create foil shapes with pre-assigned lift
coefficient for example, but since separation cannot be predicted properly, and since drag
needs to be computed separately, in a different way, the performance of different foils in this
study was investigated using CFD with turbulence models. Additionally, this eliminated any
shape limitations imposed by this technique. A discussion of the turbulence model choice,
advantages and shortcomings is available in section 3.1.
The approach used in this work was to develop a large number of foil classes with various
features, and then test foils from each class with varying geometric parameters. This was
done to obtain a better understanding of how foil features and their geometric parameters
affect foil performance. This approach also avoided the restriction of a fixed set of constraints
and provided an approximate estimate of how sensitive a certain class is to changes in the
shape. Since a numerical test-bed was developed for the study, the robustness of the test-bed
and its ability to work with more complex foils could be tested as well. The studied classes
of bi-directional foils are presented in the next section. Some of the foil features are based
on existing foils, and others are more “random” in nature.
2.6 Hydrofoil Classes and Nomenclature
Classes of foils with rounded, sharp and semi-sharp edges, were created, and all of them had
rotational symmetry, and some had symmetry about the x-axis as well. The names of the
classes start with the letter B (for bi-directional) followed by a number (of the class), dash,
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and the parameters which can be varied for this shape. The first class includes elliptical
foils, which have existed for a long time.
2.6.1 Class B0











where x, and y are the foil coordinates, c – the chord, t – the thickness and n = 2. More
foils can be created by setting n to a different value. To properly depict the foil for negative









The nomenclature for the foils is B0-XXYY, where XX=10n, and YY=tcr in % (tcr
stands for the thickness-to-chord ratio). Thus for B0-2010 n = 2, tcr = 10% and for B0-0505
n = 0.5 and tcr = 5%. A schematic of the class is shown in Fig. 2.4 and a few sample foils are
shown in Fig. 2.5. All B0 foils can be considered as having rounded leading and trailing edges.
2.6.2 Class B1
The B1 class foils are based on the equation
y = |x|n, (2.10)
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the B0 class foils.
B0−2010 B0−2015 B0−3015
Figure 2.5: Examples of B0 foils.
for x ∈ [−c/2; c/2], for the bottom portion of the foil, which is then normalized by a factor
of max(y)/0.5t to ensure that the foil has a prescribed thickness. Thus the equation for the





for x ∈ [−c/2; c/2], and the bottom half is mirrored to form the top portion of the foil (Fig. 2.6).
The nomenclature for the foils is B1-XXYY, where XX=10n, and YY=tcr in %. Simi-
larly to the B0 nomenclature, for B1-2010 n = 2, tcr = 10% and for B1-0505 n = 0.5 and
tcr = 5%. A few sample foils are shown in Fig. 2.7. Although for some parameter values the
leading and trailing edges may look rounded, generally all B1 foils have a sharp leading and
trailing edge (and hence discontinuities in slope).
2.6.3 Class B2
Class B2 is similar to class B1, but is based on
x = |y|n (2.12)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the B1 class foils.
B1−2010 B1−2015 B1−5015
Figure 2.7: Examples of B1 foils.
instead. The equation describing the front part (left half) of the foil is
y = ±|x|1/n, (2.13)
for x ∈ [0; c/2], which is re-scaled by max(y)/0.5t to obtain




Then the left half is mirrored to form the right portion of the foil (Fig. 2.8).
The nomenclature for the foils is B2-XXYY, where similarly to B0 and B1 foils XX=10n,
and YY=tcr in %. Again, for B2-2010 n = 2, tcr = 10% and for B2-0505 n = 0.5 and
tcr = 5%. A few sample foils are shown in Fig. 2.9. All B2 foils can be considered as
having rounded leading and trailing edges, but they have a discontinuity in the slope at the
mid-chord location.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the B2 class foils.
B2−2010 B2−2015 B2−3015
Figure 2.9: Examples of B2 foils.
2.6.4 Class B3
The B3 class is a more complex class of bi-directional foils which avoids any disconti-
nuities in the slope. It is constructed from a line inclined at an angle β with respect to
the x-axis (the solid black line on Fig. 2.10). Two parts of circles are then connected to
the line (dashed black curves). The parts of circles are such that at one end of each circle,
the inclined line is tangent to the circle, and on the other end of each circle, the circle is
tangent to a vertical line. Furthermore, the circular parts can be uniformly stretched in the
x-direction by a factor of str (negative x-direction for the leading edge, positive x-direction
for the trailing edge). In doing so, it is made sure that the stretched parts of circle (solid
grey curves) are tangential to the inclined line. Note that this usually means that if the
stretched parts are un-stretched they will not be tangential to the inclined line. To complete
the foil, the top portion of the foil is copied and rotated by 180° to form the bottom portion
of the foil. In the geometry generation process, it is made sure that the chord connects the
two most distant points of the foil. The thickness of the foil is then defined as the largest
distance between two foil points in the vertical direction.
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The nomenclature for the foils is B3-XXYYZZ, where XX=β in tenths of degree, YY=tcr
in %, and ZZ=str in tenths. Thus for B3-301540, β = 3.0°, tcr = 15%, and str = 4.0. In a
similar way, for B3-001010 β = 0.0°, tcr = 10%, and str = 1.0 which would be a rectangle
with 2 semi-circles at each end. B3-001000 would simply be a rectangle with an aspect ratio
of 10. A few sample foils are shown in Fig. 2.11. Generally B3 foils can be considered as
having rounded leading and trailing edges.
Figure 2.10: Schematic of the B3 class foils.
B3−151540 B3−301540 B3−301520
Figure 2.11: Examples of B3 foils.
2.6.5 Class B4
The B4 class is similar to the B3 class, except for the rounded edge at the trailing edge,
which is eliminated (Fig. 2.12). The class if formed from a line inclined at an angle β, which
is connected to a part of a circle. At one end, the part of the circle is tangent to the inclined
line, and at the other end it is tangent to a vertical line. The circular part can then be
stretched uniformly by a factor of str in the negative x-direction, in which case the stretched
arc is tangential to the inclined line instead of the un-stretched arc). The bottom portion of
the foil is obtained by copying the top half and rotating it by 180°.
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The nomenclature for the foils is B4-β-str, where β is in tenths of degree and str is in
tenths. Thus for B4-40-70 β=4.0°and str = 7.0; and for B4-120-140 β=12.0°and str = 14.0.
Note that the thickness-to-chord ratio is fixed by these two parameters. One interesting
feature of the B4 class is the “semi-sharp,” leading and trailing edges.
Figure 2.12: Schematic of the B4 class foils.
B4−100−50 B4−50−50 B4−50−100
Figure 2.13: Examples of B4 foils.
2.6.6 Class B5
The B5 class foils have symmetry about the x and y axes. They consist of a part of circle
(black dashed curve on Fig. 2.14) and two lines connected to it at each of its ends (solid
black lines). The circular part can be stretched uniformly by a factor of str (solid grey line)
and the (black solid) lines are tangential to that curve and intersect the chord at an angle of
β. For this class the two lines are symmetric, but a more general class can be created where
the angles at which they intersect the chord may be different.
The nomenclature for the foils is B5-β-str, where similarly to the B4 class, β is in tenths
of degree and str is in tenths. Again, for B5-40-70 β=4.0°and str = 7.0; and for B5-120-140
β=12.0°and str = 14.0. Note that as in the B4 class, the thickness-to-chord ratio is fixed by
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these two parameters. All B5 foils can be considered as having sharp leading and trailing
edges.
Figure 2.14: Schematic of the B5 class foils.
B5−70−30 B5−140−30 B5−140−50
Figure 2.15: Examples of B5 foils.
2.6.7 Class B6
The B6 class foils are constructed from a semi-circle with center at x = 0.5, y = 0 and
radius R = 0.5 (Fig. 2.16). The circle is stretched by a variable factor str(x), which is a
quadratic function of x in the domain of x ∈ [0; 1]. Essentially,
str(x) = K3x
2 +K4x+K5c, (2.15)
where the coefficients K3, K4, and K5 are prescribed in the name of the foil.
The nomenclature for the foils is B6-aK3bK4cK5. Thus B6-a0b-2c9 hasK3 = 0,K4 = −2,
K5 = 9, which relates to a linearly decreasing str(x) = −2x + 9 (Fig. 2.17 left) and B6-a-
1b16c3 has str(x) = −x2 + 16x + 3 (for both foils x ∈ [0; 1]). Note that by defining the
stretch, the thickness-to-chord ratio is fixed. Also, all B6 foils have rounded leading and
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trailing edges.
Figure 2.16: Schematic of the B6 class foils.
B6−a0b−2c9 B6−a−2b2c6 B6−a−1b16c3
↑ str
Figure 2.17: Examples of B6 foils with a plot of their corresponding stretch values (equations)
above the foil. Left: linearly decreasing stretch, middle: quadratic stretch with a maximum
value at the center of the foil; right: quadratic stretch with a maximum value to the right
of the foil.
2.6.8 Class B7
The B7 class foils are constructed from 2 stretched parts of circles (similar to the stretched
parts of circles in the B3 and B4 foils). One of the arcs is convex, and the other one con-
cave. At one end, the convex arc is tangent to a vertical line (at the foil leading edge), and
at the other – tangent to the other arc. The concave arc is tangent to the convex arc on
one end, and tangent to a horizontal line at the other end (at the foil trailing edge) – Fig. 2.18.
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The connection between the two arcs is essentially an inflection point and the angle of
the tangent at this point is one of the foil parameters β. The other two parameters are the
stretch of the convex part of circle str1 and the stretch of the concave part of circle str2.
The nomenclature for the foils is B7-XXYYZZ, where XX=str1 in tenths, YY=β in
tenths of degree, and ZZ=str2 in tenths. Thus B7-401030 is constructed from a convex part
of circle with a stretch of str1 = 4 which forms an inflection point with the concave part of
circle which has a stretch str2 = 3. At the inflection point, the tangent is at β = 1°. Some
examples of B7 foils are shown on Fig. 2.19.
Figure 2.18: Schematic of the B7 class foils.
B7−202040 B7−402040 B7−401030
Figure 2.19: Examples of B7 foils.
2.6.9 Class *B
The *B class foils are bidirectional foils formed from existing foils by: taking the leading
edge to the point of maximum thickness (solid black curve in Fig. 2.20); copying it, and
rotating it by 180° to form the trailing edge (solid grey curve); and connecting the two with
straight lines (dashed grey lines). The dotted black curve on the figure represent the re-
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maining part of the original foil, which is not used. Note that in this procedure, it is likely
that the chord line will change (as seen on the figure), which is taken into account. The
procedure was first used by Therrien et. al. [59] to design a NACA 63-424B foil, which is
also simulated and tested experimentally in the present work.
The foils are named after their original name, with a suffix B added at the end. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 2.21.
Figure 2.20: Schematic of *B foils.
NACA 1315B NACA 0015B NACA 63−424B
Figure 2.21: Examples of *B foils.
2.6.10 Class *B2
The *B2 class foils are bidirectional foils formed from existing foils by taking the top
portion of the existing foil (solid black curve in Fig. 2.22), copying it, rotating it by 180°,
and using it for the bottom half of the foil (solid grey curve). The dotted black curve on the
figure represent the remaining part of the original foil, which is not used.
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The foils are named after their original name, with a suffix B2 added at the end. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 2.23.
Figure 2.22: Schematic of *B2 foils.
NACA 1315B2 NACA 0015B2 NACA 0010B2
Figure 2.23: Examples of *B2 foils.
2.6.11 Class *B3
Similarly to the *B2, the *B3 class foils are bidirectional foils formed from existing foils,
but instead of the top portion of the foil, the bottom portion of the existing foil (solid black
curve in Fig. 2.24), is copied and rotated by 180° to form the top portion of the foil (solid
grey curve). Note that for foils which are originally symmetric about the x-axis the bidirec-
tional *B2 and *B3 foils would be the same. Hence only non-symmetric (about the x-axis)
existing foils were used to generate *B3 foils.
The foils are named after their original name, with a suffix B3 added at the end. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 2.25.
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Figure 2.24: Schematic of *B3 foils.
NACA 3415B3 NACA 1315B3 NACA 1310B3
Figure 2.25: Examples of *B3 foils.
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CHAPTER 3
CFD (COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS)
The open-source software package OpenFOAM [60] was used for the computational stud-
ies. The advantages of OpenFOAM include that it is open-source (free), and that it is not
a “black box” – users can view and modify its files as they wish, and it is rather easy for an
experienced user to do that. As a result, OpenFOAM is becoming a leading CFD software,
both in industry and academia, and there are multiple “modules” built for it. The major
disadvantage is that it has a rather steep learning curve (with less graphical user interface)
and in some cases it is not appropriate for meshing complex geometries properly.
In order to automate the simulation process, a numerical test bed for simulating 2D and
pseudo 3D foils was created using Matlab specifically for this project. The code (named
iFOIL) is similar to XFOIL [30, 31] and JavaFOIL [32], but utilizes the capabilities of Open-
FOAM (such as turbulence models), allows for the use of different-sized “open” domains
and domains with walls; includes scripts for executing multiple simulation cases with one
command, generates the codes for data processing, and provides a short summary of the
simulation parameters. Since this code can be used in various applications, instructions for
using it are provided in appendix A together with a detailed explanation of how it works.
Validation studies using the code are presented in section 3.2 using experimental data from
section 4. In the initial studies (section 3.3) foils from every class from the theory section
were studied. Two better performing classes of foils were further studied in section 3.4 – more
foils were generated by varying the geometric parameters; and Reynolds number dependence
was studied as well. Finally, two well-performing foils were selected to be manufactured and
tested experimentally, and three-dimensional simulations were performed to match the test
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conditions of the experiments with foil sections in the high-speed water tunnel (section 3.5).
3.1 Turbulence Modeling
For this project, the available computational power (a desktop computer) was not sufficient
to perform Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), Large Eddy Simulations (LES) or Detached
Eddy Simulations (DES). Furthermore, the approach to the problem was to perform a large
number of simulations with comparatively low accuracy, and then, gradually increase the ac-
curacy and decrease the amount of simulations. A Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
model was appropriate considering the task. Again, considering the available computational
power and the number of simulations, a two-equation model was preferred rather than a
Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) or Algebraic Stress Model (ASM). The V2F model (with four
transport equations) is a plausible option for future studies, but currently there is no official
OpenFOAM implementation of it (although an unofficial version is available together with
documentation).
According to [61] the advantages of the two-equation models are that they are simpler,
more stable, and work reasonably well. The k – ω SST model was used, which is a combina-
tion of the k – ω model in the inner boundary layer, and k –  model in the outer region of
the boundary layer as well as outside of it [61]. It predicts shear stress in adverse pressure
gradients (which occur on the back portion of the foil suction side) better than the k – 
model [61]. Meanwhile the k – ω SST model is not so dependent on the upstream value of
ω as the original k – ω model [61]. One more advantage of using k – ω SST in OpenFOAM
is that rough walls can be simulated in the current version of the model, with the documen-
tation referencing [62].
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Some of the limitations of two equation models and the k−ω SST model in particular in-
clude predicting separated flow; laminar-turbulence transition; and mean flow unsteadiness.
The use of turbulence viscosity implies that the Reynolds stress can depend only on the main
strain rate at a single instant and single location in the flow [63]. This is not the case in flow
with separation in which the local turbulence is convected from somewhere else and the flow
is not dominated by the gradient production [63]. Furthermore turbulence viscosity models
are isotropic and hence not good in predicting normal stresses, and the production due to
normal stresses is of the same magnitude as that due to shear stresses in boundary layers
approaching separation [64]. Although the k − ω SST model is more accurate in depicting
separation compared to other 2-equation models [65], it is still not reliable enough in this
aspect due to the inherent limitations of turbulence viscosity models. Thus the validity of
simulations of foils at high angles of attack, and foils with discontinuities or other complex
features is questionable.
Predicting the onset of turbulence is also a challenge for turbulence-viscosity models.
When these models predict near-zero turbulence viscosity, the prediction is not based on
real physics and can lead to “pseudo-laminar” portions of the flow-field, making the model
sensitive to the initial conditions [66]. Although there has been progress in the prediction
of laminar-turbulent transition [67], the two equation models, particularly in presence of a
pressure gradient do not perform well [68]. In the framework of the thesis, the flow near the
leading edge of the foils may be affected, particularly if a strong pressure gradient is present.
As mentioned above, the turbulence viscosity depends on the strain rate at a single in-
stant of time, meaning that the turbulence viscosity models instantaneously reflect changes
in the mean flow on the Reynolds stress. This may be an issue in unsteady flows in general,
but in the present work, only steady-state solutions were obtained. Another limitation of
the k−ω SST model and two-equation models in general is that it/they do not account well
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for stagnation and curvature effects, since a single turbulence viscosity is used [61, 69, 70].
Nevertheless, rather accurate predictions can be expected in the region of interest – the
angles of attack for which the highest lift/drag ratios are obtained, and for which there is no
separation. It is rather straight-forward for an experienced OpenFOAM user to modify the
numerical test-bed to include any turbulence models available in OpenFOAM, but due to
the limited computational power available for the project, more computationally-demanding
models were not used.
To perform the simulations with this two-equation model, the Reynolds Averaged Navier

















in which the last term – the Reynolds stress – is modeled.
As mentioned above, the equations solved by OpenFOAM are readily accessible by the
user. The documentation for the k – ω SST model references [71], which is not readily








































, Γω = µ+
µt
σω
, Pk = τij
∂Ui
∂xj
, P˜k = min(Pk; c1), (3.4)
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Note that the last term in the parenthesis in Eq. 3.5 was included to reflect the general
formulation of the model as described in [72], although the term is zero for incompressible
flow which is the case for all simulations provided in this thesis. As described in [72], the
coefficients φ of the model are functions of F1: φ = F1φ1 + (1 − F1)φ2, where φ1, and φ2
stand for the coefficients of the k − ω and k −  model respectively:
σk1 = 2.000, σω1 = 2.000, κ = 0.41, γ1 = 0.5532, β1 = 0.0750, β
∗ = 0.09, (3.6)
σk2 = 1.000, σω2 = 1.168, κ = 0.41, γ1 = 0.4403, β1 = 0.0828, β
∗ = 0.09, (3.7)
The blending functions F1 is evaluated using:
F1 = tanh(arg
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and F2 is a blending function:
F2 = tanh(arg
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where y is the distance to the nearest no-slip wall.
Note that in the OpenFOAM implementation, the coefficients are expressed in terms of
α diffusion coefficients rather than the σ = 1/α. Additionally, the coefficient αk1 = 0.85034
rather than 1/σk1 = 0.5 as in [72]. All simulations were performed for incompressible steady-
state flow, enforcing Dρ/Dt = 0 (and ∂ui/∂xi = 0), and ∂/∂t = 0.
For all simulations the SIMPLE method was used for velocity-pressure coupling. The
equations were discretized using the Gauss linear scheme for gradient terms; bounded Gauss
self-filtered central differencing (SFCD) schemes for the divergence terms; Gauss linear cor-
rected for Laplacian terms; and linear interpolation schemes. The schemes provide second
order accuracy.
Since the flow around some of the foil shapes exhibits significant unsteadiness, the steady
state solution would sometimes oscillate between two values. In this case, the data of interest
were extracted using the methods described in section A.5. The cases in which the solution
was fluctuating between two values, without a clear trend of convergence were for foils at
very large positive and negative angles of attack ±18° and ±20° – particularly B0-40YY,
B2-4020, B2-5025, B7-60YYZZ, and B7-80YYZZ foils. The solutions for the NACAxy20B2
and NACAxy25B2 exhibited this behavior only for large negative angles of attack -18° and
-20°. The B1 foils were among the few which exhibited such behavior at low angles of attack.
For n ≥ 4 and thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.10 and 0.15 this occurred at 8 – 12°, and for
larger thickness or n ≥ 8 at 0 – 12 °.
For the cavitation studies, only inception was obtained, which did not require modeling
of the cavitation. Since the local pressure is the dominant factor determining cavitation in-
ception, the cavitation inception number could be evaluated by using the minimum pressure
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within the computational domain.
In terms of grid resolution, the first cells in the boundary layer (closest to the solid sur-
face) for most simulations presented here have comparable size to the cell-size requirements
for LES simulations – y+ ≈ 1, x+ ≈ 100, z+ ≈ 30 – [73], except for the resolution in span-wise
direction in which z+ ≈ 100. However, LES simulations need to be 3D and time-resolved,
unlike most of the simulations performed in this work. It should also be noted that the size
of cells in the y direction increases with a cell expansion ratio of (typically) 1.2 and in the
stream-wise direction with a ratio (typically) of 1.05. This means that areas, sufficiently far
from the flow have lower resolution and flow features there may not be properly depicted.
3.2 Mesh Convergence and Validation
The code was tested and validations studies were performed using experimental data for 3
different foils – NACA 0015 – which is a symmetrical foil with rather small thickness-to-
chord ratio, NACA 63-424 – a thicker, non-symmetric foil, and a bi-directional version of
the NACA 63-424 foil – NACA 63-424B – Fig. 3.1. The chords of the foils were 3 inches
(76 mm) and the spans were 6 inches (152 mm). Experimental data for these foils were
obtained earlier (information on the experiments is provided in chapter 4). The process of
mesh convergence and validation was the following:
• selecting an appropriate minimum cell size (y+ convergence) to properly resolve the
boundary layer
• selecting an appropriate typical cell size (cell size convergence) to resolve the features
of the flow outside of the boundary layer
There were two types of simulations which were performed after the convergence and valida-
tion studies: open flow, simulating the flow around hydrofoils in an open environment – used
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for most simulations; and closed flow – used for simulations which matched the experimental
test-bed conditions. For the open – flow the following studies were performed:
• domain size convergence
• turbulence intensity and turbulence length scale dependence
For the closed flow the following convergence and validation tests were performed:
• studying the effects of refining the cells at the top and bottom walls
• studying the effects of 2D versus 3D simulations, with and without side-wall refinement
• comparing results for different speeds to experimental data (validation)
For all simulations, the k – ω SST model was used.
NACA0015 NACA63424 NACA63424B
Figure 3.1: Shape of the three reference foils used for model validation.
3.2.1 Minimum Cell Size
The effect of minimum cell size (in terms of non-dimensional y+ units) was studied by
varying the yplusmin parameter in the iFOIL.m script for 2D geometry. Simulations were
obtained for values of 300, 100, 30, 10, 5, 3, 2, and 1. The value for the typical cell size was
set to 2 mm, which was established from preliminary studies. The domain corresponded to
a 2-dimensional representation of the water tunnel used for testing, with height of 6 inches
(0.15 m) and length of 36 inches (0.91 m). The water speed was set to 5 m/s – to match the
most reliable experimental data. The angles of attack were set in the range -10 to 20° (0 to
20° for the NACA 0015) in increments of 2 degrees. The maximum number of iterations was
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set to 5000, the under-relaxation parameters were set to pur=0.2, uko1=0.5, uko2=1, tol-
erance (convergence) was set to 1e-6. The hicat.m function was used to determine omega,
k, rho, and nu parameters, the boundary conditions, and the cell expansion ratios. The
resulting number of cells for the geometries depended on the yplusmin value, the foil, and
the angle of attack, and ranged from approximately 11 000 to 17 000. A sample printout
of the summary files (the one for the NACA 0015 foil) containing all simulation parameters
can be seen in section B.1.
The results for the lift and drag coefficients, the lift/drag ratios, the cavitation inception
numbers and the actual maximum and average sizes of cells on the foil boundary in y+ units
are shown for the three foils in figures 3.2 – 3.4. From the results a value for yplusmin of 2
was chosen for the future studies, particularly considering the maximum and average y+ val-
ues and results convergence for the lift, drag and cavitation number. As seen in the figures,
this choice results in the first 2-3 cells of the boundary layer being in the viscous sublayer,
with cell expansion ratio of 1.2 in the layer-outward direction. In physical units, the first
cell of the boundary layer is approximately 8.5 µm in the y direction for the Re=3.75e5 tests
corresponding to flow speed of 5 m/s.
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(e) Maximum y+ value






































(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.2: NACA 0015 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation num-
ber, maximum and average y+ values for different minimum cell sizes
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(e) Maximum y+ value






































(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.3: NACA 63-424 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different minimum cell sizes
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(e) Maximum y+ value






































(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.4: NACA 63-424B lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different minimum cell sizes
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3.2.2 Typical Cell Size
Based on the previous simulations, the effect of a typical cell size cell – the size of the
cells on the outer edge of the foil boundary layer – was studied. The minimum cell size was
set to yplusmin=2, and the typical cell size was set to 10, 5, 3, 2, 1.5, and 1 mm. The other
simulation parameters were kept the same. The number of cells varied between approxi-
mately 4 000 and 105 000, with this number increasing significantly with foil refinement.
To illustrate this, the number of cells versus typical cell size for the 3 foils at a randomly




























Figure 3.5: Number of cells versus typical cell size for 3 different foils – 2D simulations. Note
that both x and y axis have logarithmic scales.
A sample printout of the summary files (the one for the NACA 63-424 foil) for the cell-
size convergence studies can be seen in section B.2.
The results for the lift and drag coefficients, the lift/drag ratios, the cavitation inception
numbers and the actual maximum and average sizes of cells on the foil boundary in y+ units
are shown for the three foils in figures 3.6 – 3.8. While for the NACA 63-424 and NACA
63-424B foils, convergence was reached even for cell sizes of 1-2 mm, additional studies had
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to be performed for the NACA 0015 foil to determine convergence. From the results, a value
for cell of 1 mm was chosen for the future studies as a good compromise between accuracy
(achieved convergence) and number of cells (respectively simulation time). Considering that
the number of cells and hence the time for 3D simulations increase even more noticeably, a
2 mm cell size was deemed acceptable for 3D cases.
As expected, the actual values of the cell sizes at the foil boundary in y+ units are ap-
proximately the same for all simulations. Although plots of the cell sizes around the foil in
y+ units are available for all simulations, they are not shown since they do not provide much
information most of the time. Very rarely, extremely high values of y+ would be encountered,
indicating that the solution diverged.
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(e) Maximum y+ value





















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.6: NACA 0015 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation num-
bers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes
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(e) Maximum y+ value





















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.7: NACA 63-424 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes
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(e) Maximum y+ value





















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.8: NACA 63-424B lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes
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(e) Maximum y+ value




















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.9: NACA 0015 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation num-
bers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes – additional simulation
for smaller cell sizes.
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3.2.3 Domain Size
Simulations for domain size convergence were performed for four different domain lengths,
for every one of which four different domain heights were studied. For all cases, one sixth
of the domain length was upstream of the center of the foil, and five sixths – downstream;
half of the domain height was underneath the center of the foil, and the other half – above
it. For every domain size, two simulations were performed: one for which the top and bot-
tom boundaries were set to zero gradient boundaries (open flow); and one for which the top
and bottom boundaries were set as walls with slip condition. The latter option provided
more stability to the solutions on average, without noticeably affecting the results. Plots of
lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation numbers as a function of the domain height for the
three foils for every domain length are shown in figures 3.10 – 3.13. Based on the plots, a
height of 1.5 m was selected. To simplify the choice of the domain length, additionally, plots
of lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation numbers as a function
of the domain length are plotted for the three foils for the selected domain height – Fig 3.14
– 3.15. Based on these results, a domain length of 3.6 m was selected.
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x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 lift/drag


































x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 cavitation inception
























x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 lift/drag



































x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception
























x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B lift/drag



































x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=1.2 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception
Figure 3.10: Domain height convergence for domain length of 1.2 m, with and without
slip wall condition for the top and bottom walls. Lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation
numbers are presented for the three reference foils.
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x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 lift/drag


































x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 cavitation inception
























x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 lift/drag



































x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception
























x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B lift/drag



































x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=2.4 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception
Figure 3.11: Domain height convergence for domain length of 2.4 m, with and without
slip wall condition for the top and bottom walls. Lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation
numbers are presented for the three reference foils.
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x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 lift/drag


































x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 cavitation inception
























x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 lift/drag



































x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception
























x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B lift/drag



































x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=3.6 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception
Figure 3.12: Domain height convergence for domain length of 3.6 m, with and without
slip wall condition for the top and bottom walls. Lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation
numbers are presented for the three reference foils.
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x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 lift/drag


































x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 cavitation inception
























x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 lift/drag



































x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception
























x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B lift/drag



































x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=0.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: No
x=4.8 m X y=2 m; SlipWall: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception
Figure 3.13: Domain height convergence for domain length of 4.8 m, with and without
slip wall condition for the top and bottom walls. Lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation
numbers are presented for the three reference foils.
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x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 lift/drag


































x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 cavitation inception
























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 lift/drag



































x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception
























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B lift/drag



































x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception
Figure 3.14: Domain length convergence for domain height of 1.5 m, with slip wall condition
for the top and bottom walls. Lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation numbers are presented
for the three reference foils.
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x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 lift coefficient



























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 drag coefficient


























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 lift coefficient



























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 drag coefficient


























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B lift coefficient



























x=1.2 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=2.4 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=3.6 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
x=4.8 m X y=1.5 m; SlipWall: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B drag coefficient
Figure 3.15: Domain length convergence for domain height of 1.5 m, with slip wall condition
for the top and bottom walls. Lift and drag coefficients are presented for the three reference
foils.
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3.2.4 Effects of Turbulence
To study the effects of turbulence, simulations were performed for the three foils with
turbulence kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate matching the values for flow in the
physical water tunnel and then matching open water flows – based on 10% turbulence inten-
sity and 100 m length scale (as discussed in section A.4). The results are shown in figures 3.16
and 3.17. The inception cavitation number matches well between both sets of simulations,
the values for lift agree as well, except for separation appears at higher angles of attack
when there is more turbulence. The drag is significantly increased for the more turbulent
flow, resulting in significantly lower lift/drag ratios. The Reynolds number dependence is
also suppressed in the more turbulent flows. In order to see a more clear trend in Reynolds
number dependence and to be able to compare the simulation results to experimental data,
simulations were performed for turbulence conditions matching those of the water tunnel.
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Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 cavitation inception



























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 lift coefficients



































Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception




























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 lift coefficients



































Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception




























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B lift coefficients
Figure 3.16: Turbulence effect on simulations: cavitation inception and lift coefficients for
the three reference foils.
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Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(a) NACA 0015 drag coefficients

























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(b) NACA 0015 lift/drag



























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(c) NACA 63-424 drag coefficients


























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(d) NACA 63-424 lift/drag



























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(e) NACA 63-424B drag coefficients


























Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=2.5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=3.75e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: No
Re=5e5 Tunnel Turbulence: Yes
(f) NACA 63-424B lift/drag
Figure 3.17: Turbulence effect on simulations: drag coefficients and lift/drag ratios for the
three reference foils.
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3.2.5 Top/Bottom Wall Refinement
Similar to the typical cell size simulations, additional simulations were performed for cell
sizes of 2, 1.5, and 1 mm with and without refining the cells near the top and bottom walls.
When the cells at the top and bottom boundaries were refined, the minimum cell size at the
walls was set to match the minimum cell size at the foil boundary in y+ units. Otherwise,
the cell size at the wall boundaries was the same as the typical cell size.
The results for the lift and drag coefficients, the lift/drag ratios, the cavitation inception
numbers and the actual maximum and average sizes of cells on the foil boundary in y+ units
are shown for the three foils in figures 3.18 – 3.20. As expected, since the top and bottom
walls are far from the foil, those boundaries are resolved sufficiently accurately to properly
depict their effect on the flow around the foil, and hence on the lift, drag, and cavitation
inception.
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(e) Maximum y+ value




















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.18: NACA 0015 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes with and without
top/bottom wall cell refinement.
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(e) Maximum y+ value




















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.19: NACA 63-424 lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes with and without
top/bottom wall cell refinement.
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(e) Maximum y+ value




















(f) Average y+ value
Figure 3.20: NACA 63-424B lift and drag coefficients, lift/drag ratios, inception cavitation
numbers, maximum and average y+ values for different typical cell sizes with and without
top/bottom wall cell refinement.
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3.2.6 Side Wall Refinements
In this set of simulations 2D results were compared to 3D results from simulations with
uniform cells in the span-wise direction; and with results from simulations with refined cells
near the wall on one side and symmetry condition on the other side (only half of the tunnel
was simulated). The results are shown in Fig. 3.21 and 3.22. The results for refined 3D
geometry are similar to the 2D results, but minor differences can be observed. The cases
with non-refined 3D simulations are significantly different, which may be due to lack of con-
vergence, or improper depicting of the physics near the side wall where both the wall and
foil affect the flow. Earlier, tests were performed and verified that simulating half of a tun-
nel and using symmetry produce identical results to simulating the corresponding full tunnel.
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3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(a) NACA 0015 lift/drag





































3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(b) NACA 0015 cavitation inception



























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(c) NACA 63-424 lift/drag





































3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(d) NACA 63-424 cavitation inception



























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(e) NACA 63-424B lift/drag





































3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(f) NACA 63-424B cavitation inception
Figure 3.21: Effects of 2D versus 3D geometry and side wall refinement. Lift/drag ratios
and inception cavitation numbers are presented for the three reference foils.
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3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(a) NACA 0015 lift coefficients




























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(b) NACA 0015 drag coefficients




























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(c) NACA 63-424 lift coefficients




























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(d) NACA 63-424 drag coefficients




























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(e) NACA 63-424B lift coefficients




























3D − uniform cells cells
3D − refined side wall
(f) NACA 63-424B drag coefficients
Figure 3.22: Effects of 2D versus 3D geometry and side wall refinement. Lift and drag
coefficients are presented for the three reference foils.
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3.2.7 Experiment Comparison
Experiments were performed to obtain data for the three reference foils, and the data
were compared to the numerical results obtained with iFOIL. Lift and drag coefficients as
well as lift/drag ratios were compared for the three foils for three different speeds in fig-
ures 3.23 – 3.28 – detailed information about the experiments and the uncertainty analysis
is provided in chapter 4. Overall the most significant discrepancies and uncertainties are in
the lift/drag ratio due to its high sensitivity to drag error, particularly for low drag values.
A common trend is that discrepancies in the lift force become more significant at higher
angles of attack, which is to be expected as the ability of the turbulence model to predict
separation is very limited. For the NACA 63-424 foil the discrepancies between numerical
and experimental results for lift occur at even lower angles of attack, which may be due to
the inability of the model to predict the boundary layer. It should be noted however, that
for the region of interest – maximum lift/drag ratio which occurs at 4° the lift is predicted
well. At the maximum tested Reynolds number, the difference in maximum lift/drag ratio
between numerical and experimental results is 8% for the NACA 0015 foil, and 29% for the
NACA 63-424 foil. These differences however are mostly due to discrepancies in the drag,
and the corresponding difference in the lift coefficients are only 2%, and 8%.
Vibrations also likely contributed to some of the discrepancies in the data. Vibration
was most significant for the NACA 63-424B measurements and for 6°, Re=3.75e5 for the
NACA 63-424. It is possible that these vibration caused a change in the contact resistance
of the force balance wires, and/or fluid-structure interactions were not negligible. This may
be the explanation why the difference between numerical and experimental results for lift
coefficient at the maximum lift/drag ratio of the NACA 63-424B foil is 26% at the highest
Reynolds numbers, in spite of the lift/drag ratio coincidentally matching to within 1%.
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The discrepancies and error bars in the presented data have a tendency to decrease with
increasing the Reynolds number, which is due to smaller relative errors in the lift and drag
measurements. The maximum flow speed was limited by cavitation as experiments had to be
performed at zero relative pressure for the force balance to provide accurate results. Thus
force balance drag measurements were the least reliable, so the numerical data were also
compared to experimental data obtained by [74] (OSU) for Re=2.3e5 at 0:5:15°, [75] (SNL)
for Re=3.6e5 and Re=5e5 at 0:2:12°, and [76] (SAFL) for Re=7e5 at 5:1:7° – Fig. 3.29.
Numerical data from [75] (SNL) are plotted on the same figure as well. It should be noted
that the experimental results in Fig. 3.29 were obtained for different turbulence intensity
and physical-model size (with e.g., different aspect ratio). The OSU data were obtained
using pressure taps on an 8-inch (203 mm) foil in a wind tunnel and compared to a wake
measurement for 0° angle of attack, with the wake measurements showing larger drag; The
SNL data were obtained using a force balance and 6-inch-chord (15.2 mm), 3-feet-span (0.91
m) airfoils, and were corrected for wake and solid blockage, buoyancy, up-wash, and wind-
turbulence factor; the SAFL data were obtained using LDV measurements in the wake. The
inception cavitation numbers were compared in figure 3.30. In this comparison, the discrep-
ancies between numerical and experimental results increase with increasing angle-of-attack,
further suggesting that the turbulence model does not depict separation well. The cavitation
data have the best agreement between the numerical and experimental results. It should be
noted that at large angles of attack it was harder to identify the cavitation inception and
desinence. For a physical foil, cavitation will first occur at locations with minor imperfec-
tions and at the gap between the window and the foil. Hence, cavitation over the majority
of the span of the foil was considered. This suggested that comparing 2D simulations to the
experiments may be more appropriate.
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(a) Lift coefficients for Re≈2.5e5

















(b) Drag coefficients for Re≈2.5e5





















(c) Lift coefficients for Re≈3.75e5

















(d) Drag coefficients for Re≈3.75e5





















(e) Lift coefficients for Re≈5e5

















(f) Drag coefficients for Re≈5e5
Figure 3.23: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the NACA 0015 hydrofoil
lift and drag coefficients .
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(a) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈2.5e5






















(b) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈3.75e5






















(c) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈5e5
Figure 3.24: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the NACA 0015 hydrofoil
lift/drag ratios.
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(a) Lift coefficients for Re≈2.5e5

















(b) Drag coefficients for Re≈2.5e5


















(c) Lift coefficients for Re≈3.75e5

















(d) Drag coefficients for Re≈3.75e5


















(e) Lift coefficients for Re≈5e5

















(f) Drag coefficients for Re≈5e5
Figure 3.25: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the NACA 63-424 hydrofoil
lift and drag coefficients.
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(a) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈2.5e5




















(b) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈3.75e5




















(c) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈5e5
Figure 3.26: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the NACA 63-424 hydrofoil
lift/drag ratios.
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(a) Lift coefficients for Re≈2.5e5

















(b) Drag coefficients for Re≈2.5e5


















(c) Lift coefficients for Re≈3.75e5

















(d) Drag coefficients for Re≈3.75e5


















(e) Lift coefficients for Re≈5e5

















(f) Drag coefficients for Re≈5e5
Figure 3.27: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the NACA 63-424B hydro-
foil lift and drag coefficients.
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(a) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈2.5e5




















(b) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈3.75e5




















(c) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈5e5
Figure 3.28: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the NACA 63-424B hydro-
foil lift/drag ratios.
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Figure 3.29: Comparison between numerical and experimental results for NACA 0015 coef-
ficients of drag. The plotted experimental data is from [74] – OSU; [75] – SNL, [76] – SAFL,
and from this work – UNH.
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for cavitation characteristics of
the three reference foils. For the NACA 63-424 and NACA 63-424B foils cavitation inception
data were obtained for both the top and bottom foil surfaces.
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3.3 Initial Studies
In the initial studies, 693 foils were studies using 2D simulations for one speed only (5 m/s).
The convergence criteria were set to 1e-6 and the maximum iterations to 5000. If a simula-
tion did not converge, a data point was still plotted. In most such cases, the parameters of
interest oscillate about a value which is estimated using the findsol.m function described
in section A.5. Angles of attack in the range of 0 to 20 degrees were studied for foils with
x-axis symmetry, and -20 to 20 degrees for all other foils (except for the B7 class – -10 to
20 degrees). The angles of attack were incremented by 2 degrees. The reason for studying
large negative angles of attack was to consider foils with the inverted shape at positive an-
gels of attack – i.e., top of foil used as bottom and vice versa. This essentially doubles the
number of studied foils with no x-axis symmetry. All other parameters were set using the
hicat.m function. Typically, the simulations had between 30 000 and 40 000 cells. All nu-
merical data from the initial studies are located in appendix D. A sample summary file (used
for the B3-1010ZZ foils simulations) with all simulation parameters is shown in appendix B.3.
3.3.1 Class B0
The B0 foils have no-sharp edges in general and have x-axis symmetry. The B0 foils
were studied for four different thickness-to-chord ratios: 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25. Both the
lift/drag ratios and inception cavitation numbers slightly decrease with increasing thickness.
The foils within the class have similar performance to each other except for the B0-10XX
foils which have significantly lower lift and higher drag due to the “sharp” shape with a sharp




The B1 foils have sharp leading and trailing edges and x-axis symmetry. Thickness-to-
chord ratios of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 were studied again. For most foils, the performance
is similar – lift/drag ratio ≈ 10-15, and value of typical cavitation inception numbers is less
than 2. The thicker foils, particularity with higher value of the n parameter tend to have
higher lift coefficients at higher angles of attack, resulting in maximum lift/drag ratio at
higher angles. The effect of the n parameter is more noticeable for thicker foils. Due to the
very low value of maximum lift/drag, this class of foils was not considered further.
3.3.3 Class B2
The B2 class foils have no sharp leading/trailing edges in general, have x-axis symmetry
and have a slight “bump” at the mid-chord location. Thickness-to-chord ratios of 0.10, 0.15,
0.20, and 0.25 were studied. The thicker foils (ratios of 0.20 and 0.25) have slightly lower
maximum lift/drag ratios, but the range of angles for which they have higher lift/drag ratios
is larger. The inception cavitation numbers are similar for the foils, but notice-ably higher
than those of the previous two foil classes, particularly at higher angles-of-attack. This may
be contributed to the “bump” at the half-chord location. With maximum lift/drag ratios of
less than 25 and comparatively higher cavitation inception numbers compared to the B0 and
B1 class foils, these foils were not considered further.
3.3.4 Class B3
The B3 class foils have no sharp edges in general, and do not have x-axis symmetry.
Since part of the geometry is a straight line, their machining may be partially simplified.
Similarly to the previous foil classes, four thickness-to-chord ratios were considered – 0.10,
0.15, 0.20, and 0.25. However, for the B3 foils very high line-angle parameters require higher
stretch ratios, particularly for lower thickness-to-chord ratios, meaning that it is impossible
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to create a B3-801010 foil for example. In order to group the set of foils more effectively,
for lower thickness-to-chord ratios, plots were provided for foils of fixed angle parameter,
and for thicker foils, the stretch parameter was fixed for every plot. It can be noticed that
thinner foils have better performance, with lift/drag ratios exceeding 30. From the first sets
of plots (tcr of 0.10 and 0.15) it is clear that stretch ratios in the range of 3 to 5 correspond
to higher lift/drag ratios, and lower inception cavitation numbers. Also it can be noted that
the maximum lift/drag ratio increases with increasing angle parameter and decreases with
increasing thickness (for the same stretch parameter). The effect of the angle parameter is
better seen in the plots for tcr of 0.20 and 0.25. increasing the angle parameter shifts most
of the plots to the left, which is most visible on the lift coefficients and lift/drag plots. This
results in maximum lift/drag ratios at lower angles of attack, which may be beneficial. How-
ever a similar effect is observed for the inception cavitation number, meaning that cavitation
characteristics may be similar for foils with different angle parameter when operating at
maximum lift/drag ratio. Based on the higher maximum lift/drag ratios and the acceptable
inception cavitation numbers for the corresponding angles of attack, the B3 class of foils was
selected for further studies.
3.3.5 Class B4
The B4 class is derived from the B3 class and should be even simpler to machine. The B4
foils have no x-axis symmetry, and they have semi-sharp leading and trailing edges, meaning
that on one side (e.g., top side) the edge is rounded, and on the other (e.g., bottom side)
the edge is sharp. Most (if not all) of the B4 foils were treated as foils with no-sharp edges,
in terms of the mesh scheme. Foils with line angles between 3° and 19° and stretch values
between 2 and 19 were studied. Similarly to the B3 foils, stretch values in the range 3-5 and
line angles around 4-5° yield better performing foils with maximum lift/drag ratio around
30. The B4 foils have comparable cavitation characteristics to the B3 foils. The B4 foils
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were not studied further as they are very similar to the B3 foils which were considered in
more detail.
3.3.6 Class B5
The B5 foils slightly resemble the B1 foils – they have x-axis symmetry, and sharp leading
and trailing edges. Foils with thickness-to-chord ratios between 0.1 and 0.25 were studied.
The lift/drag ratios are very similar to the lift/drag ratios for B1 foils (ranging from 10 to
15) and so are the inception cavitation numbers – up to about 2. These foils were not studied
further due to their poor performance.
3.3.7 Class B6
The B6 foils have no sharp edges and no symmetry about the x-axis. In a way, they can
be considered as foils created using conformal mapping. Four different types of B6 foils were
considered distinguished by the type of stretch equations defining their geometry:
• linear – a linear equation was used to define the stretch
• center – a quadratic equation with an extremum at x = 0.5 was used
• right concave – a quadratic equation with an extremum at x ≥ 1 and positive coefficient
in front of the quadratic term
• right convex – a quadratic equation with an extremum at x ≥ 1 and negative coefficient
in front of the quadratic term
Other types of equations could have been used as well but were not considered in this work.
The linear B6 foils (Fig. D.50 – D.53) with positive b coefficient show similar character-
istics, particularly in the range -10 to 10 degrees, with maximum lift/drag ratios around 20
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to 25 and a “U-like” shape of the inception cavitation plot. It should be noted that there is
some overlap of the foils with negative and positive linear coefficients b as for example B6-
a0b3c4 at positive angles of attack corresponds to B6-a0b-3c7 at negative angles of attack;
however, these foils are considered separately (Fig. D.54 – D.57). When the b coefficient
is negative, the lift/drag ratio decreases at positive angles of attack as the magnitude of
the coefficient is increased, and is slightly higher in magnitude at negative angles of attack.
In terms of cavitation characteristics, for the foils with negative b coefficient, the “U-like”
shape is slightly stretched in the x direction. From the foils with constant stretch values
Fig. D.58, the ones with higher values of the stretch perform better – achieving lift/drag
ratios of about 25. They have inception cavitation numbers of around 2-3 for the angles of
attack corresponding to maximum lift/drag. The foil with stretch value of 8 has a slightly
lower lift/drag ratio compared to the one with stretch value of 7, however this occurs at
a lower angle of attack with significantly lower corresponding inception cavitation number
(slightly over 2) compared to 3 for B6-a0b0c7 foil.
The B6 center foils are the only B6 foils (together with the B6-a0b0cX foils) which have
x-axis symmetry. The B6 center foils have similar performance to each other, with maximum
lift/drag ratio of 25 and similar inception cavitation number at low angles of attack. The
effect of the c coefficient is more noticeable for negative values of the a coefficient, in which
case values of c of around 6-8 result in better performance.
The B6 right concave and convex foils have an extremum of the stretch function located
at x ≥ 1. They perform better than the linear and center B6 foils, with maximum lift/drag
ratios in the range of 20-30 (figures D.67 – D.74). Although it appears that higher mag-
nitudes of the a coefficient result in better performance, it is actually the higher value of
the b coefficient which is more important, since for the same b coefficient, lower a coefficient
foils perform better. Also, for the angles of attack corresponding to maximum lift/drag ratio
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the negative a coefficient foils (right convex) have better cavitation characteristics. Due to
the rather large lift/drag ratio and reasonable cavitation characteristics, the B6 right convex
foils with a = −1 were selected for further studies.
3.3.8 Class B7
The B7 foils have no x-axis symmetry and a semi-sharp edge. For the B7 simulations,
(particularly considering high-stretch-value geometries) the maxA criterion for determining
sharp edges was decreased to pi/3 in order to force the function (blockMeshWriterV10.m),
creating the blockMeshDict file, to treat the foil as having no-sharp edges. This allowed
the creation of a better mesh for this class of foils. Foils with thickness-to-chord ratios of
0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 were studied. A rather wide range of performances were
observed with maximum lift/drag ranging anywhere from 10 (particularly for low stretch
values) to 30 (for thin foils with large str1 parameter value). The cavitation characteristics
vary significantly as well, even at low angles of attack. This class of foils was not considered
for further studies, although this may be done in the future.
3.3.9 Class *B
The NACAxyzzB foils do not have x-axis symmetry in general (except for the NACA00zzB
ones), and they have no sharp edges. Foils based on original NACA foils with thickness-
to-chord ratios of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 were investigated, with the resulting *B foils
having a different ratio. The performance of the NACA00zzB foils varies, with thinner foils
having generally higher maximum lift/drag ratio. The cavitation characteristic plots are
rather similar, with a clear “V-shape.” For the foils with no x-axis symmetry, the results are
extremely similar (if the thickness-to-chord ratio is kept constant), and many of the data
points overlap each other, particularly for thinner foils. A trend of decreasing maximum
lift/drag ratio and the corresponding inception cavitation numbers with increasing thickness
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is noticed. Also the peak of lift/drag is rather narrow for the thin foils, and widens as the
thickness is increased. The thinnest foils achieve maximum lift/drag ratio of about 30 at
angles-of-attack of 8° and the corresponding inception cavitation number is around 3. These
foils were not considered further but may be studied in more detail in the future.
3.3.10 Class *B2
The NACAxyzzB2 foils do not have x-axis symmetry, and have semi-sharp leading and
trailing edges. Foils based on original NACA foils with thickness-to-chord ratios of 0.10,
0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 were studied, with resulting *B2 foils having a different ratio. As in the
case of the B7 foils, the maxA criterion for determining a sharp edge was decreased to pi/3 in
order to force the blockMeshWriterV10.m function to treat the foils as if they have no
sharp edges – this was done to ensure better quality of the meshes. The NACA00zzB2 foils
have similar maximum lift/drag ratios (of about 30) which occurs at about 6° angle of attack.
Interestingly, there is a slight offset in the lift/drag ratios in the x-direction (angle-of-attack)
for the different thicknesses but mostly in the range of -8 to 2°. In terms of cavitation, for
most of the studied angles of attack, the foils have inception cavitation numbers of less than
3. The rest of the *B2 foils have very similar performance for a fixed thickness-to-chord ratio
as is the case for the *B foils. Also, the maximum lift/drag ratio is around 30, decreases with
increasing thickness, for which the peak of lift/drag widens as well. The inception cavitation
numbers decrease with increasing thickness, most noticeably between tcr of 0.10 and 0.15.
Hence foils with thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.15, with lift/drag ratio of about 30 at 6° and
corresponding inception cavitation numbers of less than 2 would be preferred. The *B2 class
was not studied further but it does provide promising candidate foils for future studies.
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3.3.11 Class *B3
The NACAxyzzB3 foils do not have x-axis symmetry, and have semi-sharp leading and
trailing edges. Foils based on original NACA foils with thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.10, 0.15,
0.20, and 0.25 were studied, with the resulting *B3 foils having a different, usually smaller,
ratio. As in the case of the B7 and *B2 foils, the maxA criterion for determining a sharp edge
was decreased to pi/3 in order to force the blockMeshWriterV10.m function to treat the
foils as if they have no sharp edges – this was done to ensure better quality of the meshes.
For a given original-foil thickness-to-chord ratio, the foils have very similar lift/drag ratios,
and for low angles of attack, similar inception cavitation numbers as well. Compared to
other foil classes, the peak of the lift/drag is narrower, although it does get slightly wider
for higher tcr values. There is no trend of shifting the maximum lift/drag ratio to higher
angles of attack for higher thicknesses, which is unlike most of the other foil classes. The
maximum lift/drag ratios of about 30 and inception cavitation numbers of around 2 make
the foils favorable. However, the very narrow peak of maximum lift/drag and rapid decrease
in performance with small variations of the angle of attack, make these foils inappropriate
for applications in which the angle-of-attack cannot be controlled accurately. The *B3 foils
were not studied further in this work.
3.4 Secondary Studies
For the secondary studies, foils from the B3 and B6 classes were investigated. The geometric
parameters were selected based on the trends observed in the initial studies. For this set of
simulations, only non-negative angles of attack were simulated, and the angles were incre-
mented by 1°. Thus, only the region of interest is considered, and the data are obtained with
higher resolution (the region of interest being the angles of attack close to the angle at which
the maximum lift/drag ratio is achieved). Additionally, to investigate the Reynolds number
dependence, the simulations were performed for three different speeds, so that Re≈2.5e5,
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3.75e5, and 5e5. A sample summary file (used for the B6-a-1b14c1 foil simulations) with all
simulation parameters is shown in appendix B.4.
3.4.1 Class B3
As discussed in section 3.3.4, thinner foils, with higher angle-parameter and stretch ratios
in the range of 3 to 5 had better performance. Hence for the secondary studies, foils with
angles of 3 and 3.5° were studied for thickness-to-chord ratio of 10 and stretch ratios of 3.5,
4, and 4.5. The results show maximum lift/drag ratios of about 30, at around 7° or 8° angle-
of-attack. For all foils, the maximum lift/drag ratio increases with Reynolds number. The
foils with higher maximum lift/drag ratios tend to have a slightly higher inception cavitation
number for the angle-of-attack corresponding to the maximum lift/drag ratio; for all foils
this number is between 2 and 3. Since some of these results were not available at the time of
selection of foil for physical analysis, the B3 foil with the highest maximum lift/drag ratio
considered at the time was selected (B3-351045). It was still ensured that the cavitation
inception numbers at maximum lift/drag were comparable to those of the three reference
foils – in the range of 1 – 3.
3.4.2 Class B6
As discussed in section 3.3.7, B6 right convex foils with a = −1 and high values of b were
of further interest. The value of b however is limited as a minimum thickness-to-chord ratio
of 10 is desired. The maximum value of b also depends on the c coefficient which needs to
be decreased to allow high values of b. However, c < 1 will result in compressing instead of
stretching as x→ 0, and c < 0 will result in non-physical shapes.
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3.5 Numerical Water Tunnel Studies
Based on the secondary studies, the B3-351045 and the B6-a-1b16c1.5 foils were selected
for further studies. Physical models of the foils were built and 3D simulations matching
the experimental setup were performed. The results from the simulations, compared to the




Experiments were performed to evaluate the lift, drag, and cavitation characteristics of
the three reference foils (NACA 0015, NACA 63-424, NACA 63-424B), and the two novel
foils (B3-351045, and B6-a-1b16c1.5). During the manufacturing process of the novel foils,
the leading (and trailing) edges were accidentally “clipped” and the vendor produced a second
set of foils with the correct geometries. The “clipped” or faulty-leading-edge (FLE) foils were
available for studies and their performance and cavitation characteristics were measured.
Detailed uncertainty analysis was performed using the methods described in [77].
4.1 Experimental Facility and Tested Hydrofoils
All experiments were performed at the University of New Hampshire High-Speed Cavitation
Tunnel (UNH HiCaT). The HiCaT has a 6-inch × 6-inch × 36-inch test section (0.15 m
× 0.15 m × 0.91 m), with optical access from all four sides, and full optical access from
two of the sides (i.e., the entire top and bottom flow surfaces are visible). The speed in the
test section can be varied between 2 and 13 m/s, although speeds of up to 17 m/s should
be achievable in the tunnel’s current configuration. The turbulence intensity is about 1% at
the test section inlet. Pressure can be varied independently by means of a pressure line and
a vacuum pump/tank. More information about the tunnel is available in [78] and [79]. A
schematic of the HiCaT is provided in Fig. 4.1 and a picture of it in Fig. 4.2.
A total of seven hydrofoils were tested experimentally. Initially, the three reference foils
were manufactured (NACA 0015, NACA 63-424, NACA 63-424B) and anodized in red.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the water tunnel (UNH HiCaT).
Figure 4.2: A picture of the water tunnel (UNH HiCaT).
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Later, the two novel foils (B3-351045, and B6-a-1b16c1.5) were manufactured in the same
shop, but by a different person. The foils had faulty leading edges and the B6 foil also had
a chord-wise groove close to the location of mounting. The vendor manufactured a new set
of the B3 and B6 foils with the correct geometry. These foils were hard-anodized in red. It
should be noted that both sets of the B3 and B6 foils had a lower quality finish, with minor
longitudinal grooves visible even after the anodizing. Keyence 3D Laser Scanning Microscope
was used to observe the roughness of the NACA 63-424B foil and the B3-351045FLE foil.
While most of the NACA 63-424B foil surface was smooth (less than 0.5 µm variation), the
B3-351045FLE foil had 4 µm grooves. Due to continuous testing (including various regimes
of cavitation) the NACA 63-424B had occasional pits, one of which was measured to be 3
µm (Fig. 4.3). The difference between foil surfaces is observable even without magnification
(Fig. 4.4). Comparison between an FLE foil and its accurate counterpart is shown in Fig. 4.5.
In section 3.2.1, it was determined that 4 µm roughly correspond to y+=1 at Re=3.75e5
(or 5 m/s tests). This suggests that surface finish for the seven fabricated foils should not
affect their lift and drag performance significantly. Since cavitation tends to form at areas of
surface imperfection, the foil roughness, and particularly the grooves on the FLE foils may
have affected the cavitation characteristics. However, these effects should be decreased if
cavitation across the entire span of the foil is considered rather than cavitation at individual
locations.
4.2 Instrumentation
The instrumentation used for the measurements included:
• A custom designed force balance capable of measuring lift and drag simultaneously
[59]. A schematic of the force balance is shown in Fig. 4.6.
• Omega differential pressure transducer with 0.5% uncertainty of the 30 psi range.
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Figure 4.3: Magnified image of cavitation pitting on the NACA 63-424B foil.
• Two on/off pressure valves connected to the pressure and vacuum lines and a 3-way
valve switching between tunnel-vacuum and tunnel-pressure lines.
• MANTA 2 sonde with a Total Dissolved Gas Pressure (TDGP) probe (uncertainty of
0.1 mmHg), and a Temperature probe (uncertainty of 0.1°C).
• National Instruments CompactDAQ data acquisition system with a NI 9237 Bridge
Analog Module for the lift and drag strain gauges, and for the pressure transducer;
and a NI 9472 module for digital output for the pressure valves.
4.3 Experimental Procedures
4.3.1 Lift and Drag Measurements




(a) NACA foil (b) Novel foil (c) FLE foil
Figure 4.4: Pictures of the three types of hydrofoil surfaces. Grooves are visible on the novel
foils, and even more noticealbe on the FLE foils, which were not anodized.
1. The weights used for lift calibration were measured using OHAUS EB series balance
with uncertainty of ±0.5 g (weight) based on standard gravity.
2. The weights used for drag calibration were measured using OHAUS Explorer balance
with uncertainty of ±0.005 g (weight) based on standard gravity.
3. The tunnel was set up so that at positive angles of attack, the foil’s lift force would
point downwards – this meant that the balance had to face the computers. This
step was performed so that most of the foil lift measurements are within the range of
calibration.
4. The average angle of the test section with respect to the horizon was measured multiple
times.
5. The difference between the angle of attack at the angle-of-attack-set bar and at the foil
holder area was measured multiple times (with different foils installed in the balance).




(a) FLE foil (b) Exact foil
Figure 4.5: Pictures of the faulty leading edge B3-351045FLE and the correct B3-351045
foil. The exact shape is over-imposed on both pictures. The FLE is missing about 1 mm of
its leading/trailing edge.
Figure 4.6: A schematic of the water tunnel force balance.
1. The water filling process was started – typically hot and cold water would be filled. At
all times during the water filling process, at least one port on top of the tunnel would
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remain open to let air out and avoid over-pressurizing the tunnel. Filling the entire
tunnel would take about 45 minutes.
2. If the water filter needed to be cleaned, it was cleaned for a few minutes with warm
water and replaced, and the filter circuit was opened.
3. It was made sure that the inner ring of the force balance (squeezing the flex-seal) was
pushed towards the angle-of-attack clamp. The inner ring tends to stay at one of two
locations (one towards the clamp and one towards the tunnel). Any motion of the
inner ring should be avoided, since moving the ring along the foil-holding rod changes
the force of the seal exerted on the rod as the rod moves up and down (due to lift) and
back and forth (due to drag). By keeping the ring at the same location with respect to
the rod, the calibration includes the effect of the force exerted from the seal. When the
tunnel is filled, the pressure in the tunnel may exceed atmospheric pressure resulting in
pushing the ring towards the angle-of-attack clamp. Since the inner ring is already in
this position, there is no risk of it moving during the filling process. Additionally, after
calibration is performed any jerking motion on/around the balance should be avoided
as this deteriorates the accuracy of the calibration.
4. If lift and drag calibration was not performed during the previous day, it was performed
at this point.
5. The foil chord and span were measured at multiple locations.
6. The foil was placed in the foil-holder, which was then carefully placed in the balance
(with very slow motions). It was made sure that there was enough space between the
rod assembly and the tunnel wall and between the foil and the other wall (to ensure
freedom of motion of the foil). In order to better see if there was space between the
side window and the foil, a few drops of water were placed on the side of the foil. Later,
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after the window was installed it was clear whether there was still water between the
window and the foil at these locations.
7. Before the side window was put in place, the foil was set at 0° angle of attack with
respect to the horizon, and this was verified using a laser level. Then the foil was
set at 0° angle of attack with respect to the test section and correspondingly the flow
direction.
8. The MANTA probe was installed and the air temperature and pressure were recorded.
9. When the test section was half full, the filling of water was stopped. After a few
seconds (needed for the pressure at the water surface to reach atmospheric pressure),
the hydrostatic pressure at the transducer was measured. In this case, the tubing
from the tunnel was connected to the positive port of the pressure transducer and the
negative port was open to the atmosphere, thus measuring the difference between the
pressure at the center of the test section and the pressure at the transducer. This value
was verified by estimates for the pressure difference, and was entered in the Labview
program used for measuring the pressure at the foil level.
10. The water level was set to about half of the riser tank, so that the pressure in the
test section would be about 5.5 kPa – this was done so that at 3.33 m/s flow speed
(Re≈2.5e5) the pressure at the foil level would be approximately 0 kPa.
11. When the tunnel was full, a “0” reading was taken. The “0” was re-taken at 0 speed and
pressure at the foil level of 0 kPa. The second reading was later used in the analysis.
The offset in the balance zero readings between calibration an the “0” readings (before
starting the tunnel) were likely due to the different weight of the foil compared to the
calibration plate, buoyancy, and absence of the drag bucket. For the first reading (when
the pressure is above atmospheric) it is possible that there is a higher force acting on
the seal, resulting in a different force on the rod. However the two zero readings were
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often very similar to each other, so this may not be the case. Earlier, it was observed
that the pressure in the test section affects the reading of lift and drag when the tunnel
is running, so an attempt was made to take all lift and drag measurement at 0 kPa
test section pressure – corresponding to the pressure at which the balance is during
calibration.
12. The tunnel was started and the speed in the test section set to about 3 m/s. Air pockets
were removed by opening all valves on top of the tunnel and filling more water. After
water was coming out from all the ports, the water filling valve was opened and closed
rapidly a few times to force any left-over pockets of air out.
13. The filter circuit was closed after a few minutes of operation of the tunnel and no
significant further improvement of the water clarity was observed.
14. A tube was connected between the bottom port of the straight-duct tunnel component
(the component upstream of the contraction) and the MANTA probe. The tunnel
port was open until the probe was filled with water and some water was exiting the
probe. The water temperature and total dissolved gas pressure were recorded. The
water temperature was entered in the Labview program.
15. The water speed was set to 3.33 m/s, the water level changed so that the pressure in
the test section is 0 kPa, and the following tasks were performed:
• The angle was set (except for the first reading) in the following order 0°, 2°, -2°,
4°, -4°, ... -10°, 12°, 14° with respect to the flow. For the NACA 0015 foil, the
negative angles of attack were omitted.
• The run number, angle of attack, and other relevant input data were entered in
Labview.
• The data were recorded plotted and occasionally re-plotted after the run was
completed to verify the results did not change (i.e. sufficient data points were
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taken). Usually at least 10 seconds of data were taken for every angle of attack
and speed.
16. The tunnel was stopped after the last data point was taken and new “0” readings were
taken.
17. The angle of attack of the foil was set to 0° with respect to the flow.
18. For the same set of angles of attack, the following tasks were performed:
• The speed was set to 5 m/s.
• The pressure was set to 0 kPa (if the test section pressure was more than 0.5 kPa
in magnitude).
• The data input values in Labview were modified to reflect the current test.
• Sufficient data points were taken.
• The tunnel was slowed down to about 3 m/s and the angle of attack was changed.
19. The tunnel was stopped, new “0” readings were taken, and the last step was repeated
for 6.67 m/s.
20. The tunnel was stopped, new “0” readings were taken.
21. The pressure transducer valve fitting was closed.
22. If another foil was going to be tested next:
• The water was drained to the test section.
• The side window and the old foil were removed carefully.
• The already-tested foil chord and span were re-measured.
• The new foil chord and span were measured.
• The foil was carefully placed in the balance and the test procedure was repeated.
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23. If this was the last test for the day, all water-filling valves were closed, draining valves
opened, all ports on top of the tunnel opened, and the MANTA was disconnected.
24. If no calibration was performed during the day, a calibration was performed at this
point of time.
Calibration procedure
1. The side and bottom windows were removed.
2. A pulley system was installed and it was verified that it is tightened in place.
3. Buckets for placing the lift and drag weights were mounted.
4. It was made sure that the string on the pulley is parallel to the side window and to the
test section. This was performed by measuring the distance between the string and
the window, and between the string and the test section bottom. Note that since the
drag direction is parallel to the flow direction the string should not be set parallel to
the horizon.
5. One data point was taken with no load (apart from the weight of the buckets).
6. If the calibration was performed at the start of the day first lift, and then drag was
recorded; if performed at the end of the day – first drag, and then lift was calibrated.
7. For drag, 10 data points were taken with weights between 0 and 1800 g with increment
of 200 g. The measurements were taken in random order, which was varied for every
calibration. Each data point was taken for at least 10 seconds.
8. For lift, 9 data points were taken with weights from 0 to 20 930 g. Seven weights of
2837 g were used and an additional measurement was taken with five of these weights
and one weight of 6745 g.
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9. For both lift and drag it was made sure that the weights were not swinging before the
data point was taken. For the drag, the bucket would occasionally spin – this was
minimized by setting a string mounting system, specifically designed for the purpose.
Some data points were taken with rotational speed of up to approximately 1 revolution
per second, since it was estimated that speeds of up to 4 revolutions per second would
result in approximately 0.01% error. This was estimated by assuming that the increase
of rotational energy is equal to the decrease in potential energy of the bucket.
10. Once the calibration was performed, the calibration coefficients were computed using
a Matlab script, and entered into the Labview program for taking foil measurement.
It was made sure that when a 500 g weight was placed on the calibration plate, and
later in the drag-calibration bucket, the program was accurately reading the resulting
forces.
11. Once the calibration was completed, the bucket and the pulley system were removed,
and the bottom window was placed back, making sure the O-ring was in place.
12. Note that once calibration was performed, no force balance wires or wires connected to
the data acquisition system were touched. Vibration of the wires was minimized partic-
ularly during un-installing/installing the calibration plate and the foils, and changing
the angle-of-attack. These operations were performed with very gentle and slow mo-
tion, resulting in no bumping of wires, no accidental hitting of the balance with tools,
etc. This was done to minimize the uncertainties associated with any touching/bump-
ing of wires and/or wire vibration which were shown to be of great magnitude. These




The experimental procedure for the cavitation measurements consisted of the following
items:
Preliminary tasks:
1. The tunnel was set up so that the force balance was not on the side of the computer
– thus the foils were facing the computer. This allowed observing cavitation while
controlling the pressure from the computer.
2. The difference between the angle of attack at the angle-of-attack-set bar and at the
foil holder area was re-measured when the balance was relocated.
3. The port used to measure the pressure in the test section was upstream of the foil.
4. The pressure transducer was placed as close to the test section as possible (just about
15 cm underneath the foil level).
Experiment tasks:
1. The water filling process was started – typically mostly cold water would be filled. At
all times during the water filling process, at least one port on top of the tunnel would
remain open to let air out and avoid over-pressurizing the tunnel. Filling the entire
tunnel would take about one hour.
2. If the water filter needed to be cleaned, it was cleaned for a few minutes with warm
water and replaced, and the filter circuit was opened.
3. If the foil needed to be replaced at the time, the side window was taken out and frozen,
the foil was replaced and set at 14° with respect to the flow, and when the side window
had shrunk enough to fit easily into place – it was installed back.
4. The MANTA probe was connected to the computer, its logging was turned on (except
for one occasion when the probe (log) data were saved after the experiment), and
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the air temperature and pressure were measured. At this time a reading of the local
atmospheric pressure was recorded from data available online.
5. When the test section was half full, the filling of water was stopped. After a few
seconds (needed for the pressure at the water surface to reach atmospheric pressure),
the hydrostatic pressure at the transducer was measured. In this case, the tubing from
the tunnel was connected to the positive port of the transducer and the negative port
was open to the atmosphere, thus measuring the difference between the pressure at the
center of the test section and the pressure at the transducer. This value was verified
by estimates for the pressure difference and was entered in the Labview program used
for measuring the pressure at the foil level. The negative pressure transducer port was
closed and the tubing from the tunnel was connected to that port. The positive port
was opened. Note that whenever a tube was connected to any of the ports, water was
let to drip into the fitting so that initially there would be no air gap in the tube. When
the tube was disconnected, any remaining water in the fitting was blown out to avoid
misreading the pressure.
6. The vacuum pump circuit breaker was set to on, the vacuum pump switch set to auto,
and the vacuum tank valve was open (so that the vacuum line was connected to the
tunnel).
7. When the water level in the tunnel reached about half of the level of the riser tank,
the filling process was stopped.
8. The tunnel was started and the speed in the test section set to about 3 m/s. Air pockets
were removed by opening all valves on top of the tunnel and filling more water. After
water was coming out from all top ports, the water filling valve was opened and closed
rapidly a few times to force any left-over pockets of air out. In some cases the speed
of the tunnel was increased to 5-7 m/s for a few minutes, then decreased, and the
procedure for air removal was repeated.
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9. The filter circuit was closed after a few minutes of operation of the tunnel and no
significant further improvement of the water clarity was observed.
10. A tube was connected between the bottom port of the straight-duct tunnel component
(the component upstream of the contraction) and the MANTA probe. The tunnel port
was open until the probe was filled with water and some water was exiting the probe.
The water temperature and total dissolved gas pressure were recorded (although the
log of the probe periodically saved all this information).
11. If needed, the angle of attack was reset by increments of 2 degrees in the range of 14
→ -10° with respect to the flow, except for the NACA 0015 foil – (14→ 0°). This step
and the following tasks were repeated until the foil was tested at all desired angles of
attack.
• The speed was varied to establish a reasonable speed for the test. At the desired
test speed, there was no cavitation without pulling vacuum.
• The pressure valve was opened, and the pressure in the tunnel was gradually
changed – initially continuously, and later in steps of 1-2 kPa. If cavitation was
observed, the pressure was increased until desinence and then slowly dropped by
the 1-2 kPa increments.
• When cavitation was observed along the majority of the foil span, data points were
taken to record the current test section pressure. The inception was determined
by simultaneous visual and acoustical observations. Manually entered information
for the run (test) number, angle of attack, motor rpm, water temperature, total
dissolved gas pressure, top or bottom surface observation, inception or desinence
observation, was recorded in the file as well. Note that the temperature and
TDGP were updated only whenever water was drawn from the tunnel – typically
before a test, after every one or two angles were tested (if the temperature of the
water was changing) and at the end of the test.
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• After cavitation inception was recorded, the pressure was slowly increased to
observe desinence. When cavitation disappeared from the majority of the foil
span, desinence was recorded. In some cases it was difficult to determine when
this occurred as sometimes the cavitation would occur in patches along the span
of the foil.
• For angles of attack around 0°, the data-recording was repeated for both sides of
the foil (if possible).
• When the data were collected, the valve at the negative side of the pressure
transducer was closed, and the tunnel was opened to the atmosphere (the pressure
valve connecting the vacuum line to the tunnel was closed before that). The water
speed was decreased to about 3 m/s, the angle of attack was changed if this was
not the last test.
• Occasionally, water would be drained from the tunnel through the MANTA probe.
The draining would be performed until enough water was drained – water with
volume of approximately a few times that of the tube connecting the probe plus
the MANTA measurement cup.
12. Once all data were collected, the MANTA was let to take additional measurements for
at least 30 minutes. Meanwhile the water was drained to the bottom of the test section
if a new foil was to be tested, or completely if this was the last tested foil for the day.
13. If the experiments were over for the day, the vacuum tank was closed, and vacuum
pump turned off (circuit breaker set to off as well). All water-filling valves were closed,
valves on top of the tunnel opened.
14. Data from the MANTA was saved and the MANTA disconnected if it was not going
to be used the next day.
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4.4 Uncertainty Analysis
The controlled parameters for the experiments were:
• The angle-of-attack (at the angle-of-attack handle)
• The water-tunnel motor rpm (at the motor drive)
• The pressure at the foil level (through pressure valves controlled from the computer)
The uncertainty in setting the angle of attack is due to the uncertainty of measuring the
angle at which the test section is, the angle of the calibration plate (foil) with respect
to the angle-of-attack-handle, and the angle at which the angle-of-attack handle is set for
each measurement. All of these measurements were performed with a digital level M-D
SmartTool with (systematic) uncertainty of ±0.025°. Additionally, a laser level was used to
confirm that when the foil was in place and the handle set so that the foil is at 0° angle of
attack with respect to the horizon, it was indeed parallel to the horizon. The only one of
the angle measurements which had a measurable random uncertainty was that of the tunnel
test section in stream-wise direction (with respect to the horizon) – when measuring this
angle the values of the angle were varying in streamwise and spanwise direction and between
the top and bottom flow surfaces. Multiple measurements were taken in the vicinity of
the foil accounting for these variations, and the measurements were repeated multiple times
over the entire course of experiments (with the measurement instrument being re-calibrated
occasionally).
• The angle of the test section was found to be γTS =0.2°. The random uncertainty of the
measurements was s1 = 0.1° (based on 40 data points), and the systematic uncertainty
was b1 = 0.025°.
• The angle of the angle-of-attack handle with respect to the calibration plate (foil) was
measured to be γHF = 0.5° with systematic uncertainties b2 = 0.025°, and b3 = 0.025°.
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• The angle of the handle for each measurement was set to
γH = −α− γHF + γTS (4.1)
for the lift and drag studies, and
γH = α + γHF + γTS (4.2)
for the cavitation studies to account for the angle offsets. In these equations, α is the
angle of attack of the foil. Note that the force balance was on different sides of the
test section for the two studies, hence the foil was flipped upside down for the lift/drag
studies, and the contribution of the angle offsets was different. This is reflected in the
signs of the terms in the equations above. The uncertainty of the measurement of γH
was due to the systematic error b4=0.025°.














meaning that the angle of attack was set correctly to within ±2 × 0.11°= ±0.22°
with 95% confidence. This uncertainty was constant for all the measurements and
comparable to the data symbols sizes, hence the corresponding error bars were not
plotted.








where Cl and Cd are the lift and drag coefficients; L and D – the lift and drag; c the chord















































































Although there are only two terms present in this equation, the high relative uncertainty
of the drag measurement results in rather large uncertainty for the lift/drag ratio. This is
further increased when the values of the drag are low (and its relative uncertainty is higher).







where p∞ is the pressure of the undisturbed incoming flow, and pv is the vapor pressure
of the liquid (which is a function of the temperature), ρ – the fluid density, and U∞ the
velocity of the undisturbed incoming flow. The following equation was used to evaluate the






















To evaluate the measurement uncertainties of the quantities of interest, the individual
terms in equations 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.10 were considered, and to obtain the 95% confidence
interval, the uncertainties were multiplied by 2 – e.g., the errors in the lift measurements
were ±2∆L.
4.4.1 Lift and Drag Measurement Uncertainties
A force balance was used to measure the lift and drag, so a calibration was performed
to relate known forces applied in the lift and drag direction to voltage, and later during the
experiments, measured voltage was related to the lift and drag forces.
All the weights applied to the calibration plate in the lift direction were measured indi-
vidually using another force balance with systematic uncertainty of 0.25 g. Note that the
balance did not actually measure mass, since it measured the weight in local gravity and
converted it to mass, using standard gravity. Thus the systematic uncertainty of the weight
measurements bL1 had the dimensions of force rather than mass. Also, since the weights were
measured individually, the absolute uncertainty of seven weights was
√
7 times the absolute
uncertainty of one weight. A more conservative absolute error of bL1
√
7 was used for all
weights (no more than seven weights were used simultaneously during calibration).
The weights applied to the calibration plate in the drag direction were measured by com-
bining them to obtain masses of 0, 100, 200,... 1800, and 1900 g. The weights were then
applied in the same combinations to perform the drag calibration (e.g., 1300 g = 1000 g +
200 g + 100 g). For all combinations of weights the absolute systematic error bD1 was equal
to the weight of a 0.0025 g mass in standard gravity.
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When performing the calibration, the weights were acting in downward direction, which
is not exactly perpendicular to the force balance lift plates. It was difficult to measure the
angle of the force balance with respect to the horizon with the digital level instrument, but
it was estimated to be 0.2° – i.e. the lift plates are parallel to the test section top/bottom
windows. This was done by applying heavy weights on the calibration plate, and measuring
the drag. An error of 0.1° in this estimate would have resulted in less than bL2/L=0.001%
uncertainty in the estimate for the applied lift force during calibration, and in another error
bL3/L of the same magnitude for the uncertainty due to the angle between the flow and the
balance. Although its effect is less than 0.001%, the 0.2° angle of the balance was accounted
for in the calibration procedure, but not in the actual lift measurements (since the balance
was considered to be aligned with the test section). The uncertainties bL2 and bL3 were
neglected as they were significantly smaller than bL1.
For the drag calibration, the weights were applied by means of a pulley system with a
thread connected to the calibration plate and to the bucket for drag calibration weights. The
direction at which the force was applied was evaluated by measuring the distance between
the thread and the tunnel walls near the calibration plate and near the pulley. The thread
was parallel to within 1 mm over 400 mm length in span-wise and to about 0.5 mm over the
400 mm length in the vertical direction. The resulting decrease in the force applied in the
drag direction was approximately bD2/D=0.001%. Note that this was not an actual error,
but rather a measurement, the error of which was much smaller. In spite of being negligible,
a 0.0014% reduction in the measured weight was used to account for the non-parallelism and
treated the value of bD2/D as an error, which was neglected. An additional error bD3/D of
less than 0.001% arises from the uncertainty of the angle of the force balance with respect
to the flow, and this error was neglected as well.
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Although the systematic error of the data acquisition system is just b4=0.01/(216) V,
a significant variation between force balance calibrations (particularly for drag) had been
observed. A detailed study was conducted and the results are presented in appendix C.
The following tests were performed to evaluate the performance of the water-tunnel force
balance:
• Effects of calibrating with weights in increasing and decreasing order versus random
order.
• Effects of calibration plate replacement.
• Effects of changing the angle of attack, and hitting the force balance.
• Effects of the electromagnetic field from devices used during an experiment.
• Effects of voltage drift.
• Effects of water tunnel pressure.
• Variation in calibration between the start and end of an experiment.
The following conclusions were made:
• There is a negligible difference between calibrations for which weights were applied in
increasing/decreasing order versus random order.
• The effect of replacing the calibration plate is negligible if the operation is performed
with caution to avoid any motion of any wires.
• Changing the angle of attack has a negligible effect on the results, as long as it is
performed without affecting any wires. Hitting any portion of the balance, signifi-
cantly decreases the accuracy of the performed calibration. Even gentle hits (such
as accidental hit with a tool on the drag plate) may result in notable changes in the
readings.
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• Turning on and off the motor drive, vacuum pump, and instrumentation do not affect
the readings. Switching the pressure valves on and off temporarily affects readings but
this effect is smaller than that of the drift in the instruments over the course of a short
experiment.
• The voltage drift is notable and is typically around 1e-7 V/hour for both lift and drag.
It does depend on the time of the day and follows alternating trends of going up and
down with periods of about 8 hours with occasional small spikes at certain times of
the day.
• The water tunnel pressure affects the measurements, but these effects are rather re-
peatable.
• Calibrations at the start and at the end of an experiment have minor variations in the
slope for drag (negligible for lift) and any offset is comparable to typical drift for the
time of an experiment.
Based on these conclusions, the pressure was controlled, and measured to be typically within
0± 0.5 kPa during lift and drag measurements. However, the uncertainty introduced to the
lift and drag due to the effects of pressure was not considered. The voltage drift between the
start and the end of an experiment was considered in the uncertainty analysis but instead
of being added to the error bar, it was marked on the plots for lift coefficients and drag
coefficients.
The random uncertainty from the linear regression used for the lift and drag calibrations
was the main source of uncertainty (together with the voltage drift). The linear regression














where the standard error of regression is
sY =
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In these equations a regression of Y – the lift (or drag) force on X – the measured voltage
was made; m and q are the regression coefficients, and N the number of calibration data
points. ∆Y is the regression uncertainty.
Additionally, the actual lift and drag forces on a hydrofoil vary and may fluctuate with
time. Data were taken for sufficient time for these variations to be considered a random
uncertainty which was exhibited as a random uncertainty of the voltage readings sL2 and
sD2.
















4.4.2 Density, Viscosity, and Vapor Pressure Uncertainties
The uncertainties of the water density, viscosity, and vapor pressure result from the un-
certainty of the temperature, uncertainty of the relationship between the water temperature
and these properties, and uncertainty of the exact chemical composition of water. Since all
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these uncertainties are rather small, a more conservative, simpler expression was used for the
uncertainties of density, viscosity and vapor pressure. The properties data were obtained for
integer values of temperature in [°C]. The temperature during experiments was measured to
within 0.1°C. The value for a given property was obtained for the given temperature by linear
interpolation. The uncertainty was estimated as the larger of the two differences – between
the thus obtained value and the nearest lower-value property data point; and between the
nearest higher-value property data point and the obtained value. The density appears in the
above equations, viscosity was used to estimate the Reynolds number during experiments,
and vapor pressure was used in finding the p∞ − pv difference.
4.4.3 Chord and Span Uncertainties
Both chords and spans were measured with calipers with systematic uncertainty of
±0.0025 mm. For every foil, the chord was measured at three span-wise locations with
the foil facing up, and three span-wise locations with the foil facing down. These measure-
ments were taken once before the lift/drag experiment, and repeated after the experiment
for a total of twelve measurements. A similar procedure was performed for measuring the
span, at three chord-wise locations (for a total of twelve span measurements).
4.4.4 Velocity Uncertainty
The velocity at the test section was measured for an empty tunnel at a location 10 cm
upstream of where the center of a foil would be located. Linear regression was performed
to relate the motor rpm (as entered manually to the drive) to the measured velocity. The
random uncertainty of this regression sV was found using equation 4.11 where a regression of
Y – the test section water velocity (in [m/s]) on X – the motor rpm was made. Additionally,
an error term was added to account for the different location. This term bV 1 was estimated
by finding the increase in velocity between a location at the inlet and outlet of the test section
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for a test section speed of ≈ 6.5 m/s. One more error term, bV 2, was introduced to account
for the different conditions (no foil versus foil). The effect of the systematic uncertainty of
setting the rpm (to within 0.1 rpm) was accounted for by multiplying this uncertainty by
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In order to evaluate the pressure at the water tunnel test section, two types of pres-
sure measurements were performed with the Omega differential pressure transducer: one of
the hydrostatic pressure of the water column from the center of the foil to the transducer
(performed when the water level was at half of the height of the test section) and one of
the test section pressure during the experiment. Both were measured with respect to the
atmospheric pressure. Since two measurements were made to evaluate the test section pres-
sure, its systematic uncertainty bp1 was
√
2 times that of the transducer. The change of
atmospheric pressure during the experiments was not more than sp1=0.3 kPa. Additionally,
for the cavitation measurements, inception and desinence were recorded by the experimenter
who pressed the recording button when the phenomena were observed. The human error,
sp2, was estimated to be not more than 1 kPa. The uncertainty of the vapor pressure ∆pv
was discussed earlier. Thus,
∆ (p∞ − pv) = ∆p∞ + ∆pv, (4.18)











The trends of error bars appear rather random, which is mostly due to the contributions
of multiple error sources and the random errors due to lift and drag fluctuations. The main
sources of uncertainty are:
• Lift calibration uncertainty: The lowest absolute uncertainty is at approximately 75
N. This value varies by 5 to 10 N between calibrations. However the zero reading for
lift during calibration does not correspond to the zero reading when the foil is installed
and the tunnel is filled with water.
• Drag calibration uncertainty: The lowest absolute uncertainty is at approximately 7
N. This value varies by 1 to 2 N between calibrations.
• Lift and drag fluctuations: When data are recorded the instantaneous values of lift
and drag vary with time, resulting in random uncertainties of the readings. These
uncertainties are significant for some foils and angles of attack due to highly-fluctuating
lift and/or drag forces.
• Velocity: Although the relative uncertainty of velocity remains constant for a fixed
flow speed, its effect on the absolute error is more significant at higher values of lift
and drag.
Although the random fluctuations have some effect on the random appearance of the error
bars, it is also the combination of different trends which results in this randomness. A good
example is the data for lift/drag ratio. If the lift coefficient is very close to zero, even for
rather high relative errors of the lift and drag, the absolute error will be very small as the
lift/drag ratio is close to 0. For a small angle of attack the drag value may be still rather
small, leading to high relative uncertainty of the drag. If the lift is sufficient to set the
lift/drag ratio to about 10 or more, the absolute error is amplified by the high lift/drag ratio
and the error bar may be rather large. As the angle of attack is further increased, both lift
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and drag can be increased to the point of their smallest absolute uncertainty, resulting in a
small relative error, which after being multiplied by the high lift/drag ratio may result in
a smaller absolute error compared to the lower angle of attack. A trend similar to the one
described above can be seen in Fig. 3.24 b). At a higher speed, the drag will be larger and
the minimum absolute uncertainties of lift and drag may be achieved at a different angle,
resulting in different lift/drag error bar trends. If in addition the effects of randomness are
included, the trend of the bars becomes even more random. For the lift and drag coefficients,
the trends of other uncertainties (e.g., velocity) also affect the overall trend. The variation
in errors between foils is mostly due to their different lift and drag characteristics, random
lift and drag errors, and calibration uncertainties.
4.5 Lift and Drag Data
The experimental lift and drag data obtained for the B3-351045 and B6-a-1b16c1.5 show
that the maximum lift/drag ratio achieved by the foils is approximately 30 – comparable
to the lift/drag ratio obtained with the (uni-directional) NACA 0015 and larger than that
of the NACA 63-424 foil (Fig. 4.7 – 4.10). Additionally, the maximum lift/drag ratio oc-
curs at similar angles of attack, suggesting similar performance for tidal turbines utilizing
bi-directional blades. The foils with faulty leading edges (FLE) have rather lower maximum
lift/drag ratio, except for the FLE version of the B6 foil at low Reynolds numbers. However,
the lower-Reynolds-number measurements are less accurate due to the larger relative errors
for the forces. It should be noted that the measurements for the B3-351045FLE foil at large





















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(a) Lift coefficients for Re≈2.5e5
















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(b) Drag coefficients for Re≈2.5e5

















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(c) Lift coefficients for Re≈3.75e5
















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(d) Drag coefficients for Re≈3.75e5

















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(e) Lift coefficients for Re≈5e5
















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(f) Drag coefficients for Re≈5e5
Figure 4.7: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the B3-351045 hydrofoil lift
and drag coefficients.
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(a) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈2.5e5





















(b) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈3.75e5





















(c) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈5e5





















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(a) Lift coefficients for Re≈2.5e5
















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(b) Drag coefficients for Re≈2.5e5

















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(c) Lift coefficients for Re≈3.75e5
















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(d) Drag coefficients for Re≈3.75e5

















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(e) Lift coefficients for Re≈5e5
















Experiment drift (regular foil)
Experiment drift (faulty foil)
CFD (regular foil)
(f) Drag coefficients for Re≈5e5
Figure 4.9: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the B6-a-1b16c1.5 hydrofoil
lift and drag coefficients.
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(a) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈2.5e5





















(b) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈3.75e5





















(c) Lift/drag ratios for Re≈5e5




The cavitation measurements show that the B3-351045 and B6-a-1b16c1.5 foils have compa-
rable cavitation inception numbers to those of the NACA 0015 foil for the region of interest
(angle of attacks for high lift/drag ratio) – Fig. 4.11. These values are slightly higher com-
pared to the thicker, NACA 63-424 foil. The FLE foils have similar cavitation characteristics,
with a notable difference at most angles of attack, except for very low ones (around 0°). At
the angles of attack corresponding to the maximum lift/drag ratio the FLE foils have slightly
worse cavitation characteristics.
All experimental cavitation data were obtained for values of total dissolved gas pressure
of 80% or higher (with respect to barometric pressure). Due to the different surface finish,
the foils had slightly different cavities (e.g., for the novel foils, particularly the FLE ones, the
cavitation formed first in streaks, within the longitudinal grooves of the foil). The difference
in the leading/trailing edges between the novel foils and the more rounded reference foils,
and between the sharp-edge FLE and the regular novel foils had an effect on the cavities as
well.
For all four (novel) foils the following cavitation behavior was observed:
• At large positive angles, rather unsteady (in span-wise) direction cavity forms, particu-
larly for the FLE foils. It is also rather hard to determine the inception and desinence.
• At moderate positive angles of attack (around 4 – 10°) a very small cavity forms at the
leading edge, and at lower cavitation numbers that cavity grows and expands further
downstream. For some cases in which there is a rather clear distinction between the
two regimes two sets of cavitation numbers were obtained – Fig. 4.12.
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• At angles of attack close to 0° a more identifiable, larger cavity forms, similar to the
cavities formed on the reference foils.
• At large negative angles of attack, the cavity seems to be separating from the leading
edge of the foil and is extremely hard to determine both inception and desinence –
Fig. 4.13.
In the cases for which it was difficult to determine inception and desinence, inception was
recorded when it was rather clear that cavitation is present, and desinence when it was clear
that no cavitation is present. The water tunnel is not fitted with a gas separator section
and gas collector dome and when significant cavitation is present on the test object, bubbles
may start to appear upstream of the test object as seen in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. At very
high speeds – at about 10 m/s or above, the number of bubbles increases noticeably, how-
ever it is unlikely that the bubbles are due to air leaking in from the outside, as the tunnel
components in which water is at lower-than-atmospheric pressure are new and well-sealed.
The presence of bubbles affects the tensile strength of the water, which is not the primary
parameter affecting the cavitation number (see section 2.2) and hence does not significantly
affect the usefulness of the obtained results. Furthermore, the data were taken for weak
water and in tidal turbines, cavitation will likely occur first near the ocean surface, where
the water is rather weak as well.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for cavitation characteristics
of the B3-350145 and B6a-1b16c1p5 foils. Experimental data for the corresponding FLE
foils was plotted as well. Experimental cavitation inception was observed on both top and
bottom sides of the foils.
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(a) Small cavity (b) Large cavity
Figure 4.12: Cavity on a B3-351045 foil at a positive angle-of-attack at different cavitation
numbers – small cavity forming at higher cavitation numbers, which grows as the cavitation
number decreases. Note how the cavity forms in streaks.
(a) Small exposure (b) Large exposure
Figure 4.13: Cavity on a B3-351045 foil at a large negative angle-of-attack – pictures taken
with different exposure settings. On these pictures the cavity is clearly visible.
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CHAPTER 5
TIDAL TURBINE BLADE APPLICATION
The numerical data obtained in this work and that can be obtained using the iFOIL.m
script (and OpenFOAM) can be stored in a data base and readily used for blade design and
analysis. Once all simulation data for a given foil are processed, they are saved in a data file
which is named after the foil. The data include angles of attack, lift, and drag coefficients,
inception cavitation numbers, foil and simulation parameters. An example of how the data
can be used is presented in this chapter. The cavitation inception model shown here was first
presented at the 1st Advanced Marine Renewable Energy Instrumentation Experts Work-
shop organized by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [80] and a significant
portion of the chapter overlaps with [81].
5.1 Cavitation Inception Model
A theoretical model for cavitation inception on the blades of horizontal axis tidal turbines
can be developed using axial and angular momentum theory and linear wave theory to find
the local cavitation numbers. The cavitation number on a turbine blade element will de-
pend on the relative velocity of the flow with respect to the blade element of interest, the
local pressure and vapor pressure, and the water density. Generally, two types of cavitation
can occur on the blades – tip vortex cavitation and attached cavitation. In this model the
attached cavitation is of interest, since it may lead to significant force fluctuations (and
damage), and/or cavitation erosion of the blades.
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For a given geometry (foil shape and angle of attack) the cavitation inception depends







If the cavitation characteristics of the foil shape(s) used for the turbine blades are known
i.e., if the inception cavitation numbers σi for a particular foil for different angles of attack
were obtained numerically (or experimentally), it can be estimated whether cavitation will
occur on the blade. In order to do that, the minimum cavitation number σmin at which
the blade elements will operate needs to be evaluated. This depends on the local pressure
p, the relative velocity of the blades with respect to the water v. The vapor pressure of
water pv can be found for the typical temperatures (and salinity, if applicable) at which the
turbine operates and/or be modified for the different seasons if the temperature variation is
significant. The density of the water ρ can be calculated or measured as well.
The local pressure p can be found by adding the atmospheric pressure patm, the hydro-
static pressure ph, and the wave-induced pressure pw:
p = patm + ph + pw. (5.2)
For a given blade element of a horizontal-axis turbine, the local pressure depends on the
depth at which the element is located (−zhub(t) + r cosϕ) as shown in Fig. 5.1. Here zhub(t)
is the hub submergence depth, which may vary with time (e.g., due to tides or varying river
discharge), r is the radial location of the blade element with respect to the hub, and ϕ is the
angle of rotation of the blade element. Thus the hydrostatic pressure is:
ph = ρg(−zhub(t) + r cosϕ). (5.3)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of a horizontal-axis marine turbine
If present, the wave-induced pressure pw depends on the blade element’s depth, the water




cosh[k(d+ zhub(t) + r cosϕ)]
cosh(kd)
cosϑ. (5.4)
The phase of the wave depends on the wave number k and frequency ω, the location in space
x and time t:
ϑ = (kx− ωt). (5.5)
Since pw ∝ cosϑ and −1 ≤ cosϑ ≤ 1, the effect of the phase can be studied by just varying
the time for a fixed position x. Later, the same will be done for the wave-induced velocity
term.
Combining equations 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4,
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p = patm + ph + pw








To compute the velocity in equation 5.1, the free stream velocity, the rotational motion of
the blade, turbine operating conditions and the wave-induced velocities should be accounted
for. If no waves are present, the relative velocity of the blade element, with respect to the
water wrel can be evaluated using axial and angular momentum theory [83]. Figure 5.2 shows
a schematic of a horizontal-axis turbine blade section moving with respect to the free stream.
As discussed in section 2.4, accounting for the axial and angular induction factors a, and a′,










[(1− a)U∞]2 + [(1 + a′)Ωr]2
}1/2
. (5.9)
Here, Ω is the angular velocity of the rotor, and θ is the section pitch angle of the blade. By








λ2 + (1− a)2
}1/2
. (5.10)
To estimate the minimum cavitation number on a blade element, the maximum velocity
needs to be computed, which will occur when the vector of the wave-induced velocity is
maximum and has the same direction as wrel. It can be shown, c.f. Fig. 5.3 and [82], that
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Figure 5.2: Velocity vectors on a blade element dr of a horizontal-axis marine turbine (ϕ = 0,
top view)




cosh(k(d+ zhub(t) + r cosϕ))
cosh(kd)
cosϑ, (5.11)
for cosϑ = 1. The ± sign was used since the waves can generally be oriented in any direction.
In fact, the wave-induced pressure is minimum when cosϑ = −1 so it will be convenient to
use a negative sign in Eq. 5.11, in which case the minimum wave-induced pressure coincides
in time with the maximum wave-induced velocity, for a given location.
Combining Eq. 5.10 and Eq. 5.11, the velocity v for the case of aligned wrel and uw is:











cosh(k(d+ zhub(t) + r cosϕ))
cosh(kd)
cosϑ. (5.12)
Equations 5.1, 5.7, and 5.12, can be combined to compute the minimum cavitation
number σmin at which a blade section dr of a horizontal-axis marine turbine will operate.
It will occur at the maximum radius of the blade, where the velocities are highest, when
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of water particle trajectories in wave-induced motion for deep and
shallow water.
the tip is closest to the surface ϕ = 0 and experiencing the lowest pressure. This is also
true when waves are present, since closer to the surface the wave-induced velocity is larger
and the wave induced pressure can be minimum. To avoid cavitation, the turbine must be
operated with the criterion
σmin > σi (5.13)
where σi is the inception cavitation number for the foil shape and angle of attack used. In
order to evaluate σmin for a particular hydrokinetic turbine a blade element dr located at
the tip of the blade should be considered.
One practical example is the existing SeaGen tidal stream generator [84] for which the
minimum cavitation number can be estimated. SeaGen, installed in Strangford Narrows
in Northern Ireland in 2008, is the world’s first grid-connected marine hydrokinetic turbine
with a rated capacity greater than 1 MW. Based on [84], the diameter of each of the two
rotors is 16 m, the minimum hub submergence is 11 m, rated free stream velocity is 2.4 m/s
and the maximum allowable rotational speed is 14 rev/min. In order to achieve maximum
power coefficient (according to one-dimensional axial and angular momentum theory), the
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axial and angular induction factors should be 1/3 and 0 respectively [83]. Figure 5.4 shows
the cavitation number (as a function of time) at the tip of the blade for the case of no
waves, and waves with height 2 m and length 50 m for a water depth of 38 m (corresponding
to the water depth at the location where the turbine is installed). The highest cavitation
numbers correspond to the blade passing through the lowest point in its rotation, and the
lowest cavitation numbers correspond to the tip being closest to the surface, where wave
effects are more noticeable. Since the frequency of blade rotation is different from the wave
frequency, the cavitation number at the tip of the blade varies from revolution to revolution.
The minimum cavitation number σmin for the given example is 1.8 without waves and 1.5
with waves. If these minimum turbine blade cavitation numbers are below the inception
cavitation number σi, the turbine blade will be cavitating. If this occurs for an already in-
stalled device, cavitation can be avoided by changing the tip speed ratio and/or pitch angle
of the blades to keep σmin above σi. In order to predict whether cavitation will occur for
given conditions, adequate data for hydrofoil cavitation inception numbers are needed. To
use the model in the blade design process, lift/drag data are needed as well.
To illustrate how hydrofoil cavitation inception data can be implemented in the model,
data obtained from numerical simulations presented in chapter 3 was used. Alternatively
experimental data from chapter 4 can be used. Suppose a turbine with a diameter of D = 4
m is rated at tip speed ratio λ = 5, and the blade was designed using the NACA 63-424B
foil (refer to section 3.2.7 for NACA 63-424B data). In order to obtain maximum lift/drag
ratio, the turbine blades should be designed with the appropriate pitch and twist angle dis-
tribution so that blade elements dr will be at 12° angle of attack. If the turbine will be
used in a location with free-stream velocity U∞ = 2 m/s; water depth d = 20 m; wave
height and length H = 1 m and L = 10 m, the safe operational hub submergence depth can
be determined. Using the data for cavitation inception of the foil, the cavitation number
should not fall below 2.1 to avoid cavitation. By plotting the cavitation number for different
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Figure 5.4: The cavitation number at the tip of the SeaGen turbine blade, with and without
waves. Model parameters: zhub = −11 m, R = 8 m, U∞ = 2.4 m/s, Ω = 14 rpm, a = 1/3,
a′ = 0, H = 2 m, L = 1/k = 50 m, d = 38 m.
depths it can be concluded that a hub submergence depth of 6 m will be sufficient to avoid
cavitation on the blades (with little room for operation at higher angles of attack), while for
hub submergence of 2.5 m, regions of the blades beginning radially inward from the tips will
be cavitating almost throughout the entire revolution of the blades if the rated tip speed
ratio can be sustained (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: The cavitation number at the tip of a turbine with D = 4 m, U∞ = 2 m/s, λ = 5,





A numerical test-bed for studying bi-directional (and conventional) hydrofoils was developed.
It consists of the iFOIL package and provides all necessary files for OpenFOAM simulations
and for post processing relevant foil performance and cavitation characteristics data. Mesh
convergence and validation studies were performed for three reference hydrofoils – NACA
0015, NACA 63-424 and a bi-directional version of the NACA 63-424 foil – NACA 63-424B
which were previously tested experimentally at the University of New Hampshire High-Speed
Cavitation Tunnel (UNH HiCaT).
Eleven classes of bi-directional hydrofoils were developed. Thanks to the highly-automated
numerical test-bed, approximately 700 bi-directional hydrofoil shapes from these classes were
studied using OpenFOAM. Two classes with better-performing foils were then studied fur-
ther by performing more computationally expensive simulations for each studied foil. Two
foils from these classes were selected for further studies. Three-dimensional simulations were
performed for these two foils, matching the conditions of the experimental setup (simulated
water tunnel). Physical models of these foils were built and were tested experimentally at
the UNH HiCaT.
Data obtained from the numerical and/or experimental studies can be readily used in the
design and analysis of tidal turbines. A cavitation inception model was developed to predict
cavitation inception for horizontal-axis tidal current turbines, which is capable of estimating
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the safe operating conditions of existing tidal turbines and/or assisting in the design of new
turbines.
6.2 Conclusions
The numerical test-bed was capable of producing results for the flow around all of the de-
signed shapes, testifying to its robustness. The only modification to the code was made for
some classes of foils, where one parameter (determining whether the leading/trailing edges
are considered sharp) was modified to improve the mesh for simulations. Although there
are certain limitations on what foil shapes can be used with the code, for most practical ap-
plications the code will successfully provide the files needed for an OpenFOAM simulation.
This indicates that the numerical test-bed can be used in conjunction with optimization
techniques and other turbulence models allowing for more efficient bi-directional and/or uni-
directional foil design and higher accuracy simulations.
Performing initial and secondary numerical studies was beneficial in the design process,
but could have been utilized more efficiently to study an even larger parameter space (e.g.,
by decreasing the number of maximum iterations). Although this approach is not efficient
compared to optimization techniques using e.g., gradient methods, it does provide more
insight to how foil features affect the performance; it tests the geometry and mesh generation
algorithms to verify that they can handle a wide range of shapes; and still managed to
provide well-performing foil shapes. Through exploring a large parameter space, the following
conclusions regarding bi-directional hydrofoils were made, based on studying the eleven
classes of foil shapes presented in this work:
• In terms of the maximum lift/drag ratio, hydrofoils with x-axis and rotational sym-
metry generally performed worse than foils with rotational symmetry only. Foils with
x-axis symmetry and sharp leading/trailing edges had even worse performance.
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• Foils with sharp leading/trailing edges generally did not perform well, but some of the
better-performing foils had semi-sharp edges.
• Any “bumps” (i.e., foil-shape equation discontinuities) at locations other than the lead-
ing/trailing edges resulted in increased inception cavitation number.
• Higher lift/drag ratios were typically related to higher inception cavitation numbers.
The validity of the results for higher angles of attack is questionable due to the inherent
limitations of two-equation turbulence models to predict separation. Although the k−ω SST
model used in this work performs better at predicting separation than other two-equation
models, and some of the results at higher angles of attack may be correct, those result should
be taken with caution. Blades of tidal turbines operate at lower angles of attack – typically
the angle-of-attack corresponding to the highest lift/drag ratio – approximately 0° to 10°
depending on the foil. The numerical and experimental data showed agreement on what
this angle is, and for most comparisons of the maximum lift/drag ratio, particularly at high
Reynolds numbers, the data are conclusive.
The two novel foils have a maximum lift/drag ratio of approximately 25, which varied
slightly with Reynolds number and between numerical and experimental results. At the
corresponding angle of attack of 6°, the cavitation inception number for both foils is ap-
proximately 2. In comparison, for the studied Reynolds numbers, the NACA 63-424 has a
maximum lift/drag ratio ranging from 20 to 30 according to the numerical results, but the
experimental results show maximum lift/drag ratio of 20. The cavitation inception number
at the corresponding angle-of-attack of 4° is 1.5. The elliptical foils studied in the thesis
have an increasing lift/drag ratio with decreasing thickness-to-chord ratio. For the thinnest
foil (10% thickness-to-chord ratio) the maximum lift/drag ratio was 24 with a corresponding
cavitation inception number of 3. It is difficult to compare a conceptual bi-directional tidal
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turbine to an existing uni-directional turbine, without information about the chord distri-
bution of the blades in radial direction, as it has an important effect on the power output.
However, since the bi-directional hydrofoils showed comparable performance and cavitation
characteristics to uni-directional hydrofoils, their implementation in applications with re-
versing flow may be feasible. Minor decrease in performance of the bi-directional hydrofoils
may be offset by decreased costs of building and maintaining devices utilizing bi-directional
components, particularity if the devices are operating in the harsh environment of the ocean.
Measuring the drag was the most challenging aspect of the experimental studies. The
largest discrepancies between numerical and experimental data were in the drag. Although a
detailed uncertainty analysis was performed and an attempt was made to estimate the drag
measurement errors, the results obtained using the water-tunnel force balance were generally
poor. Alternative methods for obtaining drag data, such as LDV should be explored in the
future.
6.3 Outlook
The approach presented in this work showed promising results and provided insight to bi-
directional foils. Upon further development and additional studies, the use of bi-directional
foils can become more widespread.
The numerical test-bed can be improved by addressing some of its current limitations.
Models other than the k – ω SST can be quickly integrated to the script, significantly widen-
ing the scope of simulations which can be performed with the assistance of iFOIL – e.g.,
to studies involving separation. Higher-accuracy simulations using more computationally
expensive turbulence modeling should be performed to better quantify the performance of
the novel bi-directional hydrofoils. Optimization algorithms can be used in conjunction with
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the numerical test bed for the design of other bi-directional and/or uni-directional foils.
The iFOIL algorithms may also be improved to deal better with foils at high angles of
attack (30° or higher) for other studies, such as vertical axis turbine applications. In its
current version, the code can still be used for simple studies of blade performance of verti-
cal axis turbines, as typical ranges of their blade angle-of-attack are within its capabilities.
However, it can be improved to include simulations in which the dynamic effects of changing
the angle of attack are considered.
Other minor improvements to the code may include modifications to allow for more
versatile plotting options (e.g., easier implementation of user-specified plot formatting). Al-
though studies were performed to find a good balance between under-relaxation coefficients,
robustness, accuracy, and simulation time, further improvements can be made in this aspect.
Another future improvement of the current work would be studying the effect of blade
size (not just Reynolds number), particularly for high turbulence intensities in an attempt to
better match conditions at which tidal turbine blades operate. These studies would require
additional domain convergence studies as well.
One aspect of the bi-directional hydrofoil studies that can be readily addressed is the
effect of roughness. The iFOIL code can be modified to include simulations with foil rough-
ness, and the foils (particularly the ones with faulty leading edges, which are not anodized)
can be covered with roughness elements. In addition, the actual shapes of the faulty foils




The Numerical Test Bed (iFOIL) generates all files necessary for OpenFOAM simula-
tions. Knowledge of OpenFOAM and ParaView is not necessary for utilizing the iFOIL code
to obtain lift, drag, cavitation and y+ (minimum cells size) data as a function of the angles
of attack. However, if one wishes to view other data, such as profiles, contour plots, stream-
lines, etc. and/or modify the iFOIL code, basic knowledge of OpenFOAM and ParaView
will be helpful [85].
The code can be used for a wide range of foil shapes with the most significant limitation
being that the foil geometry cannot (in general) contain very sharp edges (except at the
leading and/or trailing edges). This limitation can be overcome by adjusting the algorithm,
but in this case the mesh will likely be of low quality and the results – unsatisfactory.
The code can be used for simulating flow for 2D and pseudo 3D foils:
• 2D foils (one-cell thick 3D geometries – OpenFOAM requires 3D geometries);
• 3D foils with uniform 2D sections and equally sized cells in span-wise direction;
• 3D foils with uniform 2D sections and graded cells in span-wise direction – to resolve
boundary layer at one side; symmetry boundary is used on the other side – i.e. only
half of a (water) tunnel is simulated;
• 3D foils with uniform 2D sections and cell grading towards the domain boundaries –
to resolve boundary layers at both walls in z direction – i.e., full-sized tunnel flow.
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The domain size and the boundary conditions can be modified allowing for both “open”
flows and flows in a channel/tunnel. The cells can be refined automatically near the top/bot-
tom walls to resolve the boundary layers when a wall boundary condition is used. Currently
only the k − ω SST model is used with the option for using the results from an inviscid
simulation for an initial guess, but the code can be easily changed by someone with Open-
FOAM experience to include more turbulence models.
When using the code all the information for a given “test” is stored in one folder. For
every test, one “reference” case is created first which has one foil geometry and one set of
simulation parameters, but may include multiple angles of attack. Geometry/mesh is created
for every angle-of-attack sub-folder, and for all other simulation files/folders for a given case,
only one copy is made and stored in the sampleFolder. Later the content of this folder is
copied in every angle-of-attack sub-folder (Fig. A.1). More cases can be studied in the same
test by varying the geometry, the simulation parameters or both. The iFOIL code provides
a summary of the reference case simulation parameters and geometry, as well as a list of
the differences between the reference case and all other cases within the same test. The
simulation data are saved as a text file and a .mat file. Once the simulations are completed,
data from the same test are plotted on the same plots with different plots for every variable
(e.g., lift, drag, etc.) and with different symbols for every case.
The iFOIL code consists of about 10 functions and a few scripts. The main script which
is used to enter all inputs needed for a simulation and to create all folders and files is called
iFOIL.m. There are two alternatives to it, for which some of the input data are already
entered and/or are calculated: iFOIL_hicat_V10.m which is a numerical version of the
UNH High-Speed Cavitation Tunnel (HiCaT); and iFOIL_open_V10.m which selects
an appropriate domain and mesh size to avoid any effects from the boundaries.
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Figure A.1: Test folder structure – the sections in black are created during the execution of
the iFOIL script. The grey dashed lines represent the copying of the content of the reference
sampleFolder to the corresponding angle-of-attack sub-folders during the execution of the
casecopy script.
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Once the iFOIL.m script has been run to create all needed files for a test, the test folder
must be copied to a system with OpenFOAM. Then the file access for all the files in this
folder (at least all the script files) should be changed so that they are executable (you can
use sudo chmod 700 -R testFolderName to do that in Ubuntu 13.10, or in older versions
you can alternatively right click on the folder→ properties→ permissions). If you are using
a command line interface, make sure you are in the correct folder to do that. Then the
masterrun script should be run (type ./masterrun). Once the simulations are complete one
can copy the results sub-folder of the test folder to a computer with Matlab and run the
resultsread.m script to obtain plots for lift, drag, cavitation inception and maximum and
average cell sizes around the foil in terms of y+ units. All data for every case are saved in a
foilresultsX.mat where X is the name of the test folder. Further processing of the data can
be performed by using the datafixer.m utility and running postplot.m for re-plotting.
If an error occurs during the simulations, it will be logged in one of the log files in the
affected angle sub-folders of the affected case folder. The most likely errors would be due to
poor geometry definition (e.g., having a foil bigger than the domain) or due to using inappro-
priate simulation parameters (e.g., under relaxation factor of 2). Problems with geometry
should appear in the log.blockMesh file, and problems with simulation parameters – in
log.simpleFoam or log.potentialFoam. There are several warning and error messages
included in the iFOIL code which may appear in the Matlab prompt to assist the user in
avoiding selecting inappropriate combinations of parameters.
A.1 OpenFOAM Structure and Case Execution
A typical simulation in OpenFOAM contains the following folders and files (Fig. A.2):
• 0 – this folder provides the initial conditions or the initial “guess.” It contains files
named after the variables they provide information for: e.g., for pressure (p), velocity
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(U), and depending on (for example) whether a turbulence model is used or not,
additional files for the corresponding variables – e.g., k – for the turbulence kinetic
energy and omega – for the specific turbulence dissipation.
• constant – this folder contains information about the constants – these include the
geometry and constant properties, such as viscosity and/or turbulence model constants.
At a minimum, the following files are needed:
– polyMesh folder – contains a file named blockMeshDict which provides infor-
mation about the case geometry;
– for viscous flow simulations a transportProperties file is required as well, pro-
viding information for the viscosity.
• system – this folder contains information about how the simulation should be per-
formed. It provides information about discretization schemes, the solution (e.g., con-
vergence criteria), and simulation parameters, such as number of time steps, write
intervals etc. Sometimes it contains information about other pre-processing or post-
processing algorithms, such as ones used for meshing or parallel processing. At a
minimum, the following files are required:
– controlDict file – this file contains information about the solver (e.g., compress-
ible or incompressible flow), the start and end time, the steps at which data should
be saved, and may contain additional functions, which can for example calculate
lift or drag forces and coefficients.
– fvSolution file – contains information about solvers and convergence criteria.
– fvSchemes file – contains information about discretization.
The following commands are executed for every simulation (every sub-case, every angle
of attack) for cases set up with iFOIL.m:
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Figure A.2: Folder structure for a typical OpenFOAM fluid flow simulation. Note that
usually more folders and files are used.
• blockMesh – which creates the (structured) mesh and sets up the type of boundaries –
the blockMesh application and the snappyHexMesh applications are the two main
applications in OpenFOAM for geometry and mesh generation.
• potentialFoam – runs a potential flow simulation to use the result for an initial guess
(if this option in the iFOIL code is used).
• decomposePar – decomposes the domain for parallel processing.
• simpleFoam – executes the simulation.
• reconstructPar – reconstructs the domain if parallel processing is used.
A.2 iFOIL.m script
A printout of the iFOIL.m file is provided in section F.1 and instructions on how to use it
are provided below. In the first section of iFOIL.m, one has to enter the parameters of the
system which will be used.
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ofv is the OpenFOAM version parameter. Currently, by setting ofv=1; the files are
written for version 2.3.0 of OpenFOAM, while with ofv=0; they are written for version
2.2.1. The only difference resulting from this setting is in the scripts for reading data –
particularly the number of words skipped when reading the data for lift, drag, and pressure.
If, there is an issue with reading the data files from a future version of OpenFOAM, one can
modify the number of words to be skipped by modifying skip at the top of preliminary-
SetupV10.m.
parallel is the parameter for “break-down” of the geometry for parallel processing.
It contains 3 values which correspond to the number of divisions of the domain in the x,
y, and z direction respectively. If one does not wish to use parallel processing, then the
parameter must be set to parallel=[1 1 1];. Otherwise it is recommended to set the
values so that the product of the 3 numbers is equal to the number of processor cores (e.g.,
parallel=[2 2 1]; for 4 processors). Also it is beneficial to minimize the area at sub-
domain boundaries internal to the domain – thus for a 2D channel flow simulated with 8
cores it may be best to set parallel=[4 2 1]; or for 3D flow parallel=[2 2 2];. When
simulating 2D flows, the last value of parallel should be 1. One can type nproc in a Linux
terminal to find the number of cores available on a computer.
The next section of the script is for the test folder, case folder, and foil nomenclature and
the text for plot legends (for the resultsread.m script).
testfolder is the name of the test folder. One should make sure that this folder does
not exist before running the script for the first case for the given test (so that the script
would recognize the first case as the “reference” case). Also, the name should be appropriate
for use with OpenFOAM – e.g., it cannot contain spaces or periods, and using a number as
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a first character should be avoided.
foil should contain the name of the foil (this is used in the summary file output).
folder is the name of the folder for the current case. It should be different for every
case in the same test! If for example one is simulating flow around a NACA 0015 foil at
different Reynolds numbers, then it would be convenient to name every case by the name of
the foil and the Reynolds number, e.g., folder=['NACA0015' num2str(Re)]; where Re
was computed before this line. Note again that the folder should have an appropriate name
for use with OpenFOAM.
caseid is the legend entry for the given case in the Matlab plots and can for example
be set equal to folder. Note that underscore would be interpreted as subscript for the next
character.
titleid is the common text for the title of plots (can be left blank titleid=[' '];). If
for example tilteid=['for a NACA 0015 foil'];, then the titles of the Matlab plots
will be “Coefficient of Lift for a NACA 0015 foil,” “Coefficient of Drag for a NACA 0015 foil,”
etc.
addinfo can contain text which will be added in the summary for the given case (apart
from all other parameters entered in the iFOIL.m script).
The next section contains all foil (geometry) parameters. Both the x and y coordinates
must be entered as well as the chord length.
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chord is the chord length of the foil in meters and must be equal to the actual chord
that would be calculated from the x and y foil coordinates. The main reason chord is not
calculated from the foil coordinates is because the functions used to compute the coordinates
of the foils simulated in this work, require the chord as an input.
[x,y] are the x and y foil coordinates. They should be listed in meters; centered around
the origin (0,0); at 0° angle of attack; listed in clock-wise direction; with no repeating points
and no jumps (i.e., points should be consecutive). If not all criteria are met, there are scripts
provided in the iFOIL package which can resolve some of the issues: fixrepeat.m removes
repeating points by comparing every two consecutive points; fixdirection.m changes the
direction of point listing from counter-clockwise to clockwise; findchord.m finds the chord
of a foil if the data points have rotational symmetry, returning the indexes of the leading and
trailing edges; and positionfoil.m sets the foil at 0° angle of attack and centered around
the origin (0,0).
AoA is the parameter for angles of attack which one wants to study for a given case.
Generally the iFOIL algorithms performs better for relatively small angles of attack (see
section A.11 for more details). Simulating flow around foils at angles of attack between 45°
and 135° is not recommended (although it may be possible).
The next section of the script is used to define the flow parameters.
U is the free-stream velocity in [m/s];
k – the free-stream turbulence kinetic energy in [m2/s2];
omega – the free-stream specific rate of dissipation in [s−1];
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pref is the reference pressure (at cell 0, located at the bottom of the domain inlet). It is
used to set a reference pressure for the simulation and should not affect the results, except
for the contour of absolute pressure. Note that the pressure units are [m2/s2] as the quantity
is in fact the ratio of pressure and density.
rho is the fluid density in [kg/m3];
nu is the fluid kinematic viscosity in [m2/s].
The next section is used to define the mesh parameters, which is crucial for successful
simulations. A brief description is provided below. For more details on creating the mesh,
refer to section A.11. Note that most of these parameters are pre-defined when using the
iFOIL_hicat_V10.m and iFOIL_open_V10.m scripts.
dim is the parameter which determines how is the span-wise (z) direction treated in
iFOIL. As mentioned above, there are 4 ways to do that. By setting dim=1, a 2D simulation
is performed (user-assigned size of the domain in z direction is ignored); dim=2 corresponds
to pseudo 3D simulation with cells of equal size in the z direction; dim=3 refines the cells
in span-wise direction near one of the walls and uses symmetry boundary condition at the
opposite wall; dim=4 refines the cells in span-wise direction near both (side) walls.
xyzmin and xyzmax are used to define the bounding box (the domain) around the foil.
The dimensions should be in [m] and one should make sure that the domain is sufficiently
large compared to the foil. For the purposes of constructing a proper mesh, placing the inlet
and the outlet sufficiently far from the foil (to ensure proper placement of the boundaries)
should suffice; and the height should be roughly at least 3-4 times the maximum thickness
of the foil (depending on the desired boundary layer refinement). For example, for a 1 m foil
with 20% thickness-to-chord ratio, the leading edge will be at x=-0.5 m; trailing edge will
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be at x=0.5 m; and at 0° the foil should occupy the space between y=-0.1 and y=0.1. In
this case (to avoid issues with the geometry) the inlet should be approximately at x<=-1.5,
the outlet at x>=1.5 and the bottom and top walls at y<=-0.3 and y>=0.3 respectively.
To set a more reasonable box around the 1-meter-chord foil an inlet at x=-2, outlet at x=6,
top and bottom walls at y=-1 and y=1 for a 3-meter span (z=-1.5 and z=1.5) the values of
xyzmin and xyzmax should be: xyzmin=[-2 -1 -1.5] and xyzmax=[6 1 1.5]. If this
was a 2D simulation the values for z would not matter as they will be overwritten.
cell is the value of a typical cell size in [m], outside of the boundary layer refinement.
yplusmin is the approximate height of the first layer of cells (next to the foil) in viscous
(y+) units.
cellref is a parameter for refining the cells in stream-wise direction. In some cases, the
cell-size along the foil surface is much smaller near the leading and trailing edges. Then by
setting cellref=1 the cells which are not close to the edges are refined, and cellref=2
further refines these cells. The exact algorithms are shown in section F.8.
er are the expansion ratios of cells (how much larger every cell is compared to the cell
next to it). The expansion ratios are listed in the following order: er(1) – away from the foil
(in the boundary layer); er(2) – away from the foil outside of the boundary layer; er(3)
away from the foil in upstream direction; er(4) – away from the foil in downstream direction.
Using a small value for er(1) (e.g., 1.05) would require larger domain to avoid issues with
the geometry. The recommended setting (original values of er in iFOIL.m) are expansion
ratio of 1.2 away from the foil in the boundary layer and er of 1.05 for all other directions.
If one wishes to resolve the boundary layer at the top/bottom walls, setting er(2)=0 would
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ensure a similar y+ value at these walls as at the foil (e.g., er=[1.2 0 1.05 1.05]).
The boundary conditions section is used to define the type of boundaries at the inlet,
outlet, walls and foil. Some knowledge of OpenFOAM is required for more advanced settings,
but one can easily switch between a channel flow and open flow by selecting the appropriate
line for walls, which will change the boundary conditions. The boundary in the span-wise
direction is set automatically to the so-called “empty” type for a 2D simulation and a (solid)
wall boundary otherwise.
The solution parameters section is used to define:
• potFoam=1 for using a potential flow simulation for the initial guess for the flow –
results in a better and faster convergence (setting potFoam=0 eliminates this step).
• maxit – maximum number of iterations – since in some cases the flow is unsteady, con-
vergence may not be achieved – then, if a sufficient number of iterations are performed,
the solution would oscillate and reliable data can still be extracted.
• writein is the interval at which the solution is saved – it is recommended to set this
equal to the number of maximum iterations or twice less in order to avoid using too
much space, and to speed up the simulations (writing large data files too often will
significantly slow down the simulation).
• writein2 is the interval at which data are written for lift, drag, and minimum pressure
(for cavitation characteristics). It is recommended to set this to 50-1000 times smaller
than maxit, since more data points would be beneficial to correctly estimate the values
(particularly for minimum pressure) in the case convergence is not reached – for more
information about the algorithm for reading refer to section A.5.
• pur is the pressure under-relaxation factor.
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• uko1 and uko2 are initial and final under-relaxation factors for u, k, and omega.
• tol is the tolerance/convergence criteria; tol1 – for pressure, tol2 – for u, k, and
omega.
Using the information provided in the previous section, iFOIL.m calls the following
functions:
• preliminarySetupV10.m, which creates script tools and script headers (e.g., for
creating figures of the foil shapes, for reading data, etc.).
• create0folderV10.m which writes files for the 0 folder(s) for the OpenFOAM simu-
lations which contain information for the initial guess and boundary conditions.
• createSystemV10.m which writes files for the system folder(s), which contain infor-
mation for the simulations parameters (e.g., discretization, solvers).
• createConstantV10.m which writes files (except geometry) for the constant folder(s)
which contain all constants.
• blockMeshWriterV10.m which creates all geometries (one for every simulation).
• createScriptsV10.m which creates all scripts for setting up the simulations, for run-
ning them sequentially (simulation can be run on multiple processors), for saving all
relevant data in a single results folder, and for reading and plotting data.
• createSummaryV10.m which creates a summary of the reference case as well as all
the changes for every next case in a given test.
The iFOIL script can be easily set up to run in a loop, generating simulations files for a
set of simulations at once – e.g., simulations for the same foil with varying mesh parameters
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(such as typical cell size) or for foils with varying geometric parameters. Sample versions of
the script with loops are provided in the samples folder. Note that one should not use k as
an iteration variable in loops, since k is reserved for turbulence kinetic energy.
A.3 iFOIL_hicat_V10.m script
This script is similar to iFOIL.m. In this case however the parameters chord, xyzmin,
xyzmax, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, yplusmin, cell, er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil are
generated using the hicat.m function based on the U, dim, and wallref parameters. The
only newly introduced parameter is wallref which refines the mesh near the top/bottom
walls if is it is set to 1, and does not refine the mesh if set to 0. The chord, xyzmin, and
xyzmax parameters correspond to the typical chord foil size for experiments in the HiCaT,
and to the test-section dimensions. For all parameters except pressure, the inlet boundary
condition is fixedValue and the outlet condition – zeroGradient. This is reversed for
pressure in order to improve numerical stability. It is made sure that for all cavitation in-
ception estimates values of the pressure at the inlet were used. At the walls and the foil,
the boundary conditions for velocity is fixedValue, for pressure – zeroGradient, for the
turbulence kinetic energy – kqRWallFunction, and for the specific rate of dissipation –
omegaWallFunction.
The values for the turbulence kinetic energy k and the specific rate of dissipation omega
(at the simulation inlet) are evaluated based on experimental and numerical data. Laser
Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements were performed at the center line of the water
tunnel, 3.9 inches (99 mm) downstream of the test section inlet. Numerical simulations
were performed for the flow in the contraction and test section in the tunnel, by varying
the inlet condition for the turbulence kinetic energy. For the case in which the numerical
and experimental velocity and turbulence intensity profiles matched for the location of LDV
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measurements (Fig. A.3), the turbulence intensity TI and the length scale ls at the test














































































(b) turbulence intensity profiles
Figure A.3: Velocity and turbulence intensity profiles at the inlet and outlet of the HiCaT
test section. Comparison between experimental (LDV) results and CFD data for different
inlet boundary conditions.
Then, using the same relationships k and omega are evaluated from the just calculated values
for turbulence intensity TI and length scale ls, as well as the provided value for the inlet
velocity U. The values for rho and nu correspond to the values for density and viscosity of
water at 20°C. The value for the reference pressure pref is set to 0 – this is the pressure of
the cell at the inlet bottom. The mesh parameters yplusmin and cell were set to 2 and
0.001 after validation studies in section 3.2 (cell=0.002 was used for 3D simulations). The
er values are set as follows:
• er(1)=1.2 for cell expansion ratios away from the foil (to ensure sufficiently fast growth
to avoid issues as a result of the confined domain space);
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• er(2) is set to 1 if wallref=0 – for expansion ratios away from foil towards top/bot-
tom wall (to avoid growth of cells – hence larger cells near the walls/boundary layers);
if wallref=1 the growth is calculated so that the cell size at the top/bottom walls is
equal to yplusmin in viscous units.
• er(3) and er(4) are 1.05 to ensure a slight growth in upstream and downstream
direction.
A.4 iFOIL_open_V10.m script
This script is similar to iFOIL.m and iFOIL_hicat_V10.m. Some of the parameters are
determined using the openFlow.m function. The chord here is still set to 3 inches, but the
domain size is determined from the convergence studies in section 3.2.3 to be 3.6 m × 1.5
m. Further domain convergence studies can be performed for other chord sizes and can be
added to the openFlow.m code. The k and omega parameters are evaluated based on typical
values of turbulence intensity (10%) and turbulence length scale (100 m) for open waters
[86], although there is a feature allowing the use of the water-tunnel turbulence instead. The
density and viscosity of water are 1021.1 kg/m3 and 1.043e-6 m2/s which correspond to sea
water at 20°C with salinity of 30 g/kg [87]. The pref, yplusmin, cell parameters are the
same as in iFOIL_hicat_V10.m. To account for the larger domain, the second er value
is increased to 1.1 compared to the closed domain. The inlet, outlet and foil boundary con-
ditions are the same as before. The walls boundary can be either for open or enclosed flow
with slip condition. There are two additional parameters in iFOIL_open_V10.m com-
pared to the iFOIL_hicat_V10.m. One of them – wslip switches between the closed
wall slip boundary condition (if set to 1) and zero gradients condition (if set to 0). The other
parameter – tunnelTurb sets the k and omega parameters to the values corresponding to




This function creates the folders and subfolders which have to be copied to an Ubuntu system
with OpenFOAM. It also creates the headers for the master run, master read, and summary
files and scripts for reading lift, drag, pressure, and y+ data, for printing an .eps file with
the tested foils geometries, and for fixing and post-plotting data.
The data reader scripts check whether the solution converged by comparing the maximum
number of iterations set for the simulation to the actual number of iterations performed. If
the solution did not converge they run the findsol.m function placed in the results sub-
folder. Then a moving average is computed to smooth the data (10 data points by default).
The last minimum and maximum of the smooth data are averaged to obtain a final value
for the variable. The reader plots the values of the variable of interest as a function of the
iteration number, together with the smooth data as well as a line with the final value selected
for further processing; and saves the plot in the convplots sub-folder of the results folder.
The lift and drag convergence plot obtained using this method are presented for a randomly
selected case in figure A.4.
The data-fixing utility allows the user to modify the data reading parameters for a given
foil and angle(s) of attack. It also keeps track of the number of “fixes” and saves all “un-fixed”
data. There are 3 methods to “fix” the data. One can modify the number of data points
for the running average if the smoothed curve does not accurately represent the data. An-
other option is to clip iterations (essentially decreasing the number of iterations considered).
This “fix” may be beneficial if the variables of interest had initially been close to converging
but then diverged significantly. If more iterations are needed for convergence, they can be
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(a) Lift coefficient (b) Drag coefficient
Figure A.4: Sample lift and drag coefficients convergence plots for a randomly selected
angle-of-attack, for a randomly selected foil, of a randomly selected class of foils.
performed manually, in which case the reader should be modified to account for the new
number of iterations – this can be done in the data fix utility. The post-plot utility can then
be used to plot the updated data and save the new data to the corresponding foilresults.mat
files. The postplot utility is also convenient for re-plotting data in a pre-set format (e.g.,
combined with using a function for formatting plots).
A.6 create0folderV10.m function
This function creates the 0 folder(s) for simulations which contain the boundary (and initial)
conditions. It consists of 4 files for defining the velocity U , pressure p, turbulence kinetic
energy k, and specific dissipation rate ω. Depending on the simulation set up parameters, at
the top and bottom walls the boundary may be no-slip, slip, or zero gradient. For the side
walls, either empty (2D simulations), slip, or no-slip boundary conditions can be prescribed.
Most of the inlet and outlet conditions are usually fixedValue and zeroGradient, and
the foil is a no-slip boundary. For all no-slip boundary conditions, the values of turbulence
kinetic energy k and specific dissipation rate ω are calculated in this script based on [88].
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The recommended boundary conditions are: for closed/open flow, no-slip/slip wall on the
top and bottom boundary; for 2D/3D flow – empty/no-slip wall at the sides.
A.7 createSystemV10.m function
This script creates the system folder(s) for simulations. It contains the controlDict, fv-
Solution, and fvSchemes files which determine parameters such as type of solver, number
of iterations, convergence criteria, discretization schemes, etc. Some of the parameters are
taken from the iFOIL script, and the others are pre-set, although they can be easily modi-
fied by modifying the createSystemV10.m function itself. If potential flow results are used
for selecting the initial guess for the k – ω simulation, two system folders are created for
every test folder (system for the k – ω and systempot for the potential flow simulation).
Before the potential flow simulation is run, a script renames system to systemko, and
systempot to system. After performing the potential flow simulation the original folder
names are restored.
A.8 createConstantV10.m function
This function creates the constant folder and the RASProperties, transportProper-
ties, and turbulenceProperties files. Except for the viscosity, all of the data in these files
are pre-set, but may be changed through modifying the createConstantV10.m function
itself. As with the 0 folder, this folder is created once for every case folder and during the
simulation execution a script copies it to every sub-case (for every angle-of-attack). The
geometries are generated by the blockMeshWriterV10.m function (discussed in detail in




When a simulation is run, the user only starts the masterrun script. This script executes
the runfoil script from every case folder. The runfoil script:
• copies the contents of the sampleFolder to every angle-of-attach sub-folder using the
casecopy script as described in the start of section A
• executes the runcase script for every angle-of-attack folder
• executes the coeffread script which copies all obtained data to the results folder for
the given case
The runcase script executes the commands for performing the simulation. These commands
were described in section A.1. If parallel processing is not used, the decomposePar and recon-
structPar commands are not executed. If a potential flow simulation is performed, additional
commands are performed to use the appropriate system folder (as described in section A.7).
When the iFOIL.m script is executed the createScriptsV10.m function is executed for
every case. This function adds the necessary lines to the masterrun, runfoil, casecopy,
runcase, and coeffread scripts. Additionally lines are added to the results reading, fixing,
and post-plotting Matlab scripts for the case which is currently set up.
A.10 createSummaryV10.m function
This function saves all the data entered in the iFOIL.m script. The data are saved in
case1data.mat file, and if more case(s) are studied, the files with data for the other cases
are named in a sequential order case2data.mat, etc. Additionally, a text file summary.txt
is generated. It lists all the parameters for the first (reference) case. For every next case
studied within the same test folder, the createSummaryV10.m function compares the
simulation parameters to those of the reference case and lists only the ones that were modi-
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fied. This makes it easier to identify what study was performed within the test folder.
A.11 blockMeshWriterV10.m function
This function creates the geometries for every test case and angle-of-attack. It uses a set
of additional functions, some of which are discussed in this section as well. The geometry
for the simulation is written in a blockMeshDict file. The geometry is divided into blocks
which are meshed individually to obtain a structured mesh. The blocks’ boundaries are
defined by faces, edges, and vertices, which need to be provided in the file.
In the first section of the blockMeshWriterV10.m function (1.1), the boundaries of
the domain are set, and if a 3D simulation is performed the coordinates of every “z” plane
are calculated. In the next section (1.2) the value of y+ = 1 is calculated in [m]. For this
purpose the length of the foil lfoil is calculated using the lengthfoil.m function, and then
used in finding the Reynolds number. Then,
Cf = (2 log10(Re)− 0.65)−2.3, (A.3)
where Cf is the friction coefficient,
τwall = CfρU
2∞/2, (A.4)




where u∗ is the friction velocity, and
y+ = u∗y/ν, (A.6)
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where ν is the kinematic viscosity.
In the next section of the function (1.3) the foil geometry is conditioned using condi-
tionfoil.m. This function sets the first data point of foil coordinates to be the left-most
point of the geometry. The provided foil geometry should be at 0° angle of attack, have
consecutive points (i.e., no “jumps”), and the points should be listed in clockwise direction
(if any of these conditions are not satisfied, the user may be able to meet them by using
functions mentioned in section A.12). Then, the number of sharp points (edges) is found
using findpoints.m in order to determine the mesh schematic (section A.11.1).
In section (1.4) of the function, the required thickness for a boundary layer mesh is found
and an “outer foil” is created if needed. The smallest cell size mincell is set in terms of
y+ units in the main (iFOIL) script, together with a “typical” cell size cell. If the user
accidentally sets a minimal cell size to be larger than the tpyical one, an error message will
appear explaining the problem. The thickness of the boundary layer mesh dout is set in
terms of the ratio cell/mincell ratio and the expansion ratio er(1) for the boundary layer
cells.
dout=mincell*(R*er(1)-1)/(er(1)-1). (A.7)
If the foil geometry has less than 2 sharp edges an “outer foil” is created using the outer-
foil.m function (section A.11.2) – a step required in the further mesh generation. The space
between the foil and the outer foil is used for the boundary layer mesh. If the number of
sharp edges is 2, this boundary layer still exists but the generation of the outer foil is simpli-
fied and incorporated in the domain schematic. From the next step on, the mesh generation
algorithm varies depending on the number of sharp edges, with the case of 2-sharp edges
being significantly different from 1 or no sharp edges. The 2-sharp-edges case is considered
in code sections 2.1 – 2.7; 1-sharp-edge case in code section 3.1 – 3.7; and no-sharp-edges
case in code sections 4.1 – 4.7. These section will be referred to as sections *.1 – *.7 in the
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next paragraphs.
In sections *.1, for every angle of attack the foil is rotated, conditioned, and the find-
points.m function is used to find any sharp edges, and the location of the 45° tangents to
the foil with respect to the x axis if present. If the foil has less than 2 sharp edges, the same
procedure is repeated for the outer foil as well. The foil (and outer foil if present) are then
“sliced” at the just-found points to form 2 to 4 sections.
In section *.2, the vertices for the geometry are defined. Every vertex is numbered (based
on the order in which the vertices are listed). In all cases, the locations of the points (ver-
tices) defining the domain boundary, the sharp-edges and/or tangents on the foil and outer
foil (if present) are found using the processes discussed so far. Note that all geometries in
OpenFOAM are 3-dimensional, and the 2-dimensional ones are 3D with thickness of one
cell. Thus the vertices for simulations are replicated for every additional z plane (x and y
coordinates are kept the same). In the iFOIL code, the number of the vertex corresponding
to vertex number v in the first z plane is: v+nv for the first additional z plane, v+2*nv
for the second additional plane, etc., where nv is the number of vertices per plane. Three-
dimensional blocks are then formed in section *.4, typically out of 8 vertices (the OpenFOAM
convention for listing block vertices is followed). Every block is assigned the number of cells
that it should be divided into for every local coordinate direction. The gradings (expansion
ratios) are also assigned, including expansion ratios in the z direction if needed – the number
of cells and expansion ratios are computed in section *.3. Schematics of sample meshes are
provided in Fig. A.5 for 2-sharp-edges foils, Fig. A.6 for 1-sharp-edge foils, and Fig. A.7 for
no-sharp edge foils. The black numbers represent the vertex numbers and the large gray
numbers – the block numbers. The local axis coordinates and the cell expansion ratios are
also shown in the figures. Note that the mesh at the background is just for illustration and
the actual meshes are significantly more refined. Also, the schematics show only one plane
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in the z direction. The process of assigning the vertices and blocks is very similar for all
three cases. However, the case with 2-sharp edges does not utilize an outer foil, and uses
the so-called face merging, in which more than one vertex represent the same point (for
simplicity of the code), and the two vertices are merged together. The code for 2-sharp-edge
foils may be improved by using a modified version of the outer foil to adjust the shape of
the blocks surrounding the foil – e.g., curving the line connecting points 17 and 18 on Fig. A.5.
Figure A.5: Schematic for 2-sharp-edge foil mesh.
The blocks for the geometry do not need to have straight edges. Any curved edges are
defined in section *.5. They are listed by the number of the starting vertex, intermediate
coordinates and end-vertex number. This is where the “sliced” foil sections from code section
*.1 are used to define the curves of the blocks which are around the foils and outer foil. Note
that initially the spline keyword was used to define the edges, but it fit additional points
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Figure A.6: Schematic for 1-sharp-edge foil mesh.
in-between the provided coordinates, sometimes resulting in defects in the geometry. This
is why polyLine was later adopted which connects the provided curve coordinates with
straight lines.
In section *.6 the face boundaries of the domain (and the foil) are defined by listing the
vertex numbers forming these faces. The OpenFOAM convention of listing the vertices in
clockwise direction as seen from inside the block is followed. In code section *.7 the number
of cells is computed.
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Figure A.7: Schematic for no-sharp-edge foil mesh.
A.11.1 findpoints.m function
As mentioned, this function finds the number of sharp points (edges) on a foil. It does
so by finding the angle between every two lines connecting three consecutive points. Special
care is taken to always select the angle internal to the foil (e.g., at the leading and trailing
edges). The angles are compared to the maximum allowable angle for an edge to be sharp.
This can be set up through the inputs of the function, but if not set, its default value is
60°. Additionally, if the number of sharp edges is less than 2, this function finds up to
4 points at which the foil has tangents at 45 and 135° with respect to the x axis (which
are different for different angles of attack of the foil). This information is later used in the
blockMeshWriterV10.m function. The algorithm searches for the leftmost and rightmost
such tangents both on the bottom and top surface of the foil and indicates their location
if they are present. The algorithm compares the angles of every discrete line segment to
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determine these locations. The function was tested for a wide range of foil shapes and some
test cases are presented in Fig. A.8.








(a) 2 sharp edges










(b) 1 sharp edge










(c) no sharp edges
Figure A.8: Use of the findpoints.m and outerfoil.m functions on foils. On every subfigure
the foils are at -20°, 0°, and 20° angle of attack. The sharp edges and the tangents are located
on both the original foil and the outer foil (if present).
A.11.2 outerfoil.m function
The outerfoil.m function creates an outer foil, offset by a certain distance. The al-
gorithm consists of three parts. In the first part the angle of every line connecting two
consecutive points is found. In the second part, points are generated for every line, offset
by the given offset distance. In doing so, it is made sure that all outer foil points have an
increasing x value on the top half and decreasing x value on the bottom half of the foil when
tracing the points in clock-wise direction – this is to ensure there are no “overlaps” in e.g.,
highly concave areas as in Fig. A.8 (b) near the trailing edge on the bottom side of the foil.
A similar procedure is followed to ensure no-overlaps when considering the y coordinates
of the foil. If there is a small angle (internal to the foil) between two line elements (such
as in sharp edges) additional points on the outer foil are created to make the outer foil
“smoother,” as seen in Fig. A.8 (b). The outer foil algorithm allows the foil to have more
than one local minimum and/or maximum coordinates, but the outer foil will only have one
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global minimum and maximum in the x direction.
A.12 Limitations and Troubleshooting
The iFOIL.m script can be utilized to simulate a large number of foils, of almost any shape.
The foil coordinates should be provided in a certain format – the foil should be at 0 degrees
angle of attack, there should be no repeating coordinates, coordinates should be listed in
clockwise direction (without any “jumps” back and forth), starting from the left-most point.
The user can utilize the functions provided in iFOIL to adjust the foil coordinates to meet
most of the criteria – section A.2.
Since the algorithms identify the number of sharp edges and generally, only foils with
up to two sharp edges (one leading and one trailing edge) can be simulated, the foils should
not have multiple sharp edges. This limitation can be overcome by adjusting the criterion
for a sharp edge in the beginning of the findpoints.m function, but the simulation results
will likely not be very accurate. If the foils have one sharp edge, it should be the trailing
edge (facing downstream). The code may still be able to provide accurate results for single-
sharp edge foils pointing upstream, but not always – this limitation can be eliminated by
writing/modifying a few sections of the code. Foils at very large angles of attack (e.g., 45°
and above) may not be properly simulated, and in some cases errors may occur due to issues
with finding the 45° tangents.
If any errors occur during the simulation set-up, usually a message will appear describing
the problem. For example: ERROR: negative number of cells! Is your foil sufficiently small
compared to the domain? Try increasing er(1) or yplusmin. You can also try to look at a
failed mesh or blockMeshDict file to examine what parameters could be modified to resolve
the issue. or ERROR: The 2 "45-degree tangents" are at the same point (tip of foil). It
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seems like you have a sharp edge at the left side - this is not allowed in this version of the
program. Another error that the user may encounter is ERROR: There were no 45-degree
tangents found on the top side of the foil. Check whether the angle of attack is too high.
In some cases the criteria for “sharp” edge needs to be adjusted to force the code into
selecting an appropriate number of “sharp” edges. This can be easily done by editing the
first lines of the findpoints.m function.
When using the iFOIL.m or the similar scripts for an open and for tunnel simulation in












angles of attack 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 [degrees]
MESH PROPERTIES
geometry: 2D
minimum cell 300 y+
cell size out of b.l. 2 [mm]
mesh bounds -0.1965 -0.0762 -0.001
X 0.7179 0.0762 0.001 all in [m]
cell expansion ratios 1.2 1 1.05 1.05
foil cell refinement in x NONE
total number of cells 10715 10715 10715 10755 10715 10675
10675 10715 10582 10619 10619
INLET FLOW PROPERTIES
velocity 5 [m/s]
turbulence KE 0.0053254 [m\^2/s\^2]
rate of TKE dissipation 23.0769 [1/s]
reference pressure 0 [m\^2/s\^2] NOTE see p file for units
density 998.2 [kg/m\^3]
viscosity 1.004e-06 [m\^2/s]
BOUNDARY CONSTIONS for U, p, k, omega
INLET: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:fixedValue omega:fixedValue
OUTELT: U:zeroGradient p:fixedValue k:zeroGradient omega:zeroGradient
WALLS: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:kqRWallFunction omega:omegaWallFunction




l/d and p write interval 10
convergence p/others 1e-06 1e-06





SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 100 y+
total number of cells 11738 11738 11738 11738 11694 11694
11694 11738 11694 11737 11559
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA0015yplus30
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 30 y+
total number of cells 13078 13078 13078 13078 13078 13078
13128 13028 13128 13128 13078
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA0015yplus10
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 10 y+
total number of cells 14386 14365 14442 14309 14442 14442
14442 14386 14442 14442 14386
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA0015yplus5
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 5 y+
total number of cells 15040 15080 15099 15022 15099 15099
15099 15040 15099 15099 15099
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA0015yplus3
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 3 y+
total number of cells 15694 15740 15756 15679 15756 15756
15756 15694 15756 15756 15756
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA0015yplus2
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 2 y+
total number of cells 16130 16180 16194 16117 16194 16194
16194 16130 16194 16194 16194
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA0015yplus1
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
minimum cell 1 y+
total number of cells 17002 17060 17070 16993 17070 17070










angles of attack -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
10 12 14 16 18 20 [degrees]
MESH PROPERTIES
geometry: 2D
minimum cell 2 y+
cell size out of b.l. 10 [mm]
mesh bounds -0.1965 -0.0762 -0.001
X 0.7179 0.0762 0.001 all in [m]
cell expansion ratios 1.2 1 1.05 1.05
foil cell refinement in x NONE
total number of cells 4351 4351 4301 4351 4301 4308 4344 4351
4344 4394 4301 4351 4344 4297 4247 4340
INLET FLOW PROPERTIES
velocity 5 [m/s]
turbulence KE 0.0053254 [m^2/s^2]
rate of TKE dissipation 23.0769 [1/s]
reference pressure 0 [m^2/s^2] NOTE see p file for units
density 998.2 [kg/m^3]
viscosity 1.004e-06 [m^2/s]
BOUNDARY CONSTIONS for U, p, k, omega
INLET: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:fixedValue omega:fixedValue
OUTELT: U:zeroGradient p:fixedValue k:zeroGradient omega:zeroGradient
WALLS: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:kqRWallFunction omega:omegaWallFunction




l/d and p write interval 10
convergence p/others 1e-06 1e-06




SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
cell size out of b.l. 5 [mm]
total number of cells 6804 6750 6750 6796 6796 6750 6842 6796




SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
cell size out of b.l. 3 [mm]
total number of cells 10676 10616 10724 10670 10778 10616 10724 10670
10664 10670 10670 10670 10724 10616 10616 10676
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA63424cell2mm
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
cell size out of b.l. 2 [mm]
total number of cells 15995 16058 15994 16066 16130 16130 16322 16258
16194 16258 16258 16194 16123 16123 16187 16060
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA63424cell1.5mm
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
cell size out of b.l. 1.5 [mm]
total number of cells 22207 22365 22365 22297 22528 22297 22832 22597
22529 22597 22597 22522 22597 22590 22433 22359
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA63424cell1mm
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
cell size out of b.l. 1 [mm]
total number of cells 37208 37135 37134 37260 37553 37358 38048 37848
37971 37848 38050 37848 37852 37626 37731 37804
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: NACA63424cell0.5mm
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
cell size out of b.l. 0.5 [mm]
total number of cells 99136 99601 99606 99986 99826 100123 102250 101859
102166 101690 101866 101862 101694 101623 101709 101162
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
B.3 B3-1010ZZ Summary






angles of attack -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 [degrees]
MESH PROPERTIES
geometry: 2D
minimum cell 2 y+
169
cell size out of b.l. 1 [mm]
mesh bounds -0.6 -0.75 -0.0005
X 3 0.75 0.0005 all in [m]
cell expansion ratios 1.2 1.1 1.05 1.05
foil cell refinement in x NONE
total number of cells 33524 33524 33524 33524 33416 33416 33416
33416 33416 33416 33416 33564 33564 33564
33564 33322 33322 33429 33429 33429 33429
INLET FLOW PROPERTIES
velocity 5 [m/s]
turbulence KE 0.0053254 [m^2/s^2]
rate of TKE dissipation 23.0769 [1/s]
reference pressure 0 [m^2/s^2] NOTE see p file for units
density 998.2 [kg/m^3]
viscosity 1.004e-06 [m^2/s]
BOUNDARY CONSTIONS for U, p, k, omega
INLET: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:fixedValue omega:fixedValue
OUTELT: U:zeroGradient p:fixedValue k:zeroGradient omega:zeroGradient
WALLS: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:zeroGradient omega:zeroGradient




l/d and p write interval 10
convergence p/others 1e-06 1e-06




SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101020
total number of cells 33281 33281 33281 33429 33080 33080 33080
33080 33080 33080 33080 33228 33228 33228
33228 33228 33080 33186 33186 33186 33186
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101030
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101030
total number of cells 33038 33186 33186 32838 32838 32838 32986
32986 32986 32986 32986 32986 32744 32986
32986 32986 32986 32986 33091 33091 32943
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101040
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101040
total number of cells 32943 32943 32943 32986 32744 32744 32744
32744 32744 32744 32744 32744 32744 32744
170
32744 32744 32744 32744 32848 32848 33091
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101050
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101050
total number of cells 32943 32700 32848 32744 32744 32744 32744
32744 32744 32744 32502 32744 32744 32744
32744 32744 32744 32744 32848 32848 32848
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101060
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101060
total number of cells 32700 32848 32848 32744 32744 32744 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32848 32848 32848
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101070
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101070
total number of cells 32848 32848 32744 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32848 32848
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101080
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101080
total number of cells 32848 32605 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32605 32605
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B3-101090
SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
foil: B3-101090
total number of cells 32605 32605 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32502
32502 32502 32502 32502 32502 32605 32605
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
B.4 B6-a-1b14c1 Summary







angles of attack 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 [degrees]
MESH PROPERTIES
geometry: 2D
minimum cell 2 y+
cell size out of b.l. 1 [mm]
mesh bounds -0.6 -0.75 -0.0005
X 3 0.75 0.0005 all in [m]
cell expansion ratios 1.2 1.1 1.05 1.05
foil cell refinement in x NONE
total number of cells 32590 32590 32590 32590 32590 32590 32590
32590 32590 32590 32590 32590 32590 32590
32590 32695 32695 32695 32695 32695 32695
INLET FLOW PROPERTIES
velocity 3.3333 [m/s]
turbulence KE 0.0023669 [m^2/s^2]
rate of TKE dissipation 15.3846 [1/s]
reference pressure 0 [m^2/s^2] NOTE see p file for units
density 998.2 [kg/m^3]
viscosity 1.004e-06 [m^2/s]
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS for U, p, k, omega
INLET: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:fixedValue omega:fixedValue
OUTELT: U:zeroGradient p:fixedValue k:zeroGradient omega:zeroGradient
WALLS: U:fixedValue p:zeroGradient k:zeroGradient omega:zeroGradient




l/d and p write interval 10
convergence p/others 1e-06 1e-06




SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR:
velocity 5 [m/s]
Re: 379482.0717
turbulence KE 0.0053254 [m^2/s^2]
rate of TKE dissipation 23.0769 [1/s]
total number of cells 32986 32986 32986 32986 32986 32986 32986
32986 32986 32986 32986 32986 32986 32986
32986 33091 33091 33091 33091 33091 33091
ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE
FOLDER: B6-a-1b14c1Re500




turbulence KE 0.0094675 [m^2/s^2]
rate of TKE dissipation 30.7692 [1/s]
total number of cells 33184 33184 33184 33184 33184 33184 33184
33184 33184 33184 33184 33184 33184 33184




WATER-TUNNEL FORCE BALANCE UNCERTAINTIES
C.1 Calibration Order
Effects of calibrating with weights in increasing and decreasing order versus random order.






















































Figure C.1: Lift and drag calibrations performed with placing weights in increasing/decreas-
ing order and weight placed in random order.
C.2 Calibration Plate Replacement
Effects of calibration plate replacement.
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Figure C.2: Lift and drag calibrations performed before and after replacing the calibration
plate.
C.3 Angle-of-attack Change and Hitting Balance
Effects of changing the angle of attack, and hitting the force balance.






















changing angle of attack
changing angle of attack quickly
hitting drag plate
hitting lift plate
hitting calibration plate (drag direction)
hitting calibration plate (lift direction)
swinging drag weight
swinging lift weight
steady state after a test
(a) Lift calibration






















changing angle of attack
changing angle of attack quickly
hitting drag plate
hitting lift plate
hitting calibration plate (drag direction)
hitting calibration plate (lift direction)
swinging drag weight
swinging lift weight
steady state after a test
(b) Drag calibration
Figure C.3: Effects of changing the angle of attack, and hitting the force balance.
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C.4 Angle-of-attack Change and Pushing Calibration Plate
Effects of changing the angle of attack carefully and pushing on the calibration plate.

























pushing calibration plate in drag direction
steady state after test
(a) Lift calibration

























pushing calibration plate in drag direction
steady state after test
(b) Drag calibration
Figure C.4: Effects of changing the angle of attack carefully, and pushing on the calibration
plate. Note that at the time of acquiring these data the voltage resolution was lower due to
the way data was recorded - this is noticeable on both sub-plots, particularly on the one for
lift.
C.5 Angle-of-attack Change and Applying Weights
Effects of changing the angle of attack carefully and gently applying weights.
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gently lifting/releasing drag weight
steady state after test
(a) Lift calibration























gently lifting/releasing drag weight
steady state after test
(b) Drag calibration
Figure C.5: Effects of changing the angle of attack carefully and gently applying weights.
Note that at the time of acquiring these data the voltage resolution was lower due to the
way data was recorded - this is noticeable on both sub-plots.
C.6 Electromagnetic Field Effects
Effects of the electromagnetic field from devices used during an experiment. During this experiment, the
balance was put aside (out of the tunnel) and a “mock-up” experiment was performed. All steps for a typical
experiment were performed, except for the ones which involve touching the balance.























































Figure C.6: Effects of the electromagnetic field from devices used during an experiment.
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C.7 Voltage Drift Effects
Effects of voltage drift. The experimental setup was left unattended for these experiments. This experiment
was performed multiple times for different periods of time. Similar trends were observed for all experiments,
and the data presented in Fig. C.7 is representative of the experiments.









































Figure C.7: Effects of voltage drift on the force balance readings. Data recorded for 28 hours
– from 1 am to 5 am.
C.8 Water Tunnel Pressure Effects
Effects of water tunnel pressure. Experiments for obtaining lift and drag data were performed for the three
reference foils and the effects of changing the water pressure and of measuring lift and drag at different
pressure settings were observed. It was noted that the pressure setting did affect the readings, but did so in
a rather repeatable way. A representative plot of how lift and drag changed with varying pressure is shown
on Fig. C.8.
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Ratios of measured values versus their mean












Figure C.8: Effects of water tunnel pressure on balance readings.
C.9 Start/End of Experiment Calibration
Variation in calibration between the start and end of an experiment. Lift and drag calibrations were compared
between the start and the end of testing a NACA 0015 hydrofoil.















































INITIAL STUDIES CFD RESULTS
180
D.1 Class B0
B0−1010 B0−2010 B0−3010 B0−4010
(a) Foil shapes






































































































































Figure D.1: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B0-XX10 foils.
181
B0−1015 B0−2015 B0−3015 B0−4015
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.2: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B0-XX15 foils.
182
B0−1020 B0−2020 B0−3020 B0−4020
(a) Foil shapes






































































































































Figure D.3: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B0-XX20 foils.
183
B0−1025 B0−2025 B0−3025 B0−4025
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.4: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B0-XX25 foils.
184
D.2 Class B1
B1−2010 B1−3010 B1−4010 B1−5010
B1−6010 B1−7010 B1−8010 B1−9010
(a) Foil shapes






















































































































































Figure D.5: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B1-XX10 foils.
185
B1−2015 B1−3015 B1−4015 B1−5015
B1−6015 B1−7015 B1−8015 B1−9015
(a) Foil shapes





















































































































































Figure D.6: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B1-XX15 foils.
186
B1−2020 B1−3020 B1−4020 B1−5020
B1−6020 B1−7020 B1−8020 B1−9020
(a) Foil shapes






















































































































































Figure D.7: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B1-XX20 foils.
187
B1−2025 B1−3025 B1−4025 B1−5025
B1−6025 B1−7025 B1−8025 B1−9025
(a) Foil shapes





















































































































































Figure D.8: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B1-XX25 foils.
188
D.3 Class B2
B2−2010 B2−3010 B2−4010 B2−5010
(a) Foil shapes






































































































































Figure D.9: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-
bers for B2-XX10 foils.
189
B2−2015 B2−3015 B2−4015 B2−5015
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.10: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B2-XX15 foils.
190
B2−2020 B2−3020 B2−4020 B2−5020
(a) Foil shapes






































































































































Figure D.11: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B2-XX20 foils.
191
B2−2025 B2−3025 B2−4025 B2−5025
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.12: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B2-XX25 foils.
192
D.4 Class B3
B3−101010 B3−101020 B3−101030 B3−101040
B3−101050 B3−101060 B3−101070 B3−101080
B3−101090
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.13: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-1010ZZ foils.
193
B3−201010 B3−201020 B3−201030 B3−201040
B3−201050 B3−201060 B3−201070 B3−201080
B3−201090
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.14: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-2010ZZ foils.
194
B3−301010 B3−301020 B3−301030 B3−301040
B3−301050 B3−301060 B3−301070 B3−301080
B3−301090
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.15: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-3010ZZ foils.
195
B3−101510 B3−101520 B3−101530 B3−101540
B3−101550 B3−101560
(a) Foil shapes
















































































































































Figure D.16: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-1015ZZ foils.
196
B3−201510 B3−201520 B3−201530 B3−201540
B3−201550 B3−201560
(a) Foil shapes

















































































































































Figure D.17: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-2015ZZ foils.
197
B3−301510 B3−301520 B3−301530 B3−301540
B3−301550 B3−301560
(a) Foil shapes
















































































































































Figure D.18: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-3015ZZ foils.
198
B3−401510 B3−401520 B3−401530 B3−401540
B3−401550
(a) Foil shapes













































































































































Figure D.19: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-4015ZZ foils.
199
B3−501510 B3−501520 B3−501530 B3−501540
B3−501550
(a) Foil shapes












































































































































Figure D.20: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-5015ZZ foils.
200
B3−102010 B3−202010 B3−302010 B3−402010
B3−502010 B3−602010 B3−702010 B3−802010
(a) Foil shapes

























































































































































Figure D.21: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2010 foils.
201
B3−102020 B3−202020 B3−302020 B3−402020
B3−502020 B3−602020 B3−702020
(a) Foil shapes




















































































































































Figure D.22: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2020 foils.
202
B3−102030 B3−202030 B3−302030 B3−402030
B3−502030 B3−602030 B3−702030
(a) Foil shapes





















































































































































Figure D.23: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2030 foils.
203
B3−102040 B3−202040 B3−302040 B3−402040
B3−502040 B3−602040 B3−702040
(a) Foil shapes




















































































































































Figure D.24: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2040 foils.
204
B3−102510 B3−202510 B3−302510 B3−402510
B3−502510 B3−602510 B3−702510 B3−802510
B3−902510
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.25: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2510 foils.
205
B3−102520 B3−202520 B3−302520 B3−402520
B3−502520 B3−602520 B3−702520 B3−802520
(a) Foil shapes
























































































































































Figure D.26: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2520 foils.
206
B3−102530 B3−202530 B3−302530 B3−402530
B3−502530 B3−602530 B3−702530 B3−802530
(a) Foil shapes

























































































































































Figure D.27: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B3-XX2530 foils.
207
D.5 Class B4
B4−30−20 B4−30−30 B4−30−40 B4−30−50
B4−30−70 B4−30−100 B4−30−130 B4−30−160
B4−30−190
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.28: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-30-YYY foils.
208
B4−40−20 B4−40−30 B4−40−40 B4−40−50
B4−40−70 B4−40−100 B4−40−130 B4−40−160
B4−40−190
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.29: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-40-YYY foils.
209
B4−50−20 B4−50−30 B4−50−40 B4−50−50
B4−50−70 B4−50−100 B4−50−130 B4−50−160
B4−50−190
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.30: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-50-YYY foils.
210
B4−70−20 B4−70−30 B4−70−40 B4−70−50
B4−70−70 B4−70−100 B4−70−130 B4−70−160
B4−70−190
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.31: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-70-YYY foils.
211
B4−100−20 B4−100−30 B4−100−40 B4−100−50
B4−100−70 B4−100−100 B4−100−130 B4−100−160
B4−100−190
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.32: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-100-YYY foils.
212
B4−130−20 B4−130−30 B4−130−40 B4−130−50
B4−130−70 B4−130−100 B4−130−130 B4−130−160
B4−130−190
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.33: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-130-YYY foils.
213
B4−160−20 B4−160−30 B4−160−40 B4−160−50
B4−160−70 B4−160−100 B4−160−130 B4−160−160
B4−160−190
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.34: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B4-160-YYY foils.
214
B4−190−20 B4−190−30 B4−190−40 B4−190−50
B4−190−70 B4−190−100 B4−190−130 B4−190−160
B4−190−190
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.35: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation


































































































































Figure D.36: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-60-YYY foils.
216
B5−70−10 B5−70−20 B5−70−30 B5−70−40
B5−70−50
(a) Foil shapes










































































































































Figure D.37: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-70-YYY foils.
217
B5−80−10 B5−80−20 B5−80−30 B5−80−40
B5−80−50 B5−80−60
(a) Foil shapes













































































































































Figure D.38: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-80-YYY foils.
218
B5−90−10 B5−90−20 B5−90−30 B5−90−40
B5−90−50 B5−90−60 B5−90−70
(a) Foil shapes


















































































































































Figure D.39: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-90-YYY foils.
219
B5−100−10 B5−100−20 B5−100−30 B5−100−40
B5−100−50 B5−100−60 B5−100−70 B5−100−80
(a) Foil shapes





















































































































































Figure D.40: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-100-YYY foils.
220
B5−110−10 B5−110−20 B5−110−30 B5−110−40
B5−110−50 B5−110−60 B5−110−70 B5−110−80
(a) Foil shapes






















































































































































Figure D.41: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-110-YYY foils.
221
B5−120−10 B5−120−20 B5−120−30 B5−120−40
B5−120−50 B5−120−60 B5−120−70 B5−120−80
(a) Foil shapes





















































































































































Figure D.42: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-120-YYY foils.
222
B5−130−10 B5−130−20 B5−130−30 B5−130−40
B5−130−50 B5−130−60 B5−130−70 B5−130−80
(a) Foil shapes






















































































































































Figure D.43: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-130-YYY foils.
223
B5−140−10 B5−140−20 B5−140−30 B5−140−40
B5−140−50 B5−140−60 B5−140−70 B5−140−80
B5−140−90
(a) Foil shapes

























































































































































Figure D.44: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-140-YYY foils.
224
B5−150−10 B5−150−20 B5−150−30 B5−150−40
B5−150−50 B5−150−60 B5−150−70 B5−150−80
B5−150−90
(a) Foil shapes


























































































































































Figure D.45: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-150-YYY foils.
225
B5−160−20 B5−160−30 B5−160−40 B5−160−50
B5−160−60 B5−160−70 B5−160−80 B5−160−90
(a) Foil shapes





















































































































































Figure D.46: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-160-YYY foils.
226
B5−170−20 B5−170−30 B5−170−40 B5−170−50
B5−170−60 B5−170−70 B5−170−80 B5−170−90
(a) Foil shapes






















































































































































Figure D.47: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-170-YYY foils.
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B5−180−30 B5−180−40 B5−180−50 B5−180−60
B5−180−70 B5−180−80 B5−180−90
(a) Foil shapes

















































































































































Figure D.48: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B5-180-YYY foils.
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B5−190−30 B5−190−40 B5−190−50 B5−190−60
B5−190−70 B5−190−80 B5−190−90
(a) Foil shapes


















































































































































Figure D.49: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation




B6−a0b1c4 B6−a0b1c5 B6−a0b1c6 B6−a0b1c7
B6−a0b1c8
(a) Foil shapes












































































































































Figure D.50: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b1cX foils.
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B6−a0b2c4 B6−a0b2c5 B6−a0b2c6 B6−a0b2c7
B6−a0b2c8
(a) Foil shapes













































































































































Figure D.51: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b2cX foils.
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B6−a0b3c3 B6−a0b3c4 B6−a0b3c5 B6−a0b3c6
B6−a0b3c7 B6−a0b3c8
(a) Foil shapes
















































































































































Figure D.52: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b3cX foils.
232
B6−a0b4c3 B6−a0b4c4 B6−a0b4c5 B6−a0b4c6
B6−a0b4c7 B6−a0b4c8
(a) Foil shapes

















































































































































Figure D.53: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b4cX foils.
233
B6−a0b−1c5 B6−a0b−1c6 B6−a0b−1c7 B6−a0b−1c8
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































Figure D.54: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b-1cX foils.
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B6−a0b−2c5 B6−a0b−2c6 B6−a0b−2c7 B6−a0b−2c8
(a) Foil shapes









































































































































Figure D.55: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation








































































































































Figure D.56: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation









































































































































Figure D.57: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b-4cX foils.
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D.7.2 B6 Center
B6−a0b0c5 B6−a0b0c6 B6−a0b0c7 B6−a0b0c8
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.58: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a0b0cX foils.
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B6−a1b−1c5 B6−a1b−1c6 B6−a1b−1c7 B6−a1b−1c8
(a) Foil shapes






































































































































Figure D.59: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a1b-1cX foils.
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B6−a2b−2c5 B6−a2b−2c6 B6−a2b−2c7 B6−a2b−2c8
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.60: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a2b-2cX foils.
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B6−a3b−3c5 B6−a3b−3c6 B6−a3b−3c7 B6−a3b−3c8
(a) Foil shapes






































































































































Figure D.61: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a3b-3cX foils.
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B6−a4b−4c5 B6−a4b−4c6 B6−a4b−4c7 B6−a4b−4c8
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































Figure D.62: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a4b-4cX foils.
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B6−a−1b1c4 B6−a−1b1c5 B6−a−1b1c6 B6−a−1b1c7
B6−a−1b1c8
(a) Foil shapes










































































































































Figure D.63: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-1b1cX foils.
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B6−a−2b2c4 B6−a−2b2c5 B6−a−2b2c6 B6−a−2b2c7
B6−a−2b2c8
(a) Foil shapes









































































































































Figure D.64: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-2b2cX foils.
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B6−a−3b3c4 B6−a−3b3c5 B6−a−3b3c6 B6−a−3b3c7
B6−a−3b3c8
(a) Foil shapes










































































































































Figure D.65: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-3b3cX foils.
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B6−a−4b4c4 B6−a−4b4c5 B6−a−4b4c6 B6−a−4b4c7
B6−a−4b4c8
(a) Foil shapes









































































































































Figure D.66: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-4b4cX foils.
246
D.7.3 B6 Right-concave
B6−a1b1c4 B6−a1b1c6 B6−a1b1c8 B6−a1b2c4
B6−a1b2c6 B6−a1b2c8 B6−a1b3c4 B6−a1b3c6
B6−a1b3c8
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.67: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a1bXcY foils.
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B6−a2b1c4 B6−a2b1c6 B6−a2b1c8 B6−a2b2c4
B6−a2b2c6 B6−a2b2c8 B6−a2b3c2 B6−a2b3c4
B6−a2b3c6
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.68: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a2bXcY foils.
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B6−a3b1c4 B6−a3b1c6 B6−a3b1c8 B6−a3b2c4
B6−a3b2c6 B6−a3b2c8 B6−a3b3c2 B6−a3b3c4
B6−a3b3c6
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.69: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a3bXcY foils.
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B6−a4b1c4 B6−a4b1c6 B6−a4b1c8 B6−a4b2c2
B6−a4b2c4 B6−a4b2c6 B6−a4b3c2 B6−a4b3c4
B6−a4b3c6
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.70: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a4bXcY foils.
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D.7.4 B6 Right-convex
B6−a−1b3c4 B6−a−1b3c6 B6−a−1b3c8 B6−a−1b4c4
B6−a−1b4c6 B6−a−1b4c8 B6−a−1b5c2 B6−a−1b5c4
B6−a−1b5c6
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.71: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-1bXcY foils.
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B6−a−2b5c4 B6−a−2b5c6 B6−a−2b5c8 B6−a−2b6c2
B6−a−2b6c4 B6−a−2b6c6 B6−a−2b7c2 B6−a−2b7c4
B6−a−2b7c6
(a) Foil shapes




























































































































































Figure D.72: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-2bXcY foils.
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B6−a−3b7c2 B6−a−3b7c4 B6−a−3b7c6 B6−a−3b8c2
B6−a−3b8c4 B6−a−3b8c6 B6−a−3b9c2 B6−a−3b9c4
B6−a−3b9c6
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.73: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-3bXcY foils.
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B6−a−4b9c2 B6−a−4b9c4 B6−a−4b9c6 B6−a−4b10c2
B6−a−4b10c4 B6−a−4b10c6 B6−a−4b11c2 B6−a−4b11c4
(a) Foil shapes
























































































































































Figure D.74: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B6-a-4bXcY foils.
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D.8 Class B7
B7−201040 B7−201060 B7−201080 B7−401020
B7−401040 B7−401060 B7−601020 B7−601040
B7−601060
(a) Foil shapes





























































































































































Figure D.75: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B7-XX10ZZ foils.
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B7−201540 B7−201560 B7−201580 B7−401520
B7−401540 B7−401560 B7−601520 B7−601540
B7−601560 B7−801520 B7−801540
(a) Foil shapes




































































































































































Figure D.76: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B7-XX15ZZ foils.
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B7−202040 B7−202060 B7−402020 B7−402040
B7−402060 B7−602020 B7−602040 B7−602060
B7−802020 B7−802040 B7−802060
(a) Foil shapes





































































































































































Figure D.77: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B7-XX20ZZ foils.
257
B7−202540 B7−202560 B7−402520 B7−402540
B7−402560 B7−602520 B7−602540 B7−602560
B7−602580 B7−802520 B7−802540 B7−802560
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.78: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B7-XX25ZZ foils.
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B7−203040 B7−203060 B7−403020 B7−403040
B7−403060 B7−603020 B7−603040 B7−603060
B7−603080 B7−803020 B7−803040 B7−803060
(a) Foil shapes









































































































































































Figure D.79: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for B7-XX30ZZ foils.
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D.9 Class *B
NACA0010B NACA0015B NACA0020B NACA0025B
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































Figure D.80: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACA00zzB foils.
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NACA1210B NACA1310B NACA1410B NACA2210B
NACA2310B NACA2410B NACA3210B NACA3310B
NACA3410B NACA4210B NACA4310B NACA4410B
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.81: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy10B foils.
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NACA1215B NACA1315B NACA1415B NACA2215B
NACA2315B NACA2415B NACA3215B NACA3315B
NACA3415B NACA4215B NACA4315B NACA4415B
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.82: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy15B foils.
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NACA1220B NACA1320B NACA1420B NACA2220B
NACA2320B NACA2420B NACA3220B NACA3320B
NACA3420B NACA4220B NACA4320B NACA4420B
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.83: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy20B foils.
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NACA1225B NACA1325B NACA1425B NACA2225B
NACA2325B NACA2425B NACA3225B NACA3325B
NACA3425B NACA4225B NACA4325B NACA4425B
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.84: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy25B foils.
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D.10 Class *B2
NACA0010B2 NACA0015B2 NACA0020B2 NACA0025B2
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































Figure D.85: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACA00zzB2 foils.
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NACA1210B2 NACA1310B2 NACA1410B2 NACA2210B2
NACA2310B2 NACA2410B2 NACA3210B2 NACA3310B2
NACA3410B2 NACA4210B2 NACA4310B2 NACA4410B2
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.86: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy10B2 foils.
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NACA1215B2 NACA1315B2 NACA1415B2 NACA2215B2
NACA2315B2 NACA2415B2 NACA3215B2 NACA3315B2
NACA3415B2 NACA4215B2 NACA4315B2 NACA4415B2
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.87: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy15B2 foils.
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NACA1220B2 NACA1320B2 NACA1420B2 NACA2220B2
NACA2320B2 NACA2420B2 NACA3220B2 NACA3320B2
NACA3420B2 NACA4220B2 NACA4320B2 NACA4420B2
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.88: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy20B2 foils.
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NACA1225B2 NACA1325B2 NACA1425B2 NACA2225B2
NACA2325B2 NACA2425B2 NACA3225B2 NACA3325B2
NACA3425B2 NACA4225B2 NACA4325B2 NACA4425B2
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.89: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy25B2 foils.
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D.11 Class *B3
NACA1210B3 NACA1310B3 NACA1410B3 NACA2210B3
NACA2310B3 NACA2410B3 NACA3210B3 NACA3310B3
(a) Foil shapes
























































































































































Figure D.90: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy10B3 foils.
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NACA1215B3 NACA1315B3 NACA1415B3 NACA2215B3
NACA2315B3 NACA2415B3 NACA3215B3 NACA3315B3
NACA3415B3 NACA4215B3 NACA4315B3 NACA4415B3
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.91: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy15B3 foils.
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NACA1220B3 NACA1320B3 NACA1420B3 NACA2220B3
NACA2320B3 NACA2420B3 NACA3220B3 NACA3320B3
NACA3420B3 NACA4220B3 NACA4320B3 NACA4420B3
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.92: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy20B3 foils.
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NACA1225B3 NACA1325B3 NACA1425B3 NACA2225B3
NACA2325B3 NACA2425B3 NACA3225B3 NACA3325B3
NACA3425B3 NACA4225B3 NACA4325B3 NACA4425B3
(a) Foil shapes








































































































































































Figure D.93: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation
numbers for NACAxy25B3 foils.
273
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Figure E.1: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.2: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.3: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.4: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.5: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.6: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-






































































































































Figure E.7: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.8: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.9: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation num-





































































































































Figure E.10: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation





































































































































Figure E.11: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation





































































































































Figure E.12: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation





































































































































Figure E.13: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation





































































































































Figure E.14: Lift coefficients, drag coefficients, lift/drag ratio, and inception cavitation





%% iFOIL version 1.0
% COPYRIGHT IVAYLO NEDYALKOV (c) 2015
% questions and comments: ipf2@wildcats.unh.edu
% HOW TO: instructions how to use this software are provided in:
% Nedyalkov, I., 2015. "Performance and Cavitation Characteristics of
% Bi-directional Hydrofoils". Ph.D. thesis, University of New Hampshire





%SELECT OPEN FOAM VERSION: 0=2.2.1; 1=2.3.0 => changes just the "# skip ...
words" when reading results - preliminarySetup function
ofv=1;
%PARALLEL PROCESSING: SPLITS geometry in x, y, and z direction for ...
parallel processing; enter [1 1 1] to cancel
parallel=[2 2 1];
%% TEST CASES NOMENCLATURE
%SPECIFY folder name for the series of cases: NO SPACES ALLOWED; MAKE SURE ...




%SPECIFY folder names for each case: MAKE SURE they are different for each ...
subcase
folder=[foilname];
%SPECIFY label names for each case (to be displayed in the legend)
caseid=[foilname];
%OPTIONAL: SPECIFY common title for plots-e.g. CL for [write title here]
titleid=['for ' foilname ' foils']
%INFORMATION you would like to add to the summary for this case
addinfo=['ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE'];
%% FOIL PARAMETERS





% NOTE: foil should be centered around (0,0) and at 0 deg AoA; coordinates
% should be listed in CW direction with no "jumps" or repeating points!
%ENTER desired angles of attack:
AoA=-10:2:20;
%% FLOW PARAMETERS
U=5; %free stream velocity [m/s]
k=0.005; %turbulence kinetic energy [m^2/s^2]





%FOR: 2D simulation dim=1; 3D fixed z cell dim=2; 3D with symmetry on one
%side and wall (with refined cells) on the other side dim=3; full 3D with
%refined cells at the walls dim=4;
dim=1;
%Domain minimum and maximum x, y, and z coordinates (domain box) [m]
xyzmin=[-0.4 -0.75 -0.001];
xyzmax=[2 0.75 0.001];
% NOTE: for 2D simulation z values will be over-written
%typical cell size just outside of the boundary layer [m]
cell=0.002;
%minimum cell size in terms of y+
yplusmin=2;
%refinement of cells on foil in streamwise direction 0-none, 1-fine, ...
2-very fine
cellref=0;
% NOTE: the refinement criteria for foils with 2 sharp edges is different
% ADVANCED MESH PARAMETR
%expansion ratios: er(1) outwards from foil surface: must be >1;
%er(2) outwards from foil, out of the boundary layer;
%er(3) upstream expansion of cells; er(4) downstream expansion of cells
er=[1.2 1.05 1.05 1.05];
% NOTE: set er(2) to 0 if you want to create boundary layer mesh at the ...
domain walls!
%% BOUNDARY CONDITIONS









potFoam=1; %run potentialFoam before k-omega? :0 No, 1 Yes
290
maxit=2000; %maximum number of iterations;
writein=2000; %write interval for simulation
writein2=20; %write interval for force coefficients and min/max ...
pressure
%under-relaxation factor for p;
pur=0.2;
%under-relaxation factors for U, k, omega initial and final:
uko1=0.5;
uko2=1;




%quick check whether testfolder exists - in order to add data otherwise
check=exist(testfolder, 'dir');
%preliminary setup
preliminarySetupV10(testfolder, folder, check, ofv);
%generating 0, system, constant (without geometry) folders, geometry, ...
scripts, and summary
create0folderV10(U, pref, k, omega, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, folder, ...
testfolder, x, y, nu, rho, yplusmin, cell, dim, er);
createSystemV10(chord, U, rho, pref, xyzmin, xyzmax, potFoam, maxit, ...
writein, writein2, parallel, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, testfolder, ...
dim, cell);
createConstantV10(nu, folder, testfolder);
ncells=blockMeshWriterV10(x, y, AoA, U, rho, nu, cell, yplusmin, xyzmin, ...
xyzmax, er, walls, folder, testfolder, cellref, dim);
createScriptsV10(AoA, potFoam, folder, testfolder, maxit, pref, rho, U, ...
caseid, parallel,titleid,chord,nu);
createSummaryV10(foilname, chord, AoA, U, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, cell, ...
yplusmin, xyzmin, xyzmax, er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, potFoam, ...
maxit, writein2, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, addinfo, ncells, ...
testfolder, cellref, dim, check, x, y);
F.2 iFOIL_hicat_V10.m
%% iFOIL version 1.0 / HiCaT option
% COPYRIGHT IVAYLO NEDYALKOV (c) 2015
% questions and comments: ipf2@wildcats.unh.edu
% HOW TO: instructions how to use this software are provided in:
% Nedyalkov, I., 2015. "Performance and Cavitation Characteristics of
% Bi-directional Hydrofoils". Ph.D. thesis, University of New Hampshire






%SELECT OPEN FOAM VERSION: 0=2.2.1; 1=2.3.0 => changes just the "# skip ...
words" when reading results - preliminarySetup function
ofv=1;
%PARALLEL PROCESSING: SPLITS geometry in x, y, and z direction for ...
parallel processing; enter [1 1 1] to cancel
parallel=[2 2 1];
%% HiCaT parameters
U=5; %free stream velocity [m/s]
dim=1; %dimensions parameter
%FOR: 2D simulation dim=1; 3D fixed z cell dim=2; 3D with symmetry on one
%side and wall (with refined cells) on the other side dim=3; full 3D with
%refined cells at the walls dim=4;
wallref=0; %do you want refinement of cells near top/bottom wall? ...
0=no 1=yes
[chord, xyzmin, xyzmax, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, yplusmin, cell, er, ...
inlet, outlet, walls, foil]=hicat(U,dim,wallref);
%You can overwrite some/any of the values obtained in the above expression ...
here:
%% TEST CASES NOMENCLATURE
%SPECIFY folder name for the series of cases: NO SPACES ALLOWED; MAKE SURE ...




%SPECIFY folder names for each case: MAKE SURE they are different for each ...
subcase
folder=[foilname];
%SPECIFY label names for each case (to be displayed in the legend)
caseid=[foilname];
%OPTIONAL: SPECIFY common title for plots-e.g. CL for [write title here]
titleid=['for ' foilname ' foils'];
%INFORMATION you would like to add to the summary for this case
addinfo=['ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE'];
%% FOIL PARAMETERS
%if chord is not 3 inches, modify this in hicat.m
%ENTER foil coordinates:
[x,y]=NACA0015(chord);
% NOTE: foil should be centered around (0,0) and at 0 deg AoA; coordinates
% should be listed in CW direction with no "jumps" or repeating points!
%ENTER desired angles of attack:
AoA=0:2:20;
%% MESH PARAMETERS
%refinement of cells on foil in streamwise direction 0-none, 1-fine, ...
2-very fine
cellref=0;
% NOTE: the refinement criteria for foils with 2 sharp edges is different
%% SOLUTION PARAMETERS
potFoam=1; %run potentialFoam before k-omega? :0 No, 1 Yes
maxit=2000; %maximum number of iterations;
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writein=2000; %write interval for simulation
writein2=10; %write interval for force coefficients and min/max ...
pressure
%under-relaxation factor for p;
pur=0.2;
%under-relaxation factors for U, k, omega initial and final:
uko1=0.5;
uko2=1;




%quick check whether testfolder exists - in order to add data otherwise
check=exist(testfolder, 'dir');
%preliminary setup
preliminarySetupV10(testfolder, folder, check, ofv);
%generating 0, system, constant (without geometry) folders, geometry, ...
scripts, and summary
create0folderV10(U, pref, k, omega, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, folder, ...
testfolder, x, y, nu, rho, yplusmin, cell, dim, er);
createSystemV10(chord, U, rho, pref, xyzmin, xyzmax, potFoam, maxit, ...
writein, writein2, parallel, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, testfolder, ...
dim, cell);
createConstantV10(nu, folder, testfolder);
ncells=blockMeshWriterV10(x, y, AoA, U, rho, nu, cell, yplusmin, xyzmin, ...
xyzmax, er, walls, folder, testfolder, cellref, dim);
createScriptsV10(AoA, potFoam, folder, testfolder, maxit, pref, rho, U, ...
caseid, parallel,titleid,chord,nu);
createSummaryV10(foilname, chord, AoA, U, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, cell, ...
yplusmin, xyzmin, xyzmax, er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, potFoam, ...
maxit, writein2, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, addinfo, ncells, ...
testfolder, cellref, dim, check, x, y);
F.3 iFOIL_open_V10.m
%% iFOIL version 1.0 / HiCaT option
% COPYRIGHT IVAYLO NEDYALKOV (c) 2015
% questions and comments: ipf2@wildcats.unh.edu
% HOW TO: instructions how to use this software are provided in the
% readme.txt placed in the same folder as this file
% You can read more about the algorithm and some applications in:
% Nedyalkov, I., 2015. "Performance and Cavitation Characteristics of
% Bi-directional Hydrofoils". Ph.D. thesis, University of New Hampshire






%SELECT OPEN FOAM VERSION: 0=2.2.1; 1=2.3.0 => changes just the "# skip ...
words" when reading results - preliminarySetup function
ofv=1;
%PARALLEL PROCESSING: SPLITS geometry in x, y, and z direction for ...
parallel processing; enter [1 1 1] to cancel
parallel=[4 2 1];
%% HiCaT parameters
U=5; %free stream velocity [m/s]
dim=1; %dimensions parameter
%FOR: 2D simulation dim=1; 3D fixed z cell dim=2; 3D with symmetry on one
%side and wall (with refined cells) on the other side dim=3; full 3D with
%refined cells at the walls dim=4;
wallref=0; %do you want refinement of cells near top/bottom wall? ...
0=no 1=yes
wslip=0; %do you want to apply slip wall boundary condition? ...
0=no 1=yes
tunnelTurb=1; %do you want to match tunnel values for T.I and length ...
scale (1=yes) or not (0=no) and use open water values instead
[chord, xyzmin, xyzmax, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, yplusmin, cell, er, ...
inlet, outlet, walls, foil, ...
wslip]=openFlow(U,dim,wallref,wslip,tunnelTurb);
%You can overwrite some/any of the values obtained in the above expression ...
here:
%% TEST CASES NOMENCLATURE
%SPECIFY folder name for the series of cases: NO SPACES ALLOWED; MAKE SURE ...




%SPECIFY folder names for each case: MAKE SURE they are different for each ...
subcase
folder=[foilname];
%SPECIFY label names for each case (to be displayed in the legend)
caseid=[foilname];
%OPTIONAL: SPECIFY common title for plots-e.g. CL for [write title here]
titleid=['for ' foilname ' foils'];
%INFORMATION you would like to add to the summary for this case
addinfo=['ADDITIONAL INFO: NONE'];
%% FOIL PARAMETERS
%if chord is not 3 inches, modify this in hicat.m
%ENTER foil coordinates:
[x,y]=NACA0015(chord);
% NOTE: foil should be centered around (0,0) and at 0 deg AoA; coordinates
% should be listed in CW direction with no "jumps" or repeating points!
%ENTER desired angles of attack:
AoA=0:2:20;
%% MESH PARAMETERS




% NOTE: the refinement criteria for foils with 2 sharp edges is different
%% SOLUTION PARAMETERS
potFoam=1; %run potentialFoam before k-omega? :0 No, 1 Yes
maxit=2500; %maximum number of iterations;
writein=2500; %write interval for simulation
writein2=5; %write interval for force coefficients and min/max ...
pressure
%under-relaxation factor for p;
pur=0.1;
%under-relaxation factors for U, k, omega initial and final:
uko1=0.4;
uko2=1;




%quick check whether testfolder exists - in order to add data otherwise
check=exist(testfolder, 'dir');
%preliminary setup
preliminarySetupV10(testfolder, folder, check, ofv);
%generating 0, system, constant (without geometry) folders, geometry, ...
scripts, and summary
create0folderV10(U, pref, k, omega, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, folder, ...
testfolder, x, y, nu, rho, yplusmin, cell, dim, er, wslip);
createSystemV10(chord, U, rho, pref, xyzmin, xyzmax, potFoam, maxit, ...
writein, writein2, parallel, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, testfolder, ...
dim, cell);
createConstantV10(nu, folder, testfolder);
ncells=blockMeshWriterV10(x, y, AoA, U, rho, nu, cell, yplusmin, xyzmin, ...
xyzmax, er, walls, folder, testfolder, cellref, dim);
createScriptsV10(AoA, potFoam, folder, testfolder, maxit, pref, rho, U, ...
caseid, parallel,titleid,chord,nu);
createSummaryV10(foilname, chord, AoA, U, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, cell, ...
yplusmin, xyzmin, xyzmax, er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, potFoam, ...
maxit, writein2, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, addinfo, ncells, ...
testfolder, cellref, dim, check, x, y);
F.4 preliminarySetupV10.m
function preliminarySetupV10(testfolder, folder, check, ofv)
%preliminarySetup version 1.0
%THIS FUNCTION CREATES the masterrun script, summary file and reading script
%Later, lines are added to each one of these files by createScriptsV10.m
%% 1 Preliminary section
% finding how many words to skip from files with data






%checks whether the case folder exists
if check == 7
% makes results subfolder
mkdir([testfolder,'\results\', folder]);
else










%3 making the header of the masterread
f=fopen([testfolder, '\results\resultsread.m'],'w');
fprintf(f, '%%%% THIS FILE WILL READ THE DATA FROM THE SIMULATIONS \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'clear all \n');
fprintf(f, 'close all \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'i=1; %%this is a counter \n');
fprintf(f, '%% a list of markers \n');
fprintf(f, 'plf={''k>'' ''k<'' ''k^'' ''kv'' ''ks'' ''kd'' ''kx'' ...
''k+'' ''ko'' ''k*'' ''kp'' ''kh'' ''ro'' ''r>'' ''r<'' ''r^'' ...
''rv'' ''rs'' ''rd'' ''rx'' ''r+'' ''r*'' ''rp'' ''rh'' }; \n');
fclose(f);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
%4 making the header of the sumarry file
f=fopen([testfolder, '\summary.txt'],'w');
fprintf(f, '%%%% THIS FILE STORES INFORMATION ABOUT ALL THE CASES \n');




fprintf(f, 'FOLDER NAMES \n');
fclose(f);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
%5 creating matlabfunctions for reading files
%5.1 lift/drag reading
f=fopen([testfolder, '\results\newdataread.m'],'w');
fprintf(f, '%%%% THIS FILE IS FOR READING LIFT/DRAG DATA \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
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fprintf(f, ' function ...
[Cl,Cd,ercl,ercd]=newdataread(AoA,foil,maxtime,n,clip) \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (exist(''n''))==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' n = 10; \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%number of points for findsol smoothing \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (exist(''clip''))==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' clip = 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%number of points for clipping \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' for j=1:length(AoA) \n');
fprintf(f, ' datafile=[foil ''AoA'' num2str(AoA(j)) ''.txt'']; ...
\n');
fprintf(f, ' path=[foil ''/'' datafile]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' if exist(path, ''file''); \n');
fprintf(f, ' A=fopen(path); \n');
fprintf(f, ' garbage=textscan(A, ''%%q'', %u); \n',skip(1));
fprintf(f, ' data=textscan(A, ''%%f%%f%%f%%f%%f%%f''); \n');
fprintf(f, ' fclose(A); \n');
fprintf(f, ' time=data{1}; \n');
fprintf(f, ' clift=data{4}; \n');
fprintf(f, ' cdrag=data{3}; \n');
fprintf(f, ' if time(length(time))<maxtime \n');
fprintf(f, ' Cl(j)=clift(length(clift)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' Cd(j)=cdrag(length(cdrag)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' ercl(j)=0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' ercd(j)=0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' figure(100+AoA(j)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(clift,''k'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' hold on \n');
fprintf(f, ' [Cl(j) ercl(j) smooth]=findsol(clift,[-10 ...
10],datafile,n,clip); \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(smooth(length(smooth):-1:1),''r'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(Cl(j)*ones(length(clift)),''r'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''Coefficient of Lift C_L [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Number of data points ...
(iterations/write interval 2)'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' title([''Coefficient of Lift Convergence for ...
foil '' foil '' at '' num2str(AoA(j)) '' deg AoA'']); \n');
fprintf(f, ' E=figure(100+AoA(j)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' if isnan(Cl(j)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' saveas(E,[''convplots\\'' foil ''ClAoA'' ...
num2str(AoA(j))], ''fig'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' print(E,''-dpng'',[''convplots\\'' foil ...
''ClAoA'' num2str(AoA(j)) ''.png'']) \n');
fprintf(f, ' close(E); \n');
%fprintf(f, ' hold off \n');
fprintf(f, ' figure(200+AoA(j)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(cdrag) \n');
fprintf(f, ' hold on \n');
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fprintf(f, ' [Cd(j) ercd(j) smooth]=findsol(cdrag,[-5 ...
5],datafile,n,clip); \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(smooth(length(smooth):-1:1),''r'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(Cd(j)*ones(length(clift)),''r'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''Coefficient of Drag C_D [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Number of data points ...
(iterations/write interval 2)'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' title([''Coefficient of Drag Convergence for ...
foil '' foil '' at '' num2str(AoA(j)) '' deg AoA'']); \n');
fprintf(f, ' F=figure(200+AoA(j)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' if isnan(Cd(j)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' saveas(F,[''convplots\\'' foil ''CdAoA'' ...
num2str(AoA(j))], ''fig'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' print(F,''-dpng'',[''convplots\\'' foil ...
''CdAoA'' num2str(AoA(j)) ''.png'']) \n');
fprintf(f, ' close(F); \n');
%fprintf(f, ' hold off \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%marking wrong data \n');
fprintf(f, ' if Cl(j)>100 \n');
fprintf(f, ' Cl(j)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' Cd(j)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' Cl(j)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' Cd(j)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' ercl(j)=1e6; \n');
fprintf(f, ' ercd(j)=1e6; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');




fprintf(f, '%%%% THIS FILE IS FOR READING MINIMUM PRESSURE DATA \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' function [pmin]=cavdataread(AoA,foil,maxtime,n,clip) \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (exist(''n''))==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' n = 10; \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%number of points for findsol smoothing \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (exist(''clip''))==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' clip = 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%number of points for clipping \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' for j=1:length(AoA) \n');
fprintf(f, ' datafile=[''c'' foil ''AoA'' num2str(AoA(j)) ...
''.txt'']; \n');
fprintf(f, ' path=[foil ''/'' datafile]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' if exist(path, ''file'')==2; \n');
fprintf(f, ' A=fopen(path); \n');
fprintf(f, ' garbage=textscan(A, ''%%q'', %u); \n',skip(2));
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fprintf(f, ' data=textscan(A, ...
''%%f%%s%%f%%s%%f%%s%%f%%f%%s%%f%%s%%f''); \n');
fprintf(f, ' fclose(A); \n');
fprintf(f, ' time=data{1}; \n');
fprintf(f, ' p=data{3}; \n');
fprintf(f, ' if time(length(time))<maxtime \n');
fprintf(f, ' pmin(j)=p(length(p)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' figure(300+AoA(j)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(p,''g'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' [pmin(j) stdpmin(j) smooth]=findsol(p,[-500 ...
10],datafile,n,clip); \n');
fprintf(f, ' hold on \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(pmin(j)*ones(length(p)),''r'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(smooth(length(smooth):-1:1),''r'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''Relative Minimum Pressure [kPa]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Number of data points ...
(iterations/write interval 2)'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' title([''Relative Minimum Pressure Convergence ...
for foil '' foil '' at '' num2str(AoA(j)) '' deg AoA'']); \n');
fprintf(f, ' G=figure(300+AoA(j)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' if isnan(pmin(j)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' saveas(G,[''convplots\\'' foil ''cavAoA'' ...
num2str(AoA(j))], ''fig'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' print(G,''-dpng'',[''convplots\\'' foil ...
''cavAoA'' num2str(AoA(j)) ''.png'']) \n');
fprintf(f, ' close(G); \n');
%fprintf(f, ' hold off \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%marking the erroneous data \n');
fprintf(f, ' if abs(pmin(j))>2e2 \n');
fprintf(f, ' pmin(j)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' pmin(j)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');




fprintf(f, '%%%% THIS FILE IS FOR READING yPlusRAS DATA \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' function [yPlusRAS]=yPlusRASread(AoA,foil) \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' for j=1:length(AoA) \n');
fprintf(f, ' datafile=[''y'' foil ''AoA'' num2str(AoA(j)) ...
''.txt'']; \n');
fprintf(f, ' path=[foil ''/'' datafile]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' if exist(path, ''file'')==2; \n');
fprintf(f, ' A=fileread(path); \n');
fprintf(f, ' a1=max(strfind(A,''min'')); \n');
fprintf(f, ' a2=max(strfind(A,''max'')); \n');
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fprintf(f, ' a3=max(strfind(A,''average'')); \n');
fprintf(f, ' a4=max(strfind(A,''Writing'')); \n');
fprintf(f, ' yPlusRAS(j,1)=str2num(A(a1+4:a2-2)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' yPlusRAS(j,2)=str2num(A(a2+4:a3-2)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' yPlusRAS(j,3)=str2num(A(a3+8:a4-3)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' yPlusRAS(j,1:3)=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' maxY=max(yPlusRAS(:,2)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' avY=max(yPlusRAS(:,3)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' message=[''Simulations for foil '' foil '' have ...
maximum (maximum y+ value of '' num2str(maxY) '' and an average ...




fprintf(f, ' function [y,z,x2]=findsol(x,range,datafile,n,clip) \n');
fprintf(f, ' %% THIS FUNCTION PROCESSES LIFT, DRAG AND PRESSURE DATA ...
FOR CASES IN WHICH CONVERGENCE WAS NOT REACHED\n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (exist(''n''))==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' n = 10; \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%number of points for smoothing \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (exist(''clip''))==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' clip = 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%number of points for clipping \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' if clip==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' xtemp=x(1:length(x)-clip); \n');
fprintf(f, ' clear x; \n');
fprintf(f, ' x=xtemp; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' len=length(x); \n');
fprintf(f, ' if len<10 \n');
fprintf(f, ' ''ERROR: You use too large value for writein2 to use ...
this code!'' \n');
fprintf(f, ' y=x(length(x)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' z=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' x2=x(length(x):-1:1); \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' if x(len)<min(range) || x(len)>max(range) \n');
fprintf(f, ' y=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' z=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' x2=x(length(x):-1:1); \n');
fprintf(f, ' [''WARNING: The file '' datafile '' has a final ...
value out of the acceptable range!''] \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%filtering (smoothing) the data \n');
fprintf(f, ' j=1; \n');
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fprintf(f, ' n=n-1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' for i=length(x)-n:-1:1 \n');
fprintf(f, ' x2(j)=mean(x(i:i+n)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' j=j+1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' %%finding local minima and maxima \n');
fprintf(f, ' j=1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' minmax(1)=0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' for i=1:length(x2)-2 \n');
fprintf(f, ' if (x2(i+1)>x2(i) && x2(i+1)>x2(i+2)) || ...
(x2(i+1)<x2(i) && x2(i+1)<x2(i+2)) \n');
fprintf(f, ' minmax(j)=i+1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' j=j+1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' if length(minmax)>2 \n');
fprintf(f, ' y=mean(x2(minmax(1):minmax(2))); \n');
fprintf(f, ' z=std(x2(minmax(1):minmax(2))); \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' y=x2(1); \n');
fprintf(f, ' z=NaN; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fclose(f);
%5.5 function for creating an eps image with the foils
f=fopen([testfolder, '\printfoils.m'],'w');
fprintf(f, ' %%THIS SCRIPT PRINTS THE FOILS FROM A GIVEN SET OF ...
SIMULATIONS\n');
fprintf(f, ' clear all \n');
fprintf(f, ' close all \n');
fprintf(f, ' d=0.3 %%vertical spacing; \n');
fprintf(f, ' check=0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' cfile=1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' figure(1) \n');
fprintf(f, ' while check==0 \n');
fprintf(f, ' cfilename=[''case'' num2str(cfile) ''data.mat'']; \n');
fprintf(f, ' if exist(cfilename,''file'')==2 \n');
fprintf(f, ' load(cfilename); \n');
fprintf(f, ' if cfile==1 \n');
fprintf(f, ' x=xref; \n');
fprintf(f, ' y=yref; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' y=y/(max(x)-min(x)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' x=x/(max(x)-min(x)); \n');
fprintf(f, ' plot(x,y-cfile*d,''k'',''LineWidth'',1) \n');
fprintf(f, ' if cfile==1 \n');
fprintf(f, ' ...
text(0,-cfile*d,foilnameref,''HorizontalAlignment'',''center'') \n');




fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' hold on \n');
fprintf(f, ' set(gca,''Visible'',''off'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' axis equal \n');
fprintf(f, ' cfile=cfile+1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' else \n');
fprintf(f, ' check=1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' end \n');
fprintf(f, ' A=figure(1) \n');
fprintf(f, ' print(A,''-deps'',[''%sFoils'']); \n',testfolder);
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fclose(f);
%6 Data fix utiliy -- header
f=fopen([testfolder, '\results\datafixer.m'],'w');
fprintf(f, ' %%THIS SCRIPT FIXES DATA FOR A SINGLE FOIL\n');
fprintf(f, ' %%GO TO THE FOIL YOU WANT TO FIX AND UNCOMMENT THE ...
APPROPRIATE SECTION(S)\n');
fprintf(f, ' clear all \n');
fprintf(f, ' close all \n');
fclose(f);
%7 Post-plot utiliy -- header
f=fopen([testfolder, '\results\postplot.m'],'w');
fprintf(f, ' %%THIS SCRIPT PLOTS THE DATA ONCE IT IS PROCESSED\n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'clear all \n');
fprintf(f, 'close all \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'i=1; %%this is a counter \n');
fprintf(f, '%% a list of markers \n');
fprintf(f, 'plf={''ko'' ''k>'' ''k<'' ''k^'' ''kv'' ''ks'' ''kd'' ...
''kx'' ''k+'' ''k*'' ''kp'' ''kh'' ''ro'' ''r>'' ''r<'' ''r^'' ...




function create0folderV10(U, pref, k, omega, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, ...
folder, testfolder, x, y, nu, rho, yplusmin, cell, dim, er, wslip)
%%create0folder version 1.0
%%THIS CODE GENERATES THE 0 FOLDER FOR A SAMPLE CASE
% A script copies the folder for each geometry with the same simulations
% settings
%% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
%1 Calculating wall boundary conditions










kwalval=1e-10; %k near walls
owalval=40*6*nu/beta1/dy^2; %omega near foil (and wall for refined ...
wall mesh)
owalval2=40*6*nu/beta1/cell^2; %omega near wall (for mesh not refined ...
near the wall)
%checking if wall slip condition applied:
if (exist('wslip'))==0
wslip = 0; %no wall-slip
end
% Making 0 folder
mkdir([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\0']);
%% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
%2 WRITING U file
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\0\U'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class volVectorField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object U; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'dimensions [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');






fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',inlet{1});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(inlet{1},'freestream')
fprintf(f, ' freestreamValue uniform (%f 0 0); \n',U);
else
fprintf(f, ' value uniform (%f 0 0); \n',U);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%OUTLET BOUNDARY------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',outlet{1});
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%WALL BOUNDARY (top/bottom)-------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',walls{1});
if strcmp(walls{1},'fixedValue')
if wslip==1
fprintf(f, ' value uniform (%f 0 0); \n',U);
else
fprintf(f, ' value uniform (0 0 0); \n');
end
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FRONT AND BACK BOUNDARY----------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
else
fprintf(f, ' type fixedValue; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value uniform (0 0 0); \n');
end




fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',foil{1});
if strcmp(foil{1},'fixedValue')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform (0 0 0); \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%SYMMETRY BOUNDARY (if needed)----------------------------------------
if dim==3
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');







%3 WRITING p file
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\0\p'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class volScalarField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object p; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'dimensions [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
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fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',inlet{2});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(inlet{2},'fixedValue')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',pref);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%OUTLET BOUNDARY------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',outlet{2});
if strcmp(outlet{2},'fixedValue')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',pref);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%WALLS BOUNDARY-------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',walls{2});
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FRONT AND BACK BOUNDARY----------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
else
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',walls{2});
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FOIL BOUNDARY--------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',foil{2});
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
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%SYMMETRY BOUNDARY (if needed)----------------------------------------
if dim==3
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');








f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\0\k'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class volScalarField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object k; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'dimensions [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');





fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',inlet{3});
%figuring out what to write for next line
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if strcmp(inlet{3},'fixedValue')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',k);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%OUTLET BOUNDARY------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',outlet{3});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(outlet{3},'outletInlet')
fprintf(f, ' outletValue $internalField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value $internalField; \n');
end
if strcmp(outlet{3},'inletOutlet')
fprintf(f, ' inletValue $internalField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value $internalField; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%WALLS BOUNDARY-------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',walls{3});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(walls{3},'outletInlet')
fprintf(f, ' outletValue $internalField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value $internalField; \n');
end
if strcmp(walls{3},'inletOutlet')
fprintf(f, ' inletValue $internalField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value $internalField; \n');
end
if strcmp(walls{3},'kqRWallFunction')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n', kwalval);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FRONT AND BACK BOUNDARY----------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
else
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',foil{3});
if strcmp(foil{3},'kqRWallFunction')
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fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n', kwalval);
end
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FOIL BOUNDARY--------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',foil{3});
if strcmp(foil{3},'kqRWallFunction')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n', kwalval);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%SYMMETRY BOUNDARY (if needed)----------------------------------------
if dim==3
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');








f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\0\omega'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');








fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class volScalarField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object epsilon; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'dimensions [0 0 -1 0 0 0 0]; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');





fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',inlet{4});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(inlet{4},'fixedValue')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',omega);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%OUTLET BOUNDARY------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',outlet{4});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(outlet{4},'outletInlet')
fprintf(f, ' outletValue $internalField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value $internalField; \n');
end
if strcmp(outlet{4},'inletOutlet')
fprintf(f, ' inletValue $internalField; \n');
fprintf(f, ' value $internalField; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%WALLS BOUNDARY-------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',walls{4});
%figuring out what to write for next line
if strcmp(walls{4},'outletInlet')
fprintf(f, ' outletValue $internalField; \n');




fprintf(f, ' inletValue $internalField; \n');




fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',owalval);
else
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',owalval2);
end
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FRONT AND BACK BOUNDARY----------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
else
if strcmp(walls{4},'omegaWallFunction')
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',walls{4});
if dim==2
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; ...
\n',owalval2);
else





fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%FOIL BOUNDARY--------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type %s; \n',foil{4});
if strcmp(foil{4},'omegaWallFunction')
fprintf(f, ' value uniform %f; \n',owalval);
end
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
%SYMMETRY BOUNDARY (if needed)----------------------------------------
if dim==3
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');
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%% END OF FILE
fclose(f);
F.6 createSystemV10.m
function createSystemV10(chord, U, rho, pref, xyzmin, xyzmax, potFoam, ...
maxit, writein, writein2, parallel, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, ...
testfolder, dim, cell);
%%THIS FUNCTION CREATES THE SYSTEM FOLDER FOR A SAMPLE CASE
% A script copies the folder for each geometry with the same simulations
% settings
%make folder system
mkdir([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\system']);
%% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
%1 WRITING controldict
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\system\controlDict'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "system"; \n');








fprintf(f, 'startTime 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'stopAt endTime; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'endTime %f; \n',maxit);
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'deltaT 1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeControl timeStep; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeInterval %u; \n',writein);
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'purgeWrite 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeFormat ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writePrecision 6; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeCompression off; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'timeFormat general; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'timePrecision 6; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');








fprintf(f, 'type fieldMinMax; \n');





fprintf(f, 'mode magnitude; \n');
fprintf(f, 'outputControl timeStep; \n');






%checking whether you want to run in parallel
if parallel == [1 1 1]
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else
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\system\decomposeParDict'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "system"; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object decomposeParDict; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'numberOfSubdomains %u; ...
\n',parallel(1)*parallel(2)*parallel(3));
fprintf(f, ' \n');




fprintf(f, ' n ( %u %u %u ); \n',parallel(1), ...
parallel(2), parallel(3));





fprintf(f, ' n ( %u %u %u ); \n',parallel(1), ...
parallel(2), parallel(3));
fprintf(f, ' delta 0.001; \n');







f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\system\forceCoeffs'],'w');
fprintf(f, 'forces \n');
fprintf(f, '{ \n');
fprintf(f, ' type forces; \n');
fprintf(f, ' functionObjectLibs ("libforces.so"); \n');
fprintf(f, ' outputControl timeStep; \n');
fprintf(f, ' outputInterval %u; \n', writein2);
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' patches ( "Foil" ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' pName p; \n');
fprintf(f, ' UName U; \n');
fprintf(f, ' rhoName rhoInf; \n');
fprintf(f, ' log true; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' CofR (0.25 0 0); \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');





fprintf(f, ' type forceCoeffs; \n');
fprintf(f, ' functionObjectLibs ( "libforces.so" ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' outputControl timeStep; \n');
fprintf(f, ' outputInterval %u; \n', writein2);
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' patches ( "Foil" ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' pName p; \n');
fprintf(f, ' UName U; \n');
fprintf(f, ' rhoName rhoInf; \n');
fprintf(f, ' log true; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' liftDir (0 1 0); \n');
fprintf(f, ' dragDir (1 0 0); \n');
fprintf(f, ' CofR (0.25 0 0); \n');
fprintf(f, ' pitchAxis (0 1 0); \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' magUInf %f; \n', U);
fprintf(f, ' rhoInf %f; \n', rho);
fprintf(f, ' lRef %f; \n', chord);
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' Aref %f; \n', chord*cell);
else







f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\system\fvSolution'],'w');
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fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');





fprintf(f, ' pcorr \n');
fprintf(f, ' {\n');
fprintf(f, ' solver GAMG; \n');
fprintf(f, ' tolerance 0.02; \n');
fprintf(f, ' relTol 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' smoother GaussSeidel; \n');
fprintf(f, ' nPreSweeps 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' nPostSweeps 2; \n');
fprintf(f, ' cacheAgglomeration on; \n');
fprintf(f, ' agglomerator faceAreaPair; \n');
fprintf(f, ' nCellsInCoarsestLevel 10; \n');
fprintf(f, ' mergeLevels 1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' p \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' $pcorr \n');
fprintf(f, ' tolerance %e; \n', tol(1));
fprintf(f, ' relTol 0.01; \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' pFinal \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' $p; \n');
fprintf(f, ' tolerance 1e-7; \n');
fprintf(f, ' relTol 0.1; // 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' "(U|k|omega)" \n');
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fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' solver PBiCG; \n');
fprintf(f, ' preconditioner DILU; \n');
fprintf(f, ' tolerance %e; \n', tol(2));
fprintf(f, ' relTol 0.1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' "(U|k|omega)Final" \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' $U; \n');
fprintf(f, ' tolerance %e; \n', tol(2));
fprintf(f, ' relTol 0.1; // 0; \n');






fprintf(f, ' nNonOrthogonalCorrectors 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' pRefCell 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' pRefValue %f; \n', pref);
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, ' residualControl \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' p 1e-4; \n');
fprintf(f, ' U 1e-4; \n');





fprintf(f, ' fields \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' p %f; \n', pur);
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
fprintf(f, ' equations \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' "(U|k|omega)" %f; \n', uko1);
fprintf(f, ' "(U|k|omega)Final" %f; \n', uko2);










f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\system\fvSchemes'],'w');
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fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');










fprintf(f, ' default Gauss linear; \n');
fprintf(f, ' grad(p) Gauss linear; \n');





fprintf(f, ' default none; \n');
fprintf(f, ' div(phi,U) bounded Gauss SFCD; \n'); %was ...
upwind %was Gauss linearUpwind grad(U);
fprintf(f, ' div(phi,k) bounded Gauss SFCD; \n'); %was ...
upwind %was Gauss limitedLinear 1;
fprintf(f, ' div(phi,omega) bounded Gauss SFCD; \n'); %was ...
upwind %was Gauss limitedLinear 1;





fprintf(f, ' default Gauss linear corrected; \n'); %was ...
















fprintf(f, ' default no; \n');
fprintf(f, ' pcorr ; \n');







mkdir([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\systempot']);
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\systempot\controlDict'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open ...
Source CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "system"; \n');








fprintf(f, 'startTime 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'stopAt endTime; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'endTime 1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'deltaT 1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeControl timeStep; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeInterval 1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'purgeWrite 0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeFormat ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writePrecision 6; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'writeCompression off; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'timeFormat general; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'timePrecision 6; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');




f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\systempot\fvSolution'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open ...
Source CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
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fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');





fprintf(f, ' p \n');
fprintf(f, ' {\n');
fprintf(f, ' solver PCG; \n');
fprintf(f, ' preconditioner DIC; \n');
fprintf(f, ' tolerance 1e-10; \n');
fprintf(f, ' relTol 0; \n');










f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\systempot\fvSchemes'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open ...
Source CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "system"; \n');





















fprintf(f, ' default none; \n');















fprintf(f, ' default no; \n');
fprintf(f, ' p; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fclose(f);
%END of writing potentialFoam files
end
F.7 createConstantV10.m
function createConstantV10(nu, folder, testfolder)
%%createConstant version 1.0
%%THIS FUNCTION CREATES THE CONSTANT FOLDER (WITHOUT THE GEOMETRY)
% A script copies the folder for each geometry with the same simulations
% settings
%make folder system




f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\constant\RASProperties'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "constant"; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object RASProperties; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'RASModel kOmegaSST; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'turbulence on; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');




f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\constant\transportProperties'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');








fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "constant"; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object transportProperties; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'transportModel Newtonian; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');




f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, ...
'\sampleFolder\constant\turbulenceProperties'],'w');
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');







fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' location "constant"; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object turbulenceProperties; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');




function ncells=blockMeshWriterV10(x, y, AoA, U_free, rho, nu, cell, ...
minyplus, xyzmin, xyzmax, cer, wallsbc, foil, testfolder, cellref, dim)
%blockMesh Writer Version 1.0
%COPYRIGHT IVAYLO NEDYALKOV (c) 2014
%questions and comments: ipf2@wildcats.unh.edu
%THIS SCRIPT CREATES A blockMeshDict FILE FOR 2D AND PSEUDO 3D SIMULATIONS
%OF A FOIL IN A RECTANGULAR (BOX) DOMAIN
%INPUT: foil coordinates (should follow the loop, listed in clockwise
%direction, no repeating points); angles of attack; free stram velocity;
%density; viscosity; typical cell size; required y min yplus; domain
%boundaries; cell expansion ratios; boundary conditions for the walls; foil
%name; test folder; cell refinement; and type of simulation (2D; 3D with
%boundary layers, etc.)
%OUTPUT: IS BLOCKMESH DICTIONARIES IN SEPARATE FOLDERS; also number of
%cells is printed.
%REQUIRES: lengthfoil.m, conditionfoil.m, findpoints.m, rotatefoil.m,
%outerfoil.m, Rratio.m, lcurve.m
%% 1.1 DOMAIN GEOMETRY:














%verifying that min values are smaller than max values
if xmin>xmax


















%setting number of z planes for simulation number of blocks in z is 1 less)
if dim==4
zblocks=3;






%% 1.2 CALCULATING y+






%% 1.3 FOIL GEOMETRY
%conditioning the foil (sets x(1)=min(x))
[x y]=conditionfoil(x,y);
%finding number of sharp edges, indecis, 45-degree tangent indices
[nse,sei,i45]=findpoints(x,y);
%% 1.4 FINDING BOUDARY LAYER MESH OFFSET & MAKING OUTER FOIL (if needed)
%selecting size of the "outer foil" / boundary layer mesh size
mincell=yplusofone*minyplus;
if mincell>=cell
'ERROR: The minimum cell is larger or equal to the typical cell. ...









%conditioning the outer foil
[xr yr]=conditionfoil(xr,yr);
end










%% 1.6 CREATING FILE(S)
for aa=1:length(AoA)






mkdir([testfolder '\' foil '\' AoAstr '\constant\polyMesh']);
%Opening blockMeshDict file
f=fopen([testfolder '\' foil '\' AoAstr ...
'\constant\polymesh\blockMeshDict'],'w');
%WRITING blockMeshDict HEADER
fprintf(f, '/*--------------------------------*- C++ ...
-*----------------------------------*\\ \n');
fprintf(f, '| ========= | ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source ...
CFD Toolbox | \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.1 ...
| \n');
fprintf(f, '| \\\\ / A nd | Web: ...
www.OpenFOAM.org | \n');








fprintf(f, ' version 2.0; \n');
fprintf(f, ' format ascii; \n');
fprintf(f, ' class dictionary; \n');
fprintf(f, ' object blockMeshDict; \n');
fprintf(f, '} \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'convertToMeters 1; \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');




%ROTATING foil (using saved geometry data)
[x,y]=rotatefoil(xtemp,ytemp,AoA(aa));
%RECONDITIONING foil









'BUG: It seems that the 2 sharp edges are NOT at the foil ...
global minimum and maximum (for x). Fix the algorithm for ...
this case'
'Maybe use oneminmax values for geometry points in this case?'
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------








dd=dout+(max([abs(min(ytemp)) max(ytemp)])); %NOTE: this line was ...
modified on 07/05/2014 to account for thick foils // orginal ...
line: dd=dout;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
%2.2 VERTICES SECTION OF blockMeshDict----------------------------
%number of vertices in a given 2D slice
nv=24;
%determining x and y values of vertices
xv = [xmin, x(ind(1)), x(ind(2)), xmax];
xv = [xv, xv, xv, xv, xv, xv];
yv = [ymin, ymin, ymin, ymin, y1-dd, y1-dd, y2-dd, y2-dd, y1, y1, ...
y2, y2, ...
y1, y1, y2, y2, y1+dd, y1+dd, y2+dd, y2+dd, ymax ymax ymax ymax];
%WRITING VERTICES TO blockMeshDict
fprintf(f, 'vertices \n');
fprintf(f, '( \n');
for k=1:zblocks %NOTE TO MYSELF: Change for 3D mesh
for j=1:nv







%2.3 BLOCKS SECTION OF blockMeshDict------------------------------
%FINDING LENGTH OF SPLINES/LINES TO DETERMINE CELL SIZES----------
%x-direction








%average length away from foil out of boundary layer (upwards)
ly(1)=ymax-(y(ind(1))+y(ind(2)))/2-dout;
%average length away from foil out of boundary layer (downwards)
ly(2)=(y(ind(1))+y(ind(2)))/2-ymin-dout;
%outwards normal distance of outer foil (outer foil offset)
ly(3)=dout;
%DETERMINING TYPICAL CELL SIZE------------------------------------
cellx(1:4)=cell; %this is the cell size on the corresponding ...
curves lx(j)
celly(1:2)=cell; %this is the cell size on the corresponding ly(j)
celly(3)=mincell; %smallest size in y direction
%rescale ratios for x-direction cell size around foil
%NOTE: THIS REFINEMENT IS DIFFERENT FOR THE CASE OF TWO SHARP EDGES
cellratio=10;
%ASSIGNING CELL EXPANSION RATIOS----------------------------------
%x-direction
rxg(1)=cer(3);











































%ASSIGNING GRADING AND NUMBER OF CELLS----------------------------
%x-direction number of cells
xm=[nx(1) nx(3) nx(4) nx(1) nx(3) nx(4) nx(1) nx(2) nx(4) nx(1) ...
nx(2) nx(4)];
%x-direction grading
xg=[1/Rratx(1) Rratx(3) Rratx(4) 1/Rratx(1) Rratx(3) Rratx(4) ...
1/Rratx(1) Rratx(2) Rratx(4) 1/Rratx(1) Rratx(2) Rratx(4)];
%y-direction number of cells
ym=[ny(2) ny(2) ny(2) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(1) ...
ny(1) ny(1)];
%y-direction grading
yg=[1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(3) 1/Rraty(3) ...
1/Rraty(3) Rraty(3) Rraty(3) Rraty(3) Rraty(1) Rraty(1) Rraty(1)];




















for j=1:3 %j is NOT block number
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
end
for j=5:7 %j is NOT block number
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...
xm(j-1), ym(j-1), zm(k), xg(j-1), yg(j-1), zg(k));
end
for j=13:15 %j is NOT block number
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...
xm(j-6), ym(j-6), zm(k), xg(j-6), yg(j-6), zg(k));
end
for j=17:19 %j is NOT block number
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...








%NOTE: USE polyLine, not spline to avoid bad interpolation/geometry
for k=1:zblocks
%foil
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 13+(k-1)*nv, 14+(k-1)*nv);
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for j=2:length(xcin1)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xcin1(j), ycin1(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin2)-1









fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, 0+(k-1)*nv, ...
0+k*nv, 4+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv, ...
4+k*nv, 8+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 16+(k-1)*nv, ...
12+(k-1)*nv, 12+k*nv, 16+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 20+(k-1)*nv, ...
16+(k-1)*nv, 16+k*nv, 20+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%-------------------------Outlet
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 3+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv, ...
7+k*nv, 3+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 7+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
11+k*nv, 7+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 15+(k-1)*nv, ...
19+(k-1)*nv, 19+k*nv, 15+k*nv);




fprintf(f, ' ); \n');





fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=1; %only back face of "frontAndBack"
for j=[1:3 5:7 13:15 17:19]
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+3+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%additional symmetryPlane condition for front
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=2; %front face of "frontAbdBack"
for j=[1:3 5:7 13:15 17:19]
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-1+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
else
%for any other case the front and back have the same b. condition
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
%2-D case - empty condition
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
%any other case - wall condition
else
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=1; %back face
for j=[1:3 5:7 13:15 17:19]




for j=[1:3 5:7 13:15 17:19]
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fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-1+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
end
%-------------------------Walls (top and bottom)
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if strcmp(wallsbc{1},'fixedValue') == 1
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
else
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');













fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%-------------------------Foil
fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 13+(k-1)*nv, ...
14+(k-1)*nv, 14+k*nv, 13+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+k*nv, 10+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');




fprintf(f, ' SlaveA%u \n', k);
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
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fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 12+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 13+k*nv, 12+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
end
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' SlaveB%u \n', k);
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 14+(k-1)*nv, ...
15+(k-1)*nv, 15+k*nv, 14+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');




fprintf(f, ' MasterA%u \n', k);
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 9+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
8+k*nv, 9+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
end
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' MasterB%u \n', k);
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 10+k*nv, 11+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');







fprintf(f, ' (MasterA%u SlaveA%u) \n', k,k);










if xm(ii)<0 || ym(ii)<0
'ERROR: negative number of cells! Is your foil ...
sufficientrly small compared to the domain? Try ...
increasing er(1) or yplusmin.'
'You can also try to look at a failed mesh or ...
blockMeshDict file to examine what parameters could be ...






%CLEANING UP VARIALBES THAT MAY CHANGE IN SIZE
clear xc1 xc2 xc3 yc1 yc2 yc3
%CLOSING FILE
fclose(f);
%END OF TWO-SHARP-EDGES CASE------------------------------------------
end
%% 3.1 CASE 2: 1 SHARP EDGE (should be trailing edge)
if nse==1
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
%ROTATING foil and outer foil (using saved geometry data)
[x,y]=rotatefoil(xtemp,ytemp,AoA(aa));
[xr,yr]=rotatefoil(xrtemp,yrtemp,AoA(aa));
%RECONDITIONING foil and outer foil
[x,y]=conditionfoil(x,y);
[xr,yr]=conditionfoil(xr,yr);
%FINDING sharp edge and 45-degree tangents for foil and outer foil
[nse,ise,i45]=findpoints(x,y);
[nser,iser,i45r]=findpoints(xr,yr);






















ind=[i45(1) ise i45(2)]; %these are the geometry points
%-----------------------------------------------------------------








%CREATING SPLICES FOR OUTER FOIL (+CLIPPING THEM)
%condition for algorithm:
if not(length(i45r)==4)
'BUG: It seems that the outer foil for 1 sharp edge does not ...



































%3.2 VERTICES SECTION OF blockMeshDict----------------------------
%number of vertices in a given 2D slice
nv=20;
%determining x and y values of vertices
xv = [xmin, xc3(1), xc2(1), xmax, xmin, xc3(1), xc2(1), xmax,...
x(ind(3)), x(ind(1)), x(ind(2)), xmax, xmin, xc1(1),...
xc1(length(xc1)), xmax, xmin, xc1(1), xc1(length(xc1)), xmax];
yv = [ymin, ymin, ymin, ymin, yc3(1), yc3(1), yc2(1), yc2(1),...
y(ind(3)), y(ind(1)), y(ind(2)), y(ind(2)), yc1(1), yc1(1),...
yc1(length(yc1)), yc1(length(yc1)), ymax, ymax, ymax, ymax];











%3.3 BLOCKS SECTION OF blockMeshDict------------------------------
%FINDING LENGTH OF SPLINES/LINES TO DETERMINE CELL SIZES----------
%x-direction









%average length away from foil out of boundary layer (upwards)
ly(1)=(yv(18)-yv(14)+yv(19)-yv(15))/2;
%average length away from foil out of boundary layer (downwards)
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ly(2)=(yv(6)-yv(2)+yv(7)-yv(3))/2;
%outwards normal distance of outer foil (outer foil offset)
ly(3)=dout;
%DETERMINING TYPICAL CELL SIZE------------------------------------
cellx(1:5)=cell; %this is the cell size on the corresponding ...
curves lx(j)
celly(1:2)=cell; %this is the cell size on the corresponding ly(j)
celly(3)=mincell; %smallest size in y direction
%rescale ratios for x-direction cell size around foil
cellratio1=lcurve(xcin1,ycin1)/lcurve(xcin3,ycin3);
cellratio2=lcurve(xcin2,ycin2)/lcurve(xcin3,ycin3);
%ASSIGNING CELL EXPANSION RATIOS----------------------------------
%x-direction
rxg(1)=cer(3);











































%ASSIGNING GRADING AND NUMBER OF CELLS----------------------------
%x-direction number of cells
xm=[nx(1) nx(3) nx(5) nx(1) nx(4) nx(3) nx(5) nx(2) nx(5) nx(1) ...
nx(2) nx(5)];
%x-direction grading
xg=[1/Rratx(1) 1/Rratx(3) Rratx(5) 1/Rratx(1) Rratx(4) Rratx(3) ...
1/Rratx(5) Rratx(2) Rratx(5) 1/Rratx(1) Rratx(2) Rratx(5)];
%y-direction number of cells
ym=[ny(2) ny(2) ny(2) nx(4) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(1) ...
ny(1) ny(1)];
%y-direction grading
yg=[1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(2) Rratx(4) Rraty(3) Rraty(3) ...
Rraty(3) Rraty(3) Rraty(3) Rraty(1) Rraty(1) Rraty(1)];
%note that ym(4)=nx(4) and yg(4)=Rratx(4) because x for hex 5 is y ...
for hex 4



















for j=1:3 %j is block number +1
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...




fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+1+(k-1)*nv, j+9+(k-1)*nv, j+8+(k-1)*nv,...
j+k*nv, j+1+k*nv, j+9+k*nv, j+8+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=5;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+8+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv,...
j+3+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+8+k*nv, j+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=6;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+2+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv,...
j+4+k*nv, j+2+k*nv, j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=7;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv,...
j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv, j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
for j=8:9
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+1+(k-1)*nv, j+2+(k-1)*nv, j+6+(k-1)*nv, j+5+(k-1)*nv,...
j+1+k*nv, j+2+k*nv, j+6+k*nv, j+5+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
end
for j=10:12
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+2+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+7+(k-1)*nv, j+6+(k-1)*nv,...
j+2+k*nv, j+3+k*nv, j+7+k*nv, j+6+k*nv,...








%NOTE: USE polyLine, not spline to avoid bad interpolation/geometry
for k=1:zblocks
%foil
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 9+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin1)-1




fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin2)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xcin2(j), ycin2(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin3)-1




fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 13+(k-1)*nv, 14+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc1)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xc1(j), yc1(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc2)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xc2(j), yc2(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 5+(k-1)*nv, 13+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc3)-1









fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, 0+(k-1)*nv, ...
0+k*nv, 4+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 12+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv, ...
4+k*nv, 12+k*nv);
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fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 16+(k-1)*nv, ...
12+(k-1)*nv, 12+k*nv, 16+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%-------------------------Outlet
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 3+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv, ...
7+k*nv, 3+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 7+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
11+k*nv, 7+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
15+(k-1)*nv, 15+k*nv, 11+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 15+(k-1)*nv, ...
19+(k-1)*nv, 19+k*nv, 15+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');





fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=1; %only back face of "frontAndBack"
for j=1:3
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+3+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 12+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 5+(k-1)*nv, 13+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, ...
8+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 7+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv);
for j=8:9








fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%additional symmetryPlane condition for front
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=2; %front face of "frontAbdBack"
for j=1:3
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-1+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 12+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
5+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv);
for j=8:9




fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+2+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+7+(k-1)*nv, j+6+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
else
%for any other case the front and back have the same b. condition
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
%2-D case - empty condition
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
%any other case - wall condition
else
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=1; %back face
for j=1:3
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+3+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 12+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv);
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fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 5+(k-1)*nv, 13+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, ...
8+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 7+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv);
for j=8:9









fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-1+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 12+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, ...
13+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
5+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv);
for j=8:9




fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+2+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+7+(k-1)*nv, j+6+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
end
%-------------------------Walls (top and bottom)
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if strcmp(wallsbc{1},'fixedValue') == 1
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
else
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');














fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%-------------------------Foil
fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+k*nv, 8+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 9+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+k*nv, 9+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
8+k*nv, 10+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');








if xm(ii)<0 || ym(ii)<0
'ERROR: negative number of cells! Is your foil ...
sufficientrly small compared to the domain? Try ...
increasing er(1) or yplusmin.'
'You can also try to look at a failed mesh or ...
blockMeshDict file to examine what parameters could be ...






%CLEANING UP VARIALBES THAT MAY CHANGE IN SIZE




%END OF ONE-SHARP-EDGE CASE-------------------------------------------
end
%% 4.1 CASE 3: NO SHARP EDGES
if nse==0
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
%ROTATING foil and outer foil (using saved geometry data)
[x,y]=rotatefoil(xtemp,ytemp,AoA(aa));
[xr,yr]=rotatefoil(xrtemp,yrtemp,AoA(aa));
%RECONDITIONING foil and outer foil
[x,y]=conditionfoil(x,y);
[xr,yr]=conditionfoil(xr,yr);
%FINDING sharp edge and 45-degree tangents for foil and outer foil
[nse,ise,i45]=findpoints(x,y);
[nser,iser,i45r]=findpoints(xr,yr);





















ind=i45; %these are the geometry points (foil)
ind2=i45r; %these are the geometry points (outer foil)
%conditions for algorithm:
if not(length(i45)==4)
'BUG: It seems that the foil with no sharp edges does not have ...
4 45-degree tangents! Fix splice for foil in this case'
end
if not(length(i45r)==4)
'BUG: It seems that the outer foil for no sharp edges does not ...

























%4.2 VERTICES SECTION OF blockMeshDict----------------------------
%number of vertices in a given 2D slice
nv=20;
%determining x and y values of vertices
xv = [xmin, xc4(1), xc3(1), xmax, xmin, xc4(1), xc3(1), xmax,...
xmin, xc1(1), xc2(1), xmax, xmin, xc1(1), xc2(1), xmax,...
x(ind(1)), x(ind(2)), x(ind(3)), x(ind(4))];
yv = [ymin, ymin, ymin, ymin, yc4(1), yc4(1), yc3(1) yc3(1),...
yc1(1), yc1(1), yc2(1), yc2(1), ymax, ymax, ymax, ymax,...
y(ind(1)), y(ind(2)), y(ind(3)), y(ind(4))];











%4.3 BLOCKS SECTION OF blockMeshDict------------------------------
%FINDING LENGTH OF SPLINES/LINES TO DETERMINE CELL SIZES----------
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%x-direction










%average length away from foil out of boundary layer (upwards)
ly(1)=(yv(14)-yv(10)+yv(15)-yv(11))/2;
%average length away from foil out of boundary layer (downwards)
ly(2)=(yv(6)-yv(2)+yv(7)-yv(3))/2;
%outwards normal distance of outer foil (outer foil offset)
ly(3)=dout;
%DETERMINING TYPICAL CELL SIZE------------------------------------
cellx(1:6)=cell; %this is the cell size on the corresponding ...
curves lx(j)
celly(1:2)=cell; %this is the cell size on the corresponding ly(j)
celly(3)=mincell; %smallest size in y direction





%ASSIGNING CELL EXPANSION RATIOS----------------------------------
%x-direction
rxg(1)=cer(3);











































%ASSIGNING GRADING AND NUMBER OF CELLS----------------------------
%x-direction number of cells
xm=[nx(1) nx(4) nx(6) nx(1) nx(5) nx(2) nx(3) nx(4) nx(6) nx(1) ...
nx(2) nx(6)];
%x-direction grading
xg=[1/Rratx(1) 1/Rratx(4) Rratx(6) 1/Rratx(1) Rratx(5) Rratx(2) ...
Rratx(3) Rratx(4) Rratx(6) 1/Rratx(1) Rratx(2) Rratx(6)];
%y-direction number of cells
ym=[ny(2) ny(2) ny(2) nx(5) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) ny(3) nx(3) ny(1) ...
ny(1) ny(1)];
%y-direction grading
yg=[1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(2) 1/Rraty(2) Rratx(5) Rraty(3) Rraty(3) ...
Rraty(3) Rraty(3) 1/Rratx(3) Rraty(1) Rraty(1) Rraty(1)];
%note that ym(4)=nx(5), ym(9)=nx(3), yg(4)=Rratx(5), and
%yg(9)=1/Rratx(3) because x for hex 5 is y for hex 4 and
%x for hex 3 is y for hex 9




















for j=1:3 %j is block number +1
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j-1+k*nv, j+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
end
j=4;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+1+(k-1)*nv, j+5+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv,...
j+k*nv, j+1+k*nv, j+5+k*nv, j+4+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=5;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+14+(k-1)*nv, j+11+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv,...
j+14+k*nv, j+11+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=6;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+10+(k-1)*nv, j+11+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j+10+k*nv, j+11+k*nv, j+4+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=7;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+10+(k-1)*nv, j+11+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv,...
j+10+k*nv, j+11+k*nv, j-1+k*nv, j+3+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=8;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j+10+(k-1)*nv, j+11+(k-1)*nv, j-3+(k-1)*nv, j-2+(k-1)*nv,...
j+10+k*nv, j+11+k*nv, j-3+k*nv, j-2+k*nv,...
xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
j=9;
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-3+(k-1)*nv, j-2+(k-1)*nv, j+2+(k-1)*nv, j+1+(k-1)*nv,...
j-3+k*nv, j-2+k*nv, j+2+k*nv, j+1+k*nv,...
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xm(j), ym(j), zm(k), xg(j), yg(j), zg(k));
for j=10:12 %j is block number
fprintf(f, 'hex (%u %u %u %u %u %u %u %u) (%u %u %u) ...
simpleGrading (%f %f %f) \n',...
j-2+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+2+(k-1)*nv,...
j-2+k*nv, j-1+k*nv, j+3+k*nv, j+2+k*nv,...








%NOTE: USE polyLine, not spline to avoid bad interpolation/geometry
for k=1:zblocks
%foil
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 16+(k-1)*nv, 17+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin1)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xcin1(j), ycin1(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 17+(k-1)*nv, 18+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin2)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xcin2(j), ycin2(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 18+(k-1)*nv, 19+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin3)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xcin3(j), ycin3(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 19+(k-1)*nv, 16+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xcin4)-1




fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 9+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc1)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xc1(j), yc1(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc2)-1




fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc3)-1
fprintf(f, '(%f %f %f) \n', xc3(j), yc3(j), z(k));
end
fprintf(f, ') \n');
fprintf(f, 'polyLine %u %u ( \n', 5+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv);
for j=2:length(xc4)-1









fprintf(f, ' Inlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, 0+(k-1)*nv, ...
0+k*nv, 4+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv, ...
4+k*nv, 8+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 12+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
8+k*nv, 12+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%-------------------------Outlet
fprintf(f, ' Outlet \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 3+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv, ...
7+k*nv, 3+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 7+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv, ...
11+k*nv, 7+k*nv);




fprintf(f, ' ); \n');





fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=1; %only back face of "frontAndBack"
for j=1:3
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+3+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 5+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+(k-1)*nv, 16+(k-1)*nv, 19+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 9+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 17+(k-1)*nv, 16+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, ...
6+(k-1)*nv, 18+(k-1)*nv, 17+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, ...
5+(k-1)*nv, 19+(k-1)*nv, 18+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, ...
11+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
for j=10:12
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+2+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+3+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv, j-2+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%additional symmetryPlane condition for front
fprintf(f, ' symmetry \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type symmetryPlane; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=2; %front face of "frontAbdBack"
for j=1:3
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-1+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, ...
5+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 19+(k-1)*nv, ...
16+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 16+(k-1)*nv, ...
17+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv);
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fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 17+(k-1)*nv, ...
18+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 18+(k-1)*nv, ...
19+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, ...
7+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
for j=10:12
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-2+(k-1)*nv, ...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+2+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
else
%for any other case the front and back have the same b. condition
fprintf(f, ' frontAndBack \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
%2-D case - empty condition
if dim==1
fprintf(f, ' type empty; \n');
%any other case - wall condition
else
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
k=1; %back face
for j=1:3
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j+3+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+(k-1)*nv, j-1+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 8+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, 4+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 5+(k-1)*nv, ...
9+(k-1)*nv, 16+(k-1)*nv, 19+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 9+(k-1)*nv, ...
10+(k-1)*nv, 17+(k-1)*nv, 16+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, ...
6+(k-1)*nv, 18+(k-1)*nv, 17+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, ...
5+(k-1)*nv, 19+(k-1)*nv, 18+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 10+(k-1)*nv, ...
11+(k-1)*nv, 7+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
for j=10:12





fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-1+(k-1)*nv, ...
j+(k-1)*nv, j+4+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 4+(k-1)*nv, ...
5+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, 8+(k-1)*nv);
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fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 19+(k-1)*nv, ...
16+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 16+(k-1)*nv, ...
17+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv, 9+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 17+(k-1)*nv, ...
18+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 18+(k-1)*nv, ...
19+(k-1)*nv, 5+(k-1)*nv, 6+(k-1)*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 6+(k-1)*nv, ...
7+(k-1)*nv, 11+(k-1)*nv, 10+(k-1)*nv);
for j=10:12
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', j-2+(k-1)*nv, ...
j-1+(k-1)*nv, j+3+(k-1)*nv, j+2+(k-1)*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
end
%-------------------------Walls (top and bottom)
fprintf(f, ' Walls \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
if strcmp(wallsbc{1},'fixedValue') == 1
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
else
fprintf(f, ' type patch; \n');
end
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');













fprintf(f, ' ); \n');
fprintf(f, ' } \n');
%-------------------------Foil
fprintf(f, ' Foil \n');
fprintf(f, ' { \n');
fprintf(f, ' type wall; \n');
fprintf(f, ' faces \n');
fprintf(f, ' ( \n');
for k=1:zblocks-1
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 16+(k-1)*nv, ...
17+(k-1)*nv, 17+k*nv, 16+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 17+(k-1)*nv, ...
18+(k-1)*nv, 18+k*nv, 17+k*nv);
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fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 18+(k-1)*nv, ...
19+(k-1)*nv, 19+k*nv, 18+k*nv);
fprintf(f, ' (%u %u %u %u) \n', 19+(k-1)*nv, ...
16+(k-1)*nv, 16+k*nv, 19+k*nv);
end
fprintf(f, ' ); \n');








if xm(ii)<0 || ym(ii)<0
'ERROR: negative number of cells! Is your foil ...
sufficientrly small compared to the domain? Try ...
increasing er(1) or yplusmin.'
'You can also try to look at a failed mesh or ...
blockMeshDict file to examine what parameters could be ...






%CLEANING UP VARIALBES THAT MAY CHANGE IN SIZE
clear xc1 xc2 xc3 yc1 yc2 yc3
%CLOSING FILE
fclose(f);
%END OF ONE-SHARP-EDGE CASE-------------------------------------------
end
% END OF LOOP FOR ANGLES OF ATTACK-----------------------------------------
end
%% 5.1 ADDITIONAL LINES:
% DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SHARP EDGES
if nse>2
'ERROR: The foil has more than 2 sharp edges! You can change the ...
criteria for a sharp edge in findpoints.m to attempt to resolve ...
the issue.'
end




function createScriptsV10(AoA, potFoam, folder, testfolder, maxit, pref, ...
rho, U, caseid, parallel,titleid,chord,nu)
%%createScripts version 1.0
%%THIS CODE GENERATES THE SCRIPTS FOR RUNNING SIMULATIONS AND ADDS TO THE
%%SCRIPTS FOR READING THE DATA
%calculating number of processorts
nproc=parallel(1)*parallel(2)*parallel(3);
%%------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% 1 MAKING runcase script / this runs a single case, single angle of attack
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\sampleFolder\runcase'],'w');
fprintf(f, '#!/bin/sh \n');
fprintf(f, 'cd ${0%%/*} || exit 1 # run from this directory \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, '# Source tutorial run functions \n');
fprintf(f, '. $WM_PROJECT_DIR/bin/tools/RunFunctions \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'runApplication blockMesh \n');
% Do not run potentialFoam in parallel - gives much worse initial guesses
if potFoam==1
fprintf(f, 'mv system systemko \n');
fprintf(f, 'mv systempot system \n');
fprintf(f, 'runApplication potentialFoam \n');
fprintf(f, 'mv system systempot \n');
fprintf(f, 'mv systemko system \n');
end
%non-parallel
if parallel == [1 1 1]
fprintf(f, 'runApplication simpleFoam \n');
%parallel
else
fprintf(f, 'runApplication decomposePar \n');
fprintf(f, 'runParallel simpleFoam %u \n',nproc);
fprintf(f, 'runApplication reconstructPar \n');
fprintf(f, 'rm -rf processor* \n');
end




%% 2 MAKING casecopy / copies sample folder for each angle of attack ...
(geometry)






fprintf(f, 'cp -a sampleFolder/. neg%sdegAoA \n', ...
num2str(-AoA(i)));
else






%% 3 MAKING runfoil / runs a given foil (all angles of attack) and reads data







fprintf(f, 'cd neg%sdegAoA \n', num2str(-AoA(i)));
else
fprintf(f, 'cd %sdegAoA \n', num2str(AoA(i)));
end
fprintf(f, './runcase \n');






%% 4 MAKING coeffread / copies all data to a single folder
f=fopen([testfolder, '\', folder, '\coeffread'],'w');
fprintf(f, '#!/bin/sh \n');
fprintf(f, ' \n');











































%% 5 ADDING to masterrun / creates a run for all cases (foils)
f=fopen([testfolder, '\masterrun'],'a');
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'cd %s \n', folder);
fprintf(f, './runfoil \n');
fprintf(f, 'cd .. \n');
fclose(f);
%%------------------------------------------------------------------------
%% 6 ADDING TO READER / writes scripts for reading data
f=fopen([testfolder, '\results\resultsread.m'],'a');























fprintf(f, 'for j=1:length(AoA); \n');
fprintf(f, ' sigma(j)=(p-pmin(j))/(U^2/2); %%skipping rho because ...
of dimensions of p\n');
fprintf(f, ' clcd(j)=cl(j)/cd(j); \n');
fprintf(f, 'end \n');
fprintf(f, 'figure(1) \n');
fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,cl,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Coefficient of Lift %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, 'xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'ylabel(''Coefficient of Lift C_L [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 -1 2]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''SouthEast'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,cd,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Coefficient of Drag %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, 'xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'ylabel(''Coefficient of Drag C_D [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 1]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''NorthWest'', leg) \n');
fprintf(f, 'box on \n');
fprintf(f, 'B=figure(2); \n');
fprintf(f, 'print(B,''-deps'',[''%sCD.eps'']) \n',testfolder );
fprintf(f, 'print(B,''-dpng'',[''%sCD.png'']) \n',testfolder );
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'figure(3) \n');
fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,clcd,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Lift/Drag Ratio %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, 'xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'ylabel(''Lift/Drag Ratio C_L/C_D'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 -40 40]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''South'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,sigma,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Inception Cavitation Number %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''Inception Cavitation Number \\sigma [ ]'') \n');
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fprintf(f, ' axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 7]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''NorthWest'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,yPlusRAS(:,2),plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Maximum y^+ value'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''y^+ [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 max(yPlusRAS(:,2))+1]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''North'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,yPlusRAS(:,3),plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Average y^+ value'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''y^+ [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 max(yPlusRAS(:,3))+1]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''North'', leg) \n');




fprintf(f, 'foilresults=[''foilresults'' foil] \n');
fprintf(f, 'save(foilresults, ''AoA'', ''cl'', ''cd'', ''clcd'', ...
''sigma'', ''yPlusRAS'', ''Re'', ''U'', ''chord'', ''nu'', ...











%% 7 ADDING TO DATAFIXER
f=fopen([testfolder, '\results\datafixer.m'],'a');
fprintf(f, '%%%% DATA FOR FOIL %s: \n', folder);
fprintf(f, '%%load(''foilresults%s.mat'') \n',folder);




fprintf(f, '%%for i=1:length(AoAaff) \n');
fprintf(f, '%% ind=find(AoA==AoAaff(i)); \n');
fprintf(f, '%% save([''unfixedData1for%s'' num2str(i)], ''ind'', ...
''AoA'', ''cl'', ''cd'', ''clcd'', ''sigma'', ''yPlusRAS'', ...
''Re'', ''U'', ''chord'', ''nu'', ''rho'', ''p'', ''foil'', ...
''caseid'', ''titleid'', ''testfolder'') \n', folder);
fprintf(f, '%% %%FIX1: change maximum iterations \n');
fprintf(f, '%% maxtime=maxtime; \n');
fprintf(f, '%% %%FIX2: change smoothing of data \n');
fprintf(f, '%% n=10; \n');
fprintf(f, '%% %%FIX3: clip last points (select number) \n');
fprintf(f, '%% clip=0; \n');
fprintf(f, '%% [cl(ind), cd(ind), erl(ind), erd(ind)] = ...
newdataread(AoA(ind), foil, maxtime, n, clip); \n');
fprintf(f, '%% ...
[pmin(ind)]=cavdataread(AoA(ind),foil,maxtime,n,clip); \n');
fprintf(f, '%% [yPlusRAS(ind,:)]=yPlusRASread(AoA(ind),foil); \n');
fprintf(f, '%% clcd(ind)=cl(ind)/cd(ind); \n');
fprintf(f, '%% sigma(ind)=(p-pmin(ind))/(U^2/2); \n');
fprintf(f, '%%end \n');
fprintf(f, '%%save(''foilresults%s'', ''AoA'', ''cl'', ''cd'', ...
''clcd'', ''sigma'', ''yPlusRAS'', ''Re'', ''U'', ''chord'', ...
''nu'', ''rho'', ''p'', ''foil'', ''caseid'', ''titleid'', ...
''testfolder'', ''maxtime'') \n', folder);
fclose(f);





fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,cl,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Coefficient of Lift %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, 'xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'ylabel(''Coefficient of Lift C_L [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 -1 2]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''SouthEast'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,cd,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Coefficient of Drag %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, 'xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'ylabel(''Coefficient of Drag C_D [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 1]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''NorthWest'', leg) \n');
fprintf(f, 'box on \n');
fprintf(f, 'B=figure(2); \n');
fprintf(f, 'print(B,''-deps'',[''%sCD.eps'']) \n',testfolder );
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fprintf(f, 'print(B,''-dpng'',[''%sCD.png'']) \n',testfolder );
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'figure(3) \n');
fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,clcd,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Lift/Drag Ratio %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, 'xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'ylabel(''Lift/Drag Ratio C_L/C_D'') \n');
fprintf(f, 'axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 -40 40]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''South'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,sigma,plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Inception Cavitation Number %s'') \n',titleid);
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''Inception Cavitation Number \\sigma [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 7]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''NorthWest'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,yPlusRAS(:,2),plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Maximum y^+ value'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''y^+ [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 max(yPlusRAS(:,2))+1]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''North'', leg) \n');






fprintf(f, 'hold on \n');
fprintf(f, 'plot(AoA,yPlusRAS(:,3),plf{i}) \n');
fprintf(f, 'title(''Average y^+ value'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' xlabel(''Angle of attack [deg]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' ylabel(''y^+ [ ]'') \n');
fprintf(f, ' axis([min(AoA)-1 max(AoA)+1 0 max(yPlusRAS(:,3))+1]) \n');
fprintf(f, 'legend(''Location'',''North'', leg) \n');















function createSummaryV10(foilname, chord, AoA, U, k, omega, rho, nu, ...
pref, cell, yplusmin, xyzmin, xyzmax, er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, ...
potFoam, maxit, writein2, pur, uko1, uko2, tol, folder, addinfo, ...
ncells, testfolder, cellrefine, dim, check, x ,y)
%createSummary version 1.0
%THIS FUNCTION WRITES THE SUMARRY FOR THE SIMULATIONS:
f=fopen([testfolder, '\temp.txt'],'a');
fprintf(f, '%s \n', folder);
fclose(f);
if floor(maxit/writein2)<=10
'WARNING: Make sure that writein2 is at least 10 times smaller ...





fprintf(f, 'FOLDER: \t\t\t%s \n', folder);
fprintf(f, 'foil: \t\t\t\t%s \n', foilname);
fprintf(f, 'chord: \t\t\t%s [mm] \n',num2str(chord*1000));
fprintf(f, 'Re: \t\t\t\t%s \n',num2str(chord*U/nu));
fprintf(f, 'angles of attack \t\t %s [degrees] \n',num2str(AoA));
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'MESH PROPERTIES \n');
if dim==1
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\t2D \n');
elseif dim==2
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\t3D equal cells in z \n');
elseif dim==4
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\t3D with b. layer in z \n');
elseif dim==3
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\thalf of 3D (symmetry) with b. layer in ...
z \n');
end
fprintf(f, 'minimum cell \t\t\t%s y+ \n',num2str(yplusmin));
fprintf(f, 'cell size out of b.l. \t\t%s [mm] \n',num2str(cell*1000));
fprintf(f, 'mesh bounds \t\t\t%s X %s all in [m] ...
\n',num2str(xyzmin),num2str(xyzmax));
fprintf(f, 'cell expansion ratios \t\t%s \n',num2str(er));
if cellrefine==0
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fprintf(f, 'foil cell refinement in x \tNONE \n');
end
if cellrefine==1
fprintf(f, 'foil cell refinement in x \tFINE \n');
end
if cellrefine==2
fprintf(f, 'foil cell refinement in x \tVERY FINE \n');
end
fprintf(f, 'total number of cells \t\t%s \n',num2str(ncells));
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'INLET FLOW PROPERTIES \n');
fprintf(f, 'velocity \t\t\t%s [m/s] \n',num2str(U));
fprintf(f, 'turbulence KE \t\t\t%s [m^2/s^2] \n',num2str(k));
fprintf(f, 'rate of TKE dissipation \t%s [1/s] \n',num2str(omega));
fprintf(f, 'reference pressure \t\t%s [m^2/s^2] NOTE see p file for ...
units \n',num2str(pref));
fprintf(f, 'density \t\t\t%s [kg/m^3]\n',num2str(rho));
fprintf(f, 'viscosity \t\t\t%s [m^2/s] \n',num2str(nu));
fprintf(f, ' \n');
fprintf(f, 'BOUNDARY CONDITIONS for U, p, k, omega \n');
fprintf(f, 'INLET: \t\tU:%s \tp:%s \tk:%s \tomega:%s ...
\n',inlet{1},inlet{2},inlet{3},inlet{4});
fprintf(f, 'OUTELT: \tU:%s \tp:%s \tk:%s \tomega:%s ...
\n',outlet{1},outlet{2},outlet{3},outlet{4});
fprintf(f, 'WALLS: \t\tU:%s \tp:%s \tk:%s \tomega:%s ...
\n',walls{1},walls{2},walls{3},walls{4});




if potFoam == 1
fprintf(f, 'potentialFoam used: \t\tYES \n');
else
fprintf(f, 'potentialFoam used: \t\tNO \n');
end
fprintf(f, 'max iterations: \t\t%s \n',num2str(maxit));
fprintf(f, 'l/d and p write interval \t%s \n',num2str(writein2));
fprintf(f, 'convergence p/others \t\t%s \n',num2str(tol));





fprintf(f, 'OTHER SIMULATIONS: \n');
fclose(f);
































save(casedata,'xref', 'yref', 'foilnameref', 'chordref', 'AoAref', ...
'Uref', 'kref', 'omegaref', 'rhoref', 'nuref', 'prefref', ...
'cellref', 'yplusminref', 'xyzminref', 'xyzmaxref', 'erref', ...
'inletref', 'outletref', 'wallsref', 'foilref', 'potFoamref', ...





bc={'U' 'p' 'k' 'omega'}; %boundary conditions
f=fopen([testfolder, '\summary.txt'],'a');
fprintf(f, 'FOLDER: \t\t\t%s \n', folder);
fprintf(f, 'SAME AS INITIAL CASE EXCEPT FOR: \n');
if strcmp(foilnameref,foilname)==0
fprintf(f, 'foil: \t\t\t\t%s \n', foilname);
end
if isequal(chordref,chord)==0
fprintf(f, 'chord: \t\t\t%s [mm] \n',num2str(chord*1000));
end
if isequal(Uref,U)==0
fprintf(f, 'velocity \t\t\t%s [m/s] \n',num2str(U));
end
if isequal(nuref,nu)==0
fprintf(f, 'viscosity \t\t\t%s [m^2/s] \n',num2str(nu));
end
if isequal(Uref,U)==0 || isequal(nuref,nu)==0 || ...
isequal(chordref,chord)==0




fprintf(f, 'angles of attack \t\t %s [degrees] \n',num2str(AoA));
end
if isequal(kref,k)==0
fprintf(f, 'turbulence KE \t\t\t%s [m^2/s^2] \n',num2str(k));
end
if isequal(omegaref,omega)==0
fprintf(f, 'rate of TKE dissipation \t%s [1/s] \n',num2str(omega));
end
if isequal(rhoref,rho)==0
fprintf(f, 'density \t\t\t%s [kg/m^3]\n',num2str(rho));
end
if isequal(prefref,pref)==0





fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\t2D \n');
elseif dim==2
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\t3D equal cells in z \n');
elseif dim==4
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\t3D with b. layer in z \n');
elseif dim==3
fprintf(f, 'geometry: \t\t\thalf of 3D (symmetry) with b. ...




fprintf(f, 'cell size out of b.l. \t\t%s [mm] \n',num2str(cell*1000));
end
if isequal(yplusminref,yplusmin)==0
fprintf(f, 'minimum cell \t\t\t%s y+ \n',num2str(yplusmin));
end
if isequal(xyzminref,xyzmin)==0 || isequal(xyzmaxref,xyzmax)==0








fprintf(f, 'foil cell refinement in x \tNONE \n');
end
if cellrefine==1
fprintf(f, 'foil cell refinement in x \tFINE \n');
end
if cellrefine==2





if strcmp(inletref{i},inlet{i}) == 0
fprintf(f, 'New inlet boundary condtion for %s: \t%s \n', ...
bc{i}, inlet{i});
end
if strcmp(outletref{i},outlet{i}) == 0
fprintf(f, 'New outlet boundary condtion for %s: \t%s \n', ...
bc{i}, outlet{i});
end
if strcmp(wallsref{i},walls{i}) == 0
fprintf(f, 'New walls boundary condtion for %s \t%s \n', ...
bc{i}, walls{i});
end
if strcmp(foilref{i},foil{i}) == 0





if potFoam == 1
fprintf(f, 'potentialFoam used: \t\tYES \n');
else




fprintf(f, 'max iterations: \t\t%s \n',num2str(maxit));
end
if isequal(writein2ref,writein2)==0
fprintf(f, 'l/d and p write interval \t%s \n',num2str(writein2));
end
if isequal(purref,pur)==0 || isequal(uko1ref,uko1)==0 || ...
isequal(uko2ref,uko2)==0




fprintf(f, 'convergence p/others \t\t%s \n',num2str(tol));
end








cfilename=[testfolder, '\case' num2str(cfile) 'data.mat'];
if exist(cfilename,'file')==0
save(cfilename, 'x', 'y', 'foilname', 'chord', 'AoA', 'U', ...
'k', 'omega', 'rho', 'nu', 'pref', 'cell', 'yplusmin', ...
'xyzmin', 'xyzmax', 'er', 'inlet', 'outlet', 'walls', ...
'foil', 'potFoam', 'maxit', 'writein2', 'pur', 'uko1', ...









%THIS FUNCTION CONDITIONS A FOIL (sets the variables in appropriate format
%for blockMeshDict writer - namely values start from leftmost point
%INPUT: x,y coordinates of foil at 0 degrees AoA, no repeating points;
%(coordinates should follow the loop of the foil in clockwise direction - ...
no "jumps")













































%THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE CHORD FOR A BIDIRECTIONAL FOIL (generated with ...
xsymfoil.m or xsymfoil2.m)
%INPUT x,y coordinates of foil (points should be consequtive)
%OUTPUT 2 indices for x (and y) corresponding to the chord end points




if sqrt( (x(i+l)-x(i))^2 + (y(i+l)-y(i))^2 ) > c
c= sqrt( (x(i+l)-x(i))^2 + (y(i+l)-y(i))^2 );
index=[i, l+i];
% this is to check chord values




%THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE POINTS NECESARRY FOR THE BLOCKMESH FILE:
%NAMELY: number of shapr edges and their indices; and 45 degree tangents
%to the x-axis (only the ones closest to the leading and trailing edge are
%returned in the case of more than 2 tangents per round edge)
%INPUT: x,y coordinates of foil, and optionally max angle [deg] for an ...
edge to be considered sharp.
%OUTPUT: number of sharp edges (less than 60 degrees - unless specified ...
otherwise);
%the corresponding indices; indices of the 45-degree tangents
%REQUIREMENTS: points must be consecutive (follow the loop) of the foil in
%clockwise direction; for the given AoA the first point should be at min(x);
%foil cannot have repeating points.
function [n i i45]= findpoints (x,y,maxA)
if (exist('maxA'))==0






'WARNING: the maximum angle for an edge to be considered sharp should ...
be positive'
end
n=0; %initializing the counter for shapr edges
i=0; %returning 0 if there are no sharp edges
len=length(x);






%% SHARP EDGES ------------------------
%finding the angle between two elements
%at x(1)





%at all other x except x(len)
for j=2:len-1


















%% 45-DEGREE TANGENTS ------------------------
%finding min and max x
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[minx maxx]=oneminmax(x);
%% 2 sharp edges case
if n==2
i45=0; %algorithm does not need 45 degree tangent
end
%% 1 sharp edge case
if n==1
c=0; %setting counter for tangents
j=0; %setting counter for the loop
%finding the 45-degree tangent on the top side
while (c==0 && j<=i)
j=j+1;
if ( abs(sl(j))>pi/4 && abs(sl(j+1))<pi/4 ) %absolute value used ...
since sl(1) will be negative; also more than one local min(x) ...






'ERROR: There were no 45-degree tangents found on the top side of ...
the foil. Check whether the angle of attack is too high.'
end
%finding the 45-degre tangent on the bottom side
%checking whether the "45-degree tangent" is at the first point
if ( abs(sl(1))<pi/4 && abs(sl(2))>pi/4 )
if i45(1)==1
'ERROR: The 2 "45-degree tangents" are at the same point (tip ...
of foil). It seems like you have a sharp edge at the left ...






j=len+2; %setting counter for the loop
while (c==1 && j>i+2)
j=j-1;








'ERROR: There were no 45-degree tangents found on the bottom side ...
of the foil. Check whether the angle of attack is too high.'
end
end
%% no sharp edges
if n==0;
c=0; %setting counter for tangents
j=0; %setting counter for the loop
%finding the left 45-degree tangent on the top side
while (c==0 && j<=maxx)
j=j+1;
if ( abs(sl(j))>pi/4 && abs(sl(j+1))<pi/4 ) %absolute value used ...






'ERROR: There were no left 45-degree tangents found on the top ...
side of the foil.'
end
%finding the right 45-degree tangent on the top side
j=maxx+2;
while (c==1 && j>i45(1))
j=j-1;






'ERROR: There were no right 45-degree tangents found on the top ...
side of the foil.'
end
%finding the right 45-degre tangent on the bottom side
j=maxx-1; %was j=maxx; until 07/02/2014
while (c==2 && j<len)
j=j+1;
if ( abs(sl(j))>pi/4 && abs(sl(j+1))<pi/4 ) %absolute value used ...







'ERROR: There were no right 45-degree tangents found on the bottom ...
side of the foil.'
end
%finding the left 45-degre tangent on the bottom side
%checking whether the "45-degree tangent" is at the first point




j=len+2; %setting counter for the loop
while (c==3 && j>i45(3))
j=j-1;







'ERROR: There were no left 45-degree tangents found on the bottom ...
side of the foil. Check whether the angle of attack is too high.'
end
end
%% more than 2 sharp edges
if n>2
'ERROR: It appears that this foil has multiple sharp edges.'
i45=0;
%YOU CAN ATTEMPT TO RESOLOVE THE ISSUE BY CHANGING THE CRITERIA FOR A
%SHARP EDGE (INCREASE THE MINIMUM ANGLE). ALTERNATIVELY, YOU CAN
%ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE ISSUE BY SELECTING THE LEFTMOST AND RIGHTMOST
%SHARP EDGES FOR REFERENCE POINTS BUT THE RESULTS WILL LILELY BE































%THIS FUNCTION CHECKS IF ANY DATA POINT IS REPEATED OR IF THERE IS MORE
%THAN ONE POINT AT MIN OR MAX X AND FIXES IT BY ELIMINATING THE EXTRA POINT
%INPUT x and y coordinates
%OUTPUT fixed x and y coordinates, number of elimintaed points
function [xn,yn,n]=fixrepeat(x,y)
len=length(x);






















function [chord, xyzmin, xyzmax, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, yplusmin, cell, ...
er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil]=hicat(U,dim,wallref)
%THIS FUNCTION PROVIDES APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATIONS OF FLOW IN
%THE CAVITATION TUNNEL (HiCaT) AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE (UNH)
%% FOIL
chord=3*0.0254; %All foils in the HiCaT so far have 3-in chord
%% MESH
%based on mesh studies
cell=0.001;
yplusmin=2;















%larger cells for 3D simulations

























%THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE LENGTH OF A CURVE
%INPUT curve data x,y








%THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE "CIRCUMFERENCE" OF THE FOIL
%INPUT conditioned foil data x,y










%THIS FUNCTION ADDRESSES THE ISSUE OF HAVING MORE THAN ONE GLOBAL MINIMUM
%AND/OR MAXIMUM OF x (OR y) VALUE BY SELECTING THE FIRST MIN AND LAST MAX
%INPUT: variable (e.g. x, y)
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'WARNING: The geometry at the given angle of attack has more than one ...







'WARNING: The geometry at the given angle of attack has more than one ...






function [chord, xyzmin, xyzmax, k, omega, rho, nu, pref, yplusmin, cell, ...
er, inlet, outlet, walls, foil, ...
wslip]=openFlow(U,dim,wallref,wslip,tunnelTurb)
%THIS FUNCTION PROVIDES APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATIONS OF OPEN ...
(OCEAN) FLOW
%% FOIL
chord=3*0.0254; %Convergence studies were performed for 3-inch foils
%% MESH
%based on mesh studies
cell=0.001;
yplusmin=2;






























%calculating expected k and omega
k=3/2*(U*TI)^2;
omega=sqrt(k)/l;
%checking for wall slip condition
if (exist('wslip'))==0






tunnelTurb=0; %uses k and omega for open water
end












%THIS FUNCION CREATES AN "OUTER FOIL" BY DISPLACING POINTS BY A CERTAIN
%DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE FOIL SURFACE IN NORMAL DIRECTION
%INPUT conditioned x,y foil coordinates (leftmost point is x(1), with
%points going in clockwise direction) at 0 AoA, distance away from foil - d
%OUTPUT outer foil coordinates
%ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION:
%The algorithm consists of 3 parts: First, the angles of each foil element
%(between two conscutive foil points) is found. In the second parts, points
%are added offset by distance d from the foil in direction normal to the
%foil elements; also more points are added if the normals of two
%consecutive foil elements form an angle larger than a certain value. In
%the third step of the process, points are removed so that the x values of
%the foil only increase in clockwise direction to max(x) and then only
%decrease in clockwise direction to min(x). Similar procedure is performed
%for the y values of the foil. The algorithm still allows more than one
%local minima and maxima for the foil geometry itself, but the outer foil
%will have only one global maximum and one global minimum.
function [xrf,yrf] = outerfoil(x,y,d)





'WARNING: index of leftmost point is larger than or equal to index of ...
rightmost point: Was the foil conditioned before using outerfoil?'
end













'WARNING: x(1) should be the leftmost point: Was the foil ...

















































%fixing geometry for foils with inflection poitns (causing overlap of


















%needed for next algorithm
[inr(3) inr(4)]=oneminmax(yrt);
len3=length(xrt);
%fixing geometry for foils with inflection poitns (causing overlap of



























%THIS FUNCTION POSITIONS A FOIL AT 0 deg AoA AND CENTERS IT AROUND 0,0
%REQUIRES: rotatefoil.m
%INPUT: x, y, i coordinates of foil, chord point indices, findchord values
%OUTPUT: x, y coordinates of repositioned foil
function [x,y] = positionfoil (x,y,i)
%rotating foil to 0 deg AoA
alpha = atan( ( y(i(2))-y(i(1)) )/( x(i(2))-x(i(1)) ) );
alpha = alpha * 180 / pi ; %converting alpha to degrees
[x,y] = rotatefoil(x,y,alpha);
%making sure chord points are from left to right





%repositioning in x direction
rx = (x(i(2))+x(i(1)))/2;
x = x - rx;
%repositioning in y direction
y = y - y(i(1));
F.23 rotatefoil.m
%THIS FUNCTION ROTATES A GEOMETRY BY GIVEN ANGLES
%INPUT: x and y coordinates of foil, centered around 0,0 at 0 deg AoA
%INPUT: angles of attack at which the foil should be (in degrees)
%OUTPUT: x and y coordinates of foil, centered around 0,0 at desired AoAs
function [xnew,ynew] = rotatefoil(x,y,AoA)
%converting from degrees to radians









%THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE LARGEST/SMALLEST CELL RATIO GIVEN:
%INPUT length of curve l, cell expansion ratio cer, smallest cell size delta
384
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